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In this dissertation, we show how the firm can improve its revenue

and competitiveness through segmenting the market by exploring consumer

heterogeneity. In the first essay, we show that asymmetric assortment breadth

among two competing retailers can emerge as an equilibrium when con-

sumers differ in their prior knowledge about their product preferences and

their shopping costs. Under this equilibrium, the full line retailer expands

the market demand by attracting the uninformed consumers with large

shopping costs and the single product retailer passes on the savings from a

streamlined assortment to the informed consumers by setting a lower price.

Therefore, the two retailers soften the competition between them and both

achieve higher profits. In the second essay, we consider a setting in which

consumers experience distinct instances of need for a durable product at

random intervals and derive random amount of utility from each instance.

Consumers are differentiated according to the frequency with which they

vi



experience instances of need. For a firm that provides a durable product

to such a market, we consider the implications of selling versus renting on

a per-usage basis. Selling minimizes transaction costs, but may result in

inefficient utilization of units that are produced. Alternatively, per-usage

rentals allow more utility to be generated per unit of product that is pro-

duced. Focusing on these trade-offs, we identify conditions under which

the firm should sell, offer per-usage rentals, or offer a combination of the

two. In the third essay, we continue to use the durable good framework

to study how various forms of government subsidy programs shift con-

sumer’s demand patterns and thus generate different magnitude of ad-

ditional savings in resource consumption. We give the conditions under

which each type of cash rebate programs does the best in generating re-

source savings per dollar spent.
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Chapter 1

Executive Summary

As the world becomes flatter, multinational firms are faced with global

consumers with diverse product preferences and consumption patterns. This

multifaceted consumer heterogeneity challenges firms’ capabilities to pro-

duce, market and service the right products, but it also creates opportunities

for firms to intelligently segment the market, hence dramatically improv-

ing the potential for their revenue streams and operational efficiencies. The

advance of information technology also provides firms with tools to more

easily exploit consumer heterogeneity.

A parallel trend in the market is that consumers are becoming in-

creasingly smarter. With information sharing happening at an unprece-

dented rate, today’s consumers are better informed than ever before. These

consumers are better viewed as strategic, in that they anticipate firm’s deci-

sions and respond strategically to maximize their utilities. In other words,

they are active players in buyer-seller interactions. Thus, the traditional

paradigm in which a firm deals with a passive consumer at the aggregate

level may be inadequate in addressing many of today’s Operations Man-

agement research questions.
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Lying in the interface of Operations Management and Marketing, my

research uses the game theoretic framework to study how a firm increases

its revenue stream and improves its operational efficiencies by properly seg-

menting heterogeneous consumers. In the first essay, I have examined the

assortment choices between two competing retailers. In the second essay, I

have examined product offering decision, i.e., to sell or to rent on a per-use

basis, of a durable good provider. In the third essay, I have examined the

effect of government subsidy on the adoption of resource efficient durable

products.

The first essay of my dissertation studies two competing retailers’

assortment decisions when consumers are heterogeneous in their product

preferences, their knowledge about their preferences and their shopping

costs. For many products that touch and feel are important, some (unin-

formed) consumers can only determine their preferences after trying out

these products in stores, while other (informed) consumers know their prod-

uct preferences before hand. Specifically, we study a market comprised

of two products with symmetric demand structure. We show that due to

the existence of these consumer heterogenieties, an asymmetric assortment

breadth where one retailer carries the full product line and the other car-

ries limited product line could arise as an equilibrium even though both

retailers and products are symmetric. The reason is the following. The full

line retailer expands the market demand by reducing the shopping costs

for uninformed consumers and maximizing their probabilities of finding
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the ideal products. And the limited line retailer saves on the carrying costs

and passes them on in the form of lower price for the informed consumers.

Thus, by choosing this asymmetric assortment breadth endogenously, the

two retailers avoid the head-on price competition, which would lead to the

marginal cost pricing had both of them carry the full product line, and enjoy

the expended market brought by the full line retailer.

The second essay of my dissertation looks at pricing and segmen-

tation decisions of a durable product monopolist faced with strategic con-

sumers who are differentiated according to their usage frequencies. For

many durable products, such as hardware tools and computer software,

consumers need to use the product only intermittently, and the utility they

derive from each instance of usage is random. To complicate the matter

further, a durable good monopolist who initially sells to high valuation

consumers has an incentive to lower its selling price over time to attract

the remaining consumers. Expecting this price decline, strategic consumers

may postpone their purchase to later periods, creating the classic time in-

consistency problem. My research examines the durable good monopolist’s

optimal pricing and segmentation strategies in this setting. We find that

when there are costs associated with each transaction, the firm should rent

its products on a per-usage basis to light users who only use the durables oc-

casionally, and sell its products to heavy users who use the durables more

frequently. Selling minimizes transaction costs for both parties at the ex-

pense of lowered utility per unit of product. On the other hand, per-use

3



rental generates more utility per unit of product by pooling the demand

and thus results in efficient utilization of products at the expense of higher

cumulative transaction costs. Focusing on these trade-offs, we identify con-

ditions under which the firm should sell, offer per-usage rentals, or employ

a hybrid strategy. Equally important, we show that the constant flow of rev-

enue from per-usage rentals reduces the firm’s incentive to lower the selling

price of the durable good over time, thus alleviating the time-inconsistency

issue.

My interest in heterogeneous and strategic consumers and durable

goods is also reflected in my third essay. For the past decade, governments

in different countries often offer subsidies such as cash rebate and tax credit

to consumers in order to stimulate the demands for the resource efficient

products, such as high SEER A/Cs, appliances with energy star ratings and

hybrid vehicles. In this essay, we study how the government subsidies

structured differently modify the demand patterns over time. And sub-

sequently, how the changed demand patterns change the overall resource

consumption.

In this essay, we consider three commonly observed rebate struc-

tures: an immediate rebate that takes effect right after it is announced and

has an ending date; the deferred rebate that takes effect at a future date after

its announcement; and the constant rebate that takes effect immediately and

has no ending date. Consumers are not only heterogeneous, but also cost

dependent in their usage levels of the durable product. Our results show

4



that while the manufacturer increases its price(s) in response to the govern-

ment rebates, rebates in general increase the overall number of adopters.

However, a rebate does shift demand from the period that it is not offered

to the period that it is. More importantly, using the additional resource sav-

ings per dollar spent as the performance measure, we find that in general,

the immediate rebate does the best for products with small initial marginal

cost of production v1; the constant rebate does the best for products with

intermediate v1 and the deferred rebate does the best for products with

large v1. With a budget constraint, either the immediate rebate or the con-

stant rebate generates the largest resource savings, depending on the initial

marginal cost of producing the durable. Surprisingly, the deferred rebate

may generates negative resource savings in some cases. The reason is the

following. The deferred rebate worsens the time inconsistency issue faced

by the manufacturer by lowering the effective price of the products in later

periods. Therefore, consumer’s willingness to pay is even lowered in the

early period. This results in fewer early adopters and more later adopters.

This shift directly reduces the benefit that the society could get from these

efficient products. Furthermore, we find that when the price of the resource

is uncertain in the future, the government should never commit to the fu-

ture rebate in advance. Instead, it should re-evaluate its rebate policy after

the uncertainty in resource prices is resolved.

The rest of the document is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I

review the literature in assortment planning and durable products that is
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relevant to my work. In Chapters 3, I develop and analyze the model about

assortment choices between the two competing retailers. In Chapter 4, I de-

velop a model to capture the trade-offs of selling the durable product and

renting it on a per-use basis. In Chapter 5, I evaluate which one of the three

types of government rebate structures performs the best in generating re-

source savings from the adopters of efficient products. In Chapter 3, 4 and

5, sections to motivate each essay are provided at the beginning, followed

by the sections that explain the model assumptions and show the detailed

analysis. At the end of these three chapters, I provide a short section to sum-

marize main findings and also to point out the future research directions.

6



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1. Assortment choices among competing retailers

Diamond [1971] first challenges the stable price equilibrium when

considering the search behavior of consumers in discovering price informa-

tion. Varian [1980] then formalizes a model where n identical firms sell the

same product and a portion of consumers incur a positive cost to search for

price information. Besides this uninformed group, there is another group

of consumers who know the price information without search (or equiva-

lently, their search costs are zero). Varian [1980] then establishes the price

equilibrium in mixed strategy and uses it as the basis to explain the tem-

poral price dispersion among retailers, i.e., retailers run sales from time to

time to price discriminate the informed and uninformed consumer groups.

The informed buy the product from the lowest priced firm and the unin-

formed randomly select a firm to buy the product. Stahl [1989] extends

Varian’s model by considering sequential search with recall. He establishes

an equilibrium price in mixed strategy that converges to the degenerated

case of either marginal cost pricing or monopoly pricing when the portion

of consumers with zero search costs approaches 1 or 0. In all these papers,

consumers are assumed to know their valuation towards the product but

7



need to search the price information.

More recently, there are a growing number of papers that deal with

the other aspects of the search problem. Lal and Sarvary [1999], Zettelmeyer

[2000], Cachon et al. [2005, 2008], and Kuksov and Villas-Boas [2010] all

study the problem when there are multiple products in the market and con-

sumers incur costs to search for product information (to evaluate the fit of

the products). In all these models, the prices are known and the valuations

of the products are unknown to consumers.

In Lal and Sarvary [1999], there are two vertically integrated firms

and each one sells its own product. Each consumer knows her valuation

for one product (the familiar brand) and may incur search costs to evaluate

the fit of the unfamiliar brand. In the case of “destination shopping” where

the cost of going to the first store is much bigger than the cost of visiting an

additional store, Lal and Sarvary [1999] show that introducing Internet as

the second channel (where consumers can buy their familiar brands without

the initial search cost) could actually lead to less price competition between

the two firms and subsequently higher equilibrium prices. In Zettelmeyer

[2000], the author endogenizes the search cost decision in a similar setting,

i.e., the firm can choose the level of ease with which consumers discover

their valuations for a product by stuffing more sales-persons on the floor or

building a better website with more precise information on products. He

concludes that firms have incentives to facilitate search on the Internet (to

provide a channel with low search costs) when the number of consumers

8



who have access to the Internet is small.

Cachon et al. [2005] and Cachon et al. [2008] are the first to study

firm’s optimal assortment choice while considering consumers search. In

both papers, they use a Multi-nomial Logit (MNL) consumer choice model

to study firm’s assortment planning problem. The first paper shows that

explicitly accounting for consumer search as one of her outside options

may lead to the inclusion of unprofitable variants in the optimal assortment

while the no-search model, where consumer’s outside option has zero pay-

off, never does this. Here, competition among firms is ignored and prices

are exogenous. The second paper specifically considers the competition be-

tween firms in an oligopoly setting. By restricting to symmetric equilib-

rium where each firm sets the same price and chooses the non-overlapping

assortments with same breadth, the paper shows that easier search (lower

search costs enabled by Internet) may lead to higher price and broader as-

sortment.

Our paper is different from Cachon et al. [2008] in multiple ways.

First, we allow for the heterogeneity in search costs and in the amount of

information consumers have as a prior. In Cachon et al. [2008], consumers

are homogeneous on both dimensions. In addition, that paper imposes

the restriction of symmetric non-overlapping assortment at the equilibrium.

Consequently, consumers are indifferent between which firm to search first.

In our paper we endogenize the sequence of retailers in which consumers

search. Together with consumer heterogeneity, this drives the existence of

9



asymmetric assortment breadth because consumers with high search costs

may prefer to visit the full line retailer first even if its prices are higher.

The conventional wisdom of assortment partially driving consumer’s

store choices has both theoretical and empirical support. Briesch et al. [2009]

find empirically that “the number of brands in an assortment and the pres-

ence of a household’s favorite brands increase that household’s probability

of choosing a store; however, the number of SKUs per brand, the number

of sizes per brand and the number of unique SKUs do not.” Krishan et al.

[2002] builds a theoretical model to show that between two competing re-

tailers that sell one product in the same category, one commits to sell the

same brand while the other sells the brand that is currently cheaper to pro-

cure. Their work is very different from ours in that there is no consumer

search in their setting and the firms do not make the assortment breadth

decisions. In our paper, the consumer’s sequential search problem is very

important and drives the equilibrium outcome of asymmetric assortment

breadth.

To the best of our knowledge, Dukes et al. [2009] is the only paper

that proposes that two retailers use asymmetric assortment breadth strate-

gically in competition. In their setting, there is a dominant retailer who has

the power to dictate what to include in its assortment to the manufacturer.

It chooses to offer only the popular product and leaves the manufacturer

to force the other retailer to carry both the popular and the specialty prod-

ucts at an added carrying costs. By doing this, the dominant retailer en-

10



joys the relaxed price competition with its rivals on the popular product.

Thus, in their paper, the driving force behind the asymmetric assortment

breadth equilibrium is the power imbalance between the manufacturer and

the retailer. However, in our paper, the driving force behind the asymmetric

assortment breadth is the presence of uninformed consumers with hetero-

geneous search costs.

2.2. Selling and renting the durable products

Extant literature has studied firms that sell durable goods to con-

sumers or provide access to these goods via rentals. However, to the best

of our knowledge, this paper is the first to analyze a system in which con-

sumers can access a durable product either by purchasing it or by renting

it per-use. This co-existence provides a rich avenue for studying the in-

teraction between the firm’s and consumers’ decisions; the presence of a

rental option lowers the consumers’ willingness to buy, whereas the firm

can exploit the economies of scale inherent in renting and may have higher

optimal sales prices.

The literature on queueing has implications for managing rental sys-

tems. The canonical model considered in these papers consists of consumers

arriving stochastically over time and requesting per-use access to a resource.

Mendelson and Whang [1990] were the first to examine social optimality

with incentive-compatible pricing in such a system with different classes

of consumers. Revenue maximization in a similar context was undertaken
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in Afeche [2007]. More recently, Cachon et al. [2008] compare pricing per-

use and subscription in a queueing context. The consumer models used

there for per-use and subscription options are quite similar to those that we

use for rental and sales options, respectively. In particular, the consumers

have random valuations per usage; in the rental option, the consumers

make their decision to pay for access after the realization of the valuation,

whereas in the sales option, they make their decision based on the expected

value over all future requirements. However, Cachon et al. [2008] study

both modes of operation in isolation, whereas in our paper, both the sales

and rental options may co-exist, because unlike that paper, the consumers

in our model are differentiated based on their usage frequencies.

Among the literature that studies durable goods markets, our work

is most related to Huang and Anderson [2001], which introduced trans-

action costs to explain the co-existence of selling and leasing in a durable

goods market. Although renting a durable good may seem similar to a short

term lease, the fundamental difference is that a consumer rents a durable for

the duration of actual use, whereas in a lease, the consumer pays for the en-

tire duration of the lease, including periods when the durable is not used.

In this sense, leasing is similar to the sales option, in which the consumer

must calculate up front the expected value of having access to the durable

for the duration of the lease over the possibility (and value) of his needs.

Our work also has implications for the issue of time inconsistency exhibited

in durable goods markets that was conjectured by Coase [1972] and later

12



formalized by Bulow [1982]. We find that the presence of a rental option

can allow the firm to have higher optimal sales prices, and thus alleviate

this time inconsistency compared to the case of only selling the durable.

2.3. Government subsidy on the adoption of efficient durable
products

Bulow [1982] is the first one who proposes to use a two-period model

to study durable products and formally identifies the time inconsistency

issue faced by the durable product seller. He also illustrates the counter-

intuitive effect of marginal cost on a durable goods monopolist. He suggests

that a higher marginal cost can actually benefit the durable good monopo-

list because it implies a limited production in the second period, which in

turn boosts the first period price. Therefore, a higher marginal cost can al-

leviate the time inconsistency issue faced by a durable good seller. Bulow’s

two-periods model gains numerous followers in the academic community.

Among them, the most relevant to our research are Kutsoati and Zabojnuk

[2005], Balachander and Srinivasan [1998] and Gilbert and Jonnalagedda

[2011].

Balachander and Srinivasan [1998] and Kutsoati and Zabojnuk [2005]

extend this line of research by adding the learning-by-doing effect. In the

former, the monopoly’s marginal cost of production is reduced in the sec-

ond period. In the latter, the monopoly improves the quality of its product

in the second period. In both papers, to capture the learning effect the au-
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thors model the reduced cost or improved quality with a function that is

linearly proportional to its first period output. Thus, the output chosen by

the monopolist in the first period is affected by the learning effect. However,

neither paper considers the implications of government subsidy on firm’s

quantity and pricing decisions.

To the best of our knowledge, Adda and Cooper [2000] is the only

paper that has specifically examined the effect of government subsidy on

the sales of automobiles. The paper empirically tests the short-term and

long-term effects of a French government subsidy program on the automo-

bile sales in France. The subsidy is given to consumers who buy new cars

and scrap their used cars (similar to the “cash for clunker” program in the

U.S.). Since France levies a heavy value-added tax on new car sales, the

paper finds that the subsidy program increases government revenue in the

short term, but hurts the government revenue in the long run due to the low

car buying activities after the subsidy program ends. In the model, there ex-

ists a perfect used car market for every vintage and the subsidy stimulates

consumers to trade in their used cars earlier.

With a similar steady state model, Rao et al. [2009] show that the

automobile manufacturer uses a trade-in program (a form of manufacturer

rebate to consumers) to alleviate the lemon problem associated with used

cars and thus stimulates the demand for its new products. Thus, despite the

potential cannibalization from the used car to the new car, the manufacturer

is still better off using trade-in to provide a channel for used car sales.
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Agrawal et al. [2011] is another recent paper that uses the steady

state model of durable products to study an environmentally related is-

sue. In this paper, they examine the overall environmental impact of selling

versus leasing the durable products over the product’s life cycle. Primar-

ily, they consider the different incentives that leasing and selling have on

re-marketing the products, disposing the off-lease units prematurely and

producing products with longer durability. Their results have policy impli-

cations for identifying conditions under which firms adopt the “greener”

strategy voluntarily.

Another remotely related stream of research examines the effective-

ness of some public policies on regulating environmental issues. Some

representative papers include Atasu et al. [2009], Atasu and Subramanian

[2011] and Plambeck and Wang [2009]. Plambeck and Wang [2009] compare

the effectiveness of two types of E-waste regulation, i.e., fee upon sales and

fee upon proposal, in slowing down new (electronic) product introduction

and thus reducing the overall E-waste produced. In their setup, although

the product is durable, consumers are homogeneous and all of them replace

their old products whenever the new product is introduced. Thus, the dy-

namics in selling durable products is ignored.

Atasu et al. [2009] and Atasu and Subramanian [2011] evaluate and

compare the economic and environmental impacts of two types of take-back

legislation dealing with E-waste collection: Individual Producer Responsi-

bility (IPR) and Collective Producer Responsibility (CPR). The former paper
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answers the question of which regulation generates higher environmental

benefits without creating fairness concerns. The latter paper focuses on in-

vestigating the regulation’s effect on manufacturer’s design for product re-

covery choices. The inter-temporal dynamics unique to our durable product

settings are not considered in either paper.
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Chapter 3

Asymmetric Assortment Choices Among
Competing Retailers When Consumers Are

Uncertain About Product Preferences

3.1. Introduction

Consumer search has been studied extensively in the literature. All

the search problems deal with consumers having imperfect information

about either price or product attribute information or both. For example,

a consumer who is looking for a specific DVD title to buy may search sev-

eral stores for the lowest price before purchase. Another consumer who is

looking for a baby stroller needs to search for product attributes information

for the “best” fit.

Information technology, such as Google Shopper and Red Laser, has

reduced the cost of searching for prices dramatically. On the other hand,

consumers still incur significant search costs to obtain the product attribute

information for a product for which they can only determine their valua-

tions by experiencing/trying it. For example, a consumer need to visit retail

stores to try several baby strollers before she knows which brand best fits

her needs. These costs of shopping and comparing could be significant and

are heterogeneous among consumers.
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The existence of consumers who are uncertain about their product

preferences before visiting a store makes it beneficial for a firm to have a full

line of product offerings. A full line retailer allows the consumers to gather

all the products information in one place and results in lowered search costs

for consumers. As a result, consumers are more likely to visit the full line

retailer and also are more likely to find their ideal products to purchase.

Thus a full line retailer expands the market demand. However, having a

broader assortment increases the fixed costs that the firm incurs due to the

added complexity in ordering, manging inventory, and shelving more va-

rieties of products. Beyond these basic trade-offs between the market ex-

pansion effect and the added carrying costs, there is more to consider when

competition enters the picture. When two retailers are competing for the

same pool of consumers, a full line retailer guarantees the existence of some

overlapping product varieties. This intensifies the competition and may eat

away some of the benefits brought by the expanded market demand. To

understand how competing retailers choose their assortment breadth, con-

sidering its effects on market size, fixed costs and competition is the main

objective of this paper.

In this paper, we consider a market consisting of two identical retail-

ers selling two similar products, A and B. A portion of the consumers do not

know their product preferences and can discover their valuations towards

each product through search. The remaining consumers know their prod-

uct preferences ex ante. We call the former group uninformed consumers
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and the latter group informed consumers. In addition, consumers are also

heterogeneous in their shopping costs. Under this setting, we show that

asymmetric assortment breadth, where one retailer carries the full product

line and the other carries only limited varieties, can be an equilibrium. Con-

sequently, the full line retailer sells to the uninformed consumers with large

shopping costs at a slightly higher price and the limited line retailer sells to

both the informed consumers and uninformed consumers with very small

shopping costs at a slightly lower price.

Under this asymmetric assortment breadth equilibrium, whenever

the full line retailer reduces its price on the overlapping product that is also

carried by the limited line retailer to compete for the informed consumers,

its margin on the products sold to the uninformed consumers is also low-

ered. Therefore, the full line retailer has less incentive to engage in the price

war with its rival on the overlapping product. Consequently, the limited

line retailer can also charge a price that is above the marginal cost despite

the fact that both firms has the same product. In short, with asymmetric

assortment breadth, firms get the benefit of both expanded market demand

and reduced price competition.

This market structure of a full line retailer versus a limited line re-

tailer (or specialty store versus general discounter) exists for many product

categories. Dukes et al. [2009] documents asymmetric assortment breadth in

seven product categories ranging from groceries to infant car seats. For ex-

ample, they find that Wal-mart carries one type of Graco infant car seat and
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BabiesRus carries either types. They argue that the reason for this kind of

asymmetric assortment breadth is due to the power imbalance in the retail

channel. When there is a powerful retailer such as Wal-mart in the channel,

it strategically chooses to carry the popular product only. Consequently, the

manufacturer forces the other retailer (the less powerful one) to carry both

the popular and the niche products.

To eliminate this in-balance in the product popularity as a possible

explanation, we assume the products are symmetric in the underling de-

mand patterns in this paper. Then, we show that this asymmetric assort-

ment breadth equilibrium can exist even when the two retailers are sym-

metric (e.g., they have the same cost structure and no one is dominant).

Our micro level consumer search model allows for heterogeneity in con-

sumer search costs and in the prior knowledge consumers have about their

product preferences, two important dimensions ignored in almost all re-

search on consumer search. We argue that it could be these heterogeneities

that are driving the asymmetric assortment breadth choice between the two

competing retailers. Moreover, we analyze the pricing game between the

two retailers under this asymmetric equilibrium. We show that the full line

retailer emerges as a price leader and the limited line retailer as a price fol-

lower in pure strategy and both are better off from this asymmetric equilib-

rium.
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3.2. Model Assumptions

Consumers differ on three dimensions: their product preferences,

their prior knowledge of that preference, and their shopping costs. We elab-

orate on these differences below.

Product preferences Consider two horizontally differentiated products, A

and B. Each consumer’s valuation for a given product i is Vi ∈ {0, 1}, where

i = A or B. We say that a consumer “likes” product i if her valuation for

it is Vi = 1. For simplicity, we assume consumer’s product preferences are

symmetric. Specifically, β is the probability that a consumer likes product i,

i ∈ {A, B}, i.e., β ≡ Pr{VA = 1} = Pr{VB = 1}. And γ is the conditional

probability a consumer likes product j given that she likes product i, where

j 6= i, i.e., γ ≡ Pr{VA = 1|VB = 1}. Hence, based on consumer’s product

preferences, there are four consumer types: type A (or B) who likes only

product A (or B); type AB who likes both A and B and type ∅ who likes

neither A nor B. It is easy to see that there are β(1− γ) fractions of type A or

B, βγ fractions of type AB and 1− β(2− γ) fractions of type ∅ consumers in

the population. The parameter γ allows us to consider alternative relation-

ships between a consumer’s valuations for the two products, VA and VB.

VA and VB are positively correlated when γ > β, independent when γ = β,

and negatively correlated when γ < β. Assume γ > min(2− 1
β , 0) for all

0 < β < 1 to ensure 1− β(2− γ) > 0, i.e., there are always positive number
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of consumers who are type ∅ who will not purchase1.

Knowledge of their product preferences Consumers are divided into two

groups based on their prior knowledge of their product preferences. The

uninformed consumers who do not know their preferences before examin-

ing products in the store and the informed consumers who know their Vi,

i = A or B, ex ante. Let α (0 < α < 1) represent the percentage of unin-

formed consumers and 1− α the percentage of informed consumers.

Throughout the paper, we assume that both informed and uninformed

consumers know the prices and assortments at each retailer before they visit

any stores. In other words, the uninformed consumers know prices and

only search for product information . The assumption that consumers know

the prices without search is not a very restrictive one. Uninformed con-

sumers can learn the prices of products at each retailer from the retailer’s

Internet listed prices, the weekly advertising materials circulated by retail-

ers or even by calling the stores. Especially with the help of price compari-

son smart phone apps, such as Google Shopper and Red Laser, a consumer

can find out the price of the same product at different stores instantly and

almost effortlessly. The key assumption is that our uninformed consumers

are aware of the products and may even know the digital attributes of the

products such as product dimensions and specifications. However, they can

1We need γ > 0 to capture the effect that the uninformed consumer gets different
amount of information from the full line retailer or from the limited line retailer.
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only assess Vi for product i after going to a store and experience it.

Shopping costs We assume the consumer incurs shopping cost of s to visit

a store. And her cost of going from one store to the other is also s. Further-

more, we assume the shopping cost s is uniformly distributed on [0, 1] over

the population. With this assumption, even the informed consumer incurs

s when she goes to a store to buy a product.

There are two retailers, retailer 1 (R1) and retailer 2 (R2), in the mar-

ket. We assume they are identical on all dimensions except their assort-

ments, such as service level, reputation, return policy, geographic proximity

to the consumers, etc. In other words, two retailers have no differentiation

between them if they have identical assortment and they enjoy the largest

differentiation if each one is the exclusive provider of one product. We use

this strong assumption to highlight the effect of assortment on firm’s com-

petition and to make our analysis tractable. However, this is not the as-

sumption that drives our results.

The retailer’s operating costs are increasing in the number of prod-

ucts in its assortments due to added ordering, inventory and other logistics

costs. Following Cachon et al. [2008], we assume these costs are indepen-

dent of how many units are sold at the store. Let F(n) be the operating

costs associated with carrying n products in the retailer’s assortment. As-

sume F(2) > F(1). To simplify the analysis, we normalize F(1) to be 0 and

let F = F(2)− F(1) > 0 to denote the additional fixed costs of adding one
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more product into the assortment. Further assume the per unit procurement

cost for product A and B are the same w = 0.

3.3. Analysis and Results

Due to the contractual arrangement with suppliers, retailers often

commit to their assortments over a long time frame. For example, as de-

scribed in Plambeck [2007], Wal-Mart signed a contract with Toshiba to buy

12-weeks worth of inventory on its laptop computers despite the high de-

mand volatility and rapid technology obsolescence in the consumer elec-

tronic market. For other products with more stable demand or with capac-

ity constraints, such as the organic cotton shirt and wild salmon, Wal-mart

signs multi-year contracts with its suppliers. Consequently, most of the re-

tail stores offer fairly consistent assortment throughout selling season or

years.

We assume retailers decide their assortments first, and set prices to

compete later after observing the assortment game outcomes. Let Si, i = 1, 2

be the set of products that retailer i carries. Retailer i has three options about

what to carry: just A, just B or both A and B, therefore Si can be one of the

following: {A}, or {B} or {A, B}. Throughout the paper, we use (S1, S2) to

represent the first stage assortment game outcome. To simplify the notation,

we omit {} whenever we use (S1, S2) in the rest of the paper.

There are potentially three types of assortment outcomes: (I) iden-
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tical assortment, such as(A, A), (B, B) and (AB, AB). (II) different assort-

ment with same breadth where each retailer is an exclusive provider of one

product, such as (A, B) and (III) asymmetric assortment breadth where one

retailer carries both products and the other retailer carries a single product,

such as (A, AB) and (B, AB). Due to the symmetry between product A and

B, we need to analyze the pricing game only for the following assortment

outcomes: (A, A),(AB, AB), (A, B) and (A, AB).

Throughout the paper, we use pij and qij, where i = A or B and

j = 1, 2, to represent the price and sales quantity of product i at retailer j.

After finding the optimal prices, we can calculate firm’s profits under each

assortment outcome. Then we can identify the equilibrium assortment from

which neither retailer wants to deviate unilaterally. We restrict our analysis

to 0 < β < 1
2 and γ ≥ β for tractability.

3.3.1 Pricing game under symmetric assortment(s) - (AB,AB), (A,A) and
(B,B)

If both retailers carry the same product(s), then the price competition

between them is the standard Bertrand competition because there is no dif-

ferentiation between the two retailers. Therefore, we know the equilibrium

prices must equal to the marginal costs of selling. We formalize this results

in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3.1. When two retailers’ assortments are symmetric, i.e., both carry

the identical product(s), 0 is the equilibrium price at both retailers. Furthermore, if
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both retailers carry the same single product, each one earns 0 profit. If both retailers

carry both products, each one has a net loss of F.

Proof. See appendix.

3.3.2 Pricing game under symmetric assortment breadth - (A,B)

Without loss of generality, assume R1 carries only product A and R2

carries only product B. Recall that pA1 denotes the price of A at R1 and pB2

denotes the price of B at R2. It is clear that type A (or B) informed consumers

will go to R1 (or R2) to purchase and type AB informed consumers will go to

the store with lower price because they likes both products equally. Before

analyzing the uninformed consumer’s search problem, we know that equal

pricing cannot be an equilibrium for the (A, B) assortment just from the in-

formed consumers’ purchasing behaviors. The reason is that both retailers

have incentives to undercut its rival’s price by ε to “steal” type AB cus-

tomers. Therefore, we only need to analyze the scenarios when pA1 6= pB2.

Without loss of generality, assume pA1 < pB2. We first derive the optimal

search criteria for the uninformed consumers given the prices. Then we

derive the equilibrium prices for the retailers.

Uninformed consumer’s search behavior given prices: Since pA1 < pB2,

R1 is the lower price retailer and the uninformed consumers will visit it first.

Before, the uninformed consumer goes to R1, she knows her probability of
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liking A is β and her probability of not liking A is 1 − β. Once she tries

product A at R1, she can update her belief about her type.

Suppose she likes product A, then it never pays for her to find out

if she is type AB by incurring cost of s to go to R2. The reason is since

pB2 > pA1, she will never buy product B even she is type AB. Therefore, she

will always buy product A at R1 if she likes A. Then, her expected payoff of

visiting R1 only is

β(1− pA1)− s, (3.1)

where s is her costs of going to R1.

Suppose she does not like product A at R1. At this point, her costs

of visiting R1 is sunk and will not influence her future decisions. Then, she

only needs to compare her payoffs from the following two options: to stop

her search and get 0 payoff or to incur s to go to R2 to see if she is type

B. If she indeed goes to R2 and finds out she is type B, then she will buy

B at pB2. Recall, we define in section 3 the probability that she also likes

B conditional on she likes A at R1 as Pr(B|A) = γ. Using Bayes’ rule, the

probability that she likes B conditional on she does not like A at R1 (she is

type B) is Pr(B|A) = Pr(A|B)Pr(B)
Pr(A)

= (1−γ)β
1−β , where A means she does not like

A. Let E[US
LL(s, pB2)|A] be the expected payoff of the uninformed consumer

going to R2 conditional on she does not like product A at R1. We have

E[US
LL(s, pB2)|A] = Pr(B|A)(1− pB2)− s , (3.2)

where Pr(B|A) = β(1−γ)
1−β . It is clear that the uninformed consumer will go
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to R2 if E[US
LL(s, pB2)|A] ≥ 0. Next lemma summarizes her optimal search

criteria given she has already visited one store.

Lemma 3.3.2. Under (A,B) assortment, the uninformed consumer will continue

her search to the second store if and only if she does not like the product at the first

store and her search cost is sufficiently small, i.e., s ≤ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− p), where p is

the price of the product at the second store.

Proof. Omitted.

From lemma 3.3.2, we know that the uninformed consumer’s ex-

pected payoff of visiting both retailers is the weighted sum of her expected

surplus from visiting the first and the second store, i.e., β(1− pA1) − s +

(1− β)E[US
LL(s, pB2)|A]. Plugging in (3.2), we get

β(1− pA1) + β(1− γ)(1− pB2)− (2− β)s. (3.3)

In summary, we can construct the uninformed consumer’s decision

tree in figure 3.1. It is clear from the figure that the uninformed consumer

has three options: (1) No search option where she goes to neither store. (2)

Partial search option where she goes to R1 and stops her search there. (3)

Exhaustive search option where she first goes to R1, updates her informa-

tion, then goes to R2. We assume she gets 0 payoff with no search option.
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Figure 3.1: Uninformed consumer’s decision process at R1 when R1 carries
only product A and R2 carries only product B

Her expected payoff from the partial and exhaustive search are given in

(3.1) and (3.3), respectively.

The uninformed consumer chooses the option that gives her the largest

expected payoff as her optimal search strategy. Let E[US
LL(s, pA1, pB2)] be

uninformed consumer’s expected payoff of visiting R1 (the low price store)

under (A, B) assortment outcome. We have

E[US
LL(s, pA1, pB2)] = max(0, β(1− pA1)− s,

β(1− pA1) + β(1− γ)(1− pB2)− (2− β)s) ,

The following proposition states the uninformed consumers’ search and

purchasing behaviors.

Proposition 3.3.3. Suppose R1 carries product A and R2 carries product B. With-

out loss of generality, assume R1 has a lower price, i.e., pA1 < pB2.

(1) When γ ≥ 1−pA1
1−pB2

β− pB2−pA1
1−pB2

, the uninformed consumer with shopping

cost s uses the following search criteria: if s > β(1− pA1), she will not go to either
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store; if s ∈ [ β(1−γ)
1−β (1 − pB2), β(1 − pA1)], she will do partial search, i.e., she

visits R1 and buys product A there if she likes A; if s < β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2), she will

do full search, i.e., she visits R1 first, buys A if she likes A and goes to R2 otherwise.

She always buys B if she is at R2 and likes product B.

(2) When γ ≤ 1−pA1
1−pB2

β− pB2−pA1
1−pB2

, the uninformed consumer with shopping

cost s uses the following search criteria: if s > β(1−pA1)+β(1−γ)(1−pB2)
2−β , she will not

go to either store; otherwise, she will do full search, i.e., she visits R1 first, buys A

if she likes A and goes to R2 otherwise. She always buys B if she is at R2 and likes

product B.

Proof. See appendix.

The interpretation of Proposition 3.3.3 is as follows. Uninformed

consumers with very large shopping costs never go to any store and the

rest visit at least the lower priced store. Whether they will continue their

search to the second store depends on the relative relationship between γ,

β and prices. When γ is big compared to β (γ > 1−pA1
1−pB2

β − pB2−pA1
1−pB2

), con-

sumers view the two products, A and B, as good substitute of each other,

i.e., if she dislikes A then she is very likely to also dislike B. Thus, if the

uninformed consumer does not like A at R1, she knows that the probability

she will like B at R2 is low. Therefore, only those with small shopping costs

(s ≤ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2)) will take the chance to continue their searches to the

second store for the ideal products. And many with intermediate shopping
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Figure 3.2: Uninformed consumer’s expected payoff under (A, B) assort-
ment, pA1 = pB2 = p.

costs will stop their search at R1. On the other hand, when γ is small com-

pared to β ( γ < 1−pA1
1−pB2

β − pB2−pA1
1−pB2

), consumers view the two products, A

and B, as bad substitute, i.e., if she dislikes A then she is very likely to like

B. Thus, if the uninformed consumer does not like A at R1, she knows that

the probability she will like B at R2 is high. Therefore, among those who

visit R1, every uninformed consumer who does not like A will continue her

search to the second store for the ideal product.

Note that when pA1 = pB2 = p, the condition γ ≥ 1−pA1
1−pB2

β− pB2−pA1
1−pB2

simplifies to γ ≥ β. Figure 2 illustrates the uninformed consumer’s ex-

pected payoff when γ ≤ β and γ ≥ β, respectively, if the two retailers set

the same price.
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Retailers’ price equilibrium: We further limit ourselves to the case of γ ≥
β to get closed form solutions. When γ ≥ β, we have 1−γ

1−β ≤ 1 < 1−pA1
1−pB2

,

where the latter inequality comes from the assumption of pA1 < pB2. Then

part (1) of Proposition 3.3.3 tells us exactly what uninformed consumers

will do. That is, among the uninformed consumers, β2(1− pA1) will buy A

at R1 and β2(1−γ)2

1−β (1− pB2) will buy B at R22.

Among the informed consumers, if type i consumer goes to retailer

j, (j = 1 if i = A and j = 2 if i = B) to buy product i, i = A or B, she gets

a surplus of 1− pij − s, where s is her shopping cost. Therefore, as long as

her shopping costs is less than 1− pij, she will go to a store to buy her ideal

product. Due to the lower price on product A, type AB consumers prefer A

to B. Therefore, we can treat them like type A consumers.

Thus, the demand for A at R1, qA1, is the combined demand from in-

formed consumers (type A and type AB) and from uninformed consumers

(who visit R1 and like A), i.e., qA1 = (1 − α)β(1 − pA1) + αβ2(1 − pA1).

Similarly, the demand for B at R2 is qB2 = (1 − α)β(1 − γ)(1 − pB2) +

α
β2(1−γ)2

1−β (1− pB2), where the first term is the demand from type B informed

consumers and the second term is the residual demand from uninformed

consumers who continue their searches to R2.

It is important to note that the demand at R1 (or R2) relies on the

2To see this, note that only (1− β) β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2) percent of uninformed consumers

will go to R2 to check out product B. Among those who go to R2, the probability that they
like B is β(1−γ)

1−β .
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product price at R1 (or R2) only. Therefore, we can generalize the demand

expression. Let pL and qL (pH and qH) be the product price and demand at

the lower (higher) priced retailer. Then we have pL = pA1, qL = qA1 and

pH = pB2, qL = qB2. Re-write the demand at one retailer as a function of its

own price:

qL(pL) = qA1(pA1)
= β(1− α + αβ)(1− pL)

(3.4)

and

qH(pH) = qB2(pB2)

= β(1− γ)[1− α + αβ(1−γ)
1−β ](1− pH)

(3.5)

It is clear that qL(p) > qH(p) at all p for any parameters. Thus, a

retailer could benefit from undercutting its rival’s price by ε to be the lower

priced retailer and gain the larger demand of qL as far as p is not too small.

This entails the usual price war between the two retailers. However, as the

price drops near zero (the marginal cost), any one of the retailers can benefit

from raising its price to be the higher priced retailer to get the residual de-

mand qH and make a positive profit. Therefore, in contrast to the marginal

cost pricing equilibrium in symmetric assortment case, the marginal cost

pricing can never be an equilibrium under this (A, B) assortment. Mean-

while, once one of the retailer raises its price, the other retailer will follow

suit by raising its price to be just ε below its rival’s. Then another cycle

of price undercutting will take place. This suggests equilibrium prices in
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pure strategy do not exist for (A, B) assortment outcome. In fact, we de-

rive closed form solutions to the price equilibrium in mixed strategy and

summarize it in proposition 3.3.4.

Proposition 3.3.4. When one retailer carries only product A and the other carries

only product B,

(1) Equilibrium prices in pure strategy do not exist.

(2) There exists the following symmetric price equilibrium in mixed strategy

when γ ≥ β: both retailers set its price according to the distribution function G(p)

on common support of [p, 1
2 ]. Specifically, p = 1

2(1−
√

(1−β)(1−α)γ+αβ[(1−β)−(1−γ)2]
(1−β)(1−α+αβ)

)

and G(p) = qL(p)p−πS
LL

qL(p)p−qH(p)p , where qL(p) = (1− p)β(1− α + αβ) and qH(p) =

(1− p)β(1− γ)[1− α + αβ(1−γ)
1−β ].

(3) Each retailer earns an expected profit of πS
LL = β(1−γ)

4 [1− α+ αβ(1−γ)
1−β ].

Proof. See appendix.

According to qH(pH) in (3.5), we know the upper support of price in

the mixed strategy, 1
2 , is the price that maximizes the higher priced retailer’s

profit regardless of what the other retailer does. In other words, if a retailer

decides to raise its price to lose the price competition to its rival, it never

has incentive to raise its price higher than 1
2 . From the proof of proposition

3.3.4 in the appendix, we know that the lower support of price in the mixed

strategy, p, is the threshold value on the rival’s price such that when the ri-

val sets its price below this p, the retailer’s best response is not to undercut
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Figure 3.3: The supports of prices in the mixed strategy under (A, B) assort-
ment outcome

the rival’s price, but rather to set a higher price to be the higher priced re-

tailer. It is worth pointing out that the retailer makes the same profit πS
LL by

charging either 1
2 to be the higher priced retailer or p to be the lower priced

retailer. Figure 3.3 illustrates the upper and lower support of prices in the

mixed strategy and their relationships with respect to the profit functions.

3.3.3 Pricing game under asymmetric assortment breadth - (A, AB)

Without loss of generality, we assume R1 carries only product A and

R2 carries both A and B. Then R1 needs to decide only price pA1 for A. R2

needs to decide both prices, pA2 and pB2 for A and B, respectively. Similar

to section 3.3.2, before we can solve the firm’s problem, we need to know
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how the uninformed consumers behave - to know which stores they will

visit, in what sequence and where they will purchase.

Uninformed consumer’s search behavior given prices: Before we ana-

lyze the uninformed consumer’s optimal search strategy, we establish in

lemma 3.3.5 that it is beneficial for the full line retailer R2 to set pB2 ≥ pA2

because product A faces the more direct competition from rivals.

Lemma 3.3.5. When R1 carries only product A and R2 carries both product A and

B, R2 is better off by setting pB2 ≥ pA2.

Proof. See appendix.

First, suppose that product A’s price is higher at R1, i.e., pA1 > pA2,

then uninformed consumers will have no incentive to visit the limited line

retailer R1 because the full line retailer R2 offers more product variates at

lower price.

Let EA
FL[U(s, p)] be uninformed consumer’s expected payoff of visit-

ing the full line retailer under this asymmetric assortment (A, AB), where

p represents the price vector [pA1, pA2, pB2]. We have EA
FL[U(s, p)|pA1 >

pA2] = max(0, β(1 − γ)(1 − pB2) + β(1 − pA2) − s), where the first term

is the payoff from not going to the store and the second term is the pay-

off from going to R2 and purchase there. Proposition 3.3.6 summarizes the

uninformed consumer’s search behavior in this asymmetric assortment out-

come (A, AB) when pA1 > pA2.
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Proposition 3.3.6. When one retailer (R1) carries just product A and other retailer

(R2) carries both product A and B, if the price of A is higher at R1, i.e., pA1 >

pA2, then uninformed consumers with shopping cost less than s̃1 ≡ β(1− γ)(1−
pB2) + β(1− pA2) will visit the full line retailer R2 and the rest will not go to any

stores. Those who visit R2 will stay at R2 to purchase their ideal products.

Proof. Omitted.

Knowing what the uninformed consumers do when pA1 ≤ pA2 is a

little more involved. Suppose the uninformed consumer goes to R2 (the full

line retailer) first. After she finds out her type, she can pay pB2 to buy B at

R2. However, she has two options to buy A: she can either pay pA2 to buy

A at R2 or she can incur s to travel to R1 and pay pA1 to buy A. Clearly, she

will buy A at the place with the lowest effective cost. That is, if her shopping

cost is less than pA2− pA1, she will travel to R1 to buy A; otherwise, she will

buy A at R2. Then

E[UA
FL(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] = max{0, β(1−γ)(1− pB2)+ β[1−min(pA2, pA1 + s)]}.

Alternatively, suppose the uninformed consumer goes to R1 (the lim-

ited line retailer) first. Her decision process is identical to the one we ana-

lyzed in section 3.3.2 where R2 carries just B. The reason is that uninformed

consumers at R1 will never have incentives to travel to R2 to purchase prod-

uct A because pA1 ≤ pA2. Let E[UA
LL(s, p)] be uninformed consumer’s ex-

pected payoff of visiting the limited line retailer first under this asymmet-
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ric assortment outcome (A, AB). Then EA
LL[U(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] is the same

ES
LL[U(s, pA1, pB2)] in section 3.3.2. So

EA
LL[U(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] = max(0, β(1− pA1)− s,

β(1− pA1) + β(1− γ)(1− pB2)− (2− β)s .

Uninformed consumers will choose the retailer that gives them the

largest expected payoff to visit first. For example, for the uninformed con-

sumer with a very small shopping costs, s ≤ min[pA2 − pA1, β(1−γ)
1−β (1 −

pB2)], we have EA
FL − EA

LL = (1 − 2β)s. Then she prefers visiting the full

line retailer first when 0 < β < 1
2 and visiting the limited line retailer first

when 1
2 < β < 1 to get the larger expected payoff. Therefore, by compar-

ing EA
FL[U(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] to EA

LL[U(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2], we get the following

proposition that specifies the uninformed consumer’s search behavior in

this asymmetric assortment (A, AB) outcome when pA1 ≤ pA2.

Proposition 3.3.7. When one retailer (R1) carries just product A and other retailer

(R2) carries both product A and B, and the price of A is lower at R1, i.e., pA1 ≤
pA2, the uninformed consumers will search the store(s) according to the following

rules when 0 < β < 1
2 . Define three threshold values s̃1 ≡ β(1− γ)(1− pB2) +

β(1− pA2), s̃2 ≡ β(1− pA1) and s̃12 ≡ (1− γ)(1− pB2).

(1) If pA1 > (1−γ)pB2+γ−β
1−β or if pA2 − (1 − γ)(1 − pB2) < pA1 <

(1−γ)pB2+γ−β
1−β , then uninformed consumers with shopping cost less than s̃1 visit

the full line retailer R2 first and the rest do not go to any stores. Among those who

visit R2, only those who do not like A (VA = 0) purchase B at R2; those who like A
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(VA = 1) either travel to the limited line retailer R1 to purchase A if their shopping

costs are less than pA2 − pA1 or stay at R2 to purchase A otherwise.

(2) If pA1 ≤ pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2), then uninformed consumers with

shopping cost less than s̃12 visit the full line retailer R2 first; those with shopping

cost between s̃12 and s̃2 visit the limited line retailer R1 first; the rest do not go to

any stores. All of those who visit R2 first will travel to R1 to purchase product A if

they like A (VA = 1) and stay at R2 to purchase B if they do not like A (VA = 0).

All of those who visit R1 first will purchase A if they like A and stop their search

otherwise.

Proof. See appendix.

Retailer’s demand functions given prices: After knowing the optimal search

strategies for the uninformed consumers, we can turn our attention to the

firm’s pricing problem. But, first, we need to know the demand structure at

each retailer given the price vector p. In the case that the limited line retailer

R1 has a lower price on product A, proposition 3.3.7 states that the unin-

formed consumers with very small shopping costs, s ≤ min(s̃12, pA2− pA1),

will always go to both retailers before they stop their searches. Therefore,

they will buy product A at the limited line retailer R1 and product B at the

full line retailer R2 regardless which store they visit first. Thus, which store

to visit first only influences the probability with which they go to the sec-

ond store. Subsequently, this probability dictates the magnitude of their
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overall expected shopping costs. When these uninformed consumers visit

the full line retailer R2 first, they will go to the second store to buy A at

cheaper price. In other words, they will go to the second store if they like

A (this happens with probability β). When they visit the limited line re-

tailer R1 first, they will go to the second store in search of their ideal prod-

ucts, i.e., they only go to the second store when they do not like product

A (this happens with probability 1− β). Therefore, with assumption that

0 < β < 1
2 , the uninformed consumers with very small shopping costs al-

ways prefer visiting the full line retailer R2 first. However, none of them

will purchase product A at the full line retailer. Part 2 of Proposition 3.3.7

states that if the limited line retailer sets its price pA1 significantly lower

(pA1 ≤ pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2)), it can attract the uninformed consumers

with intermediate search costs (s ∈ [s̃12, s̃2]) to visit it first and stay there to

purchase. Furthermore, although those uninformed consumers with very

small shopping costs will visit the full line retailer R2 first, all of them nev-

ertheless will travel to R1 to purchase product A.

It is important to note that in order to sell any positive quantity of

product A, the full line retailer R2 has to attract the uninformed consumers

with intermediate shopping costs to visit it first. According to part 1 of

Proposition 3.3.7, when pA2− (1−γ)(1− pB2) < pA1 < pA2, the full line re-

tailer R2 attracts uninformed consumers with intermediate shopping costs

(s ∈ [pA2 − pA1, s̃1]) to visit it first and they will stay to purchase A. This

means that when the limited line retailer R1 sets a price below its rival’s
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price on A, but not too much below, the uninformed consumers are still

attracted to visit the full line retailer first and some of them will stay to

purchase A because their relatively large shopping costs prevent them from

going to the limited line retailer to take advantage of the lower price.

Proposition 3.3.6 and proposition 3.3.7 completely characterize the

uninformed consumer’s search and purchasing behaviors under any price

scenarios. Meanwhile, it is easy to predict the informed consumer’s behav-

ior given the price vector. Type A consumers will go to the store with lower

price on A since A is sold at both retailers. Type B consumers will go to R2

to buy since B is only sold there. Type AB consumers will go to the store

with the lowest price. The informed consumers will visit a store only if they

get positive surplus net of their shopping costs.

To summarize, there are three possible scenarios that the two retailers

could be in: (1) The limited line retailer R1 sets an aggressively low price on

A, 0 ≤ pA1 < pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2), so that only uninformed consumers

with very small shopping costs visit the full line retailer R2 first. Neverthe-

less, all of them will go to R1 to purchase product A if they like A. Therefore,

R1 gets all the demand for A and R2 cannot sell any positive quantity of A

even though it carries A in its assortment. (2) The limited line retailer R1

sets a modestly lower price on A, pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2) < pA1 < pA2, so

that the uninformed consumers visit the full line retailer R2 first. In this

scenario, R1 and R2 split the sales of product A: R1 sells A to informed

consumers and uninformed consumers with very small shopping costs. R2
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sells A to uninformed consumers who stop their searches after their first

store visits. (3) The full line retailer R2 sets a lower price on A, pA2 < pA1,

so that both uninformed and informed consumers will go to R2 and stay

there to purchase. The demand functions for both retailers under each sce-

nario are summarized in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Demand functions at each retailer when R1 carries just product A
and R2 carries both product A and B
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3.3.3.1 Retailer’s price equilibrium in the simultaneous move game:

To find out the price equilibrium, we need to know the best response

function of each retailer. It is clear from the above analysis that given R1

sets its price on A at pA1, the full line retailer R2 has two options to respond:

either sets pA2 to be ε below pA1 (scenario 3 of table 3.1) to get all the market

demand at a lower margin or sets pA2 to be modestly above pA1 (scenario 2

of table 3.1) to sell less quantity at higher margins. Similarly, given R2 sets

its prices at pA2 and pB2, the limited line retailer R1 also has two options to

respond: either sets pA1 to be ε below pA2 (scenario 2 of table 3.1) to sell less

quantity on a higher margin or sets pA1 far below pA2 (scenario 1 of table

3.1) to get all the market demand on A at a lower margin. Comparing its

profits under each of the two options, we get R1’s (or R2’s) best response

given its rival’s price(s). We formalize R1 and R2’s best responses in lemma

3.3.8.

Lemma 3.3.8. When one retailer (R1) carries just product A and the other retailer

(R2) carries both product A and B,

(1) The limited line retailer R1 always sets pA1 < pA2. There exist three re-

gions defined by pA2− (1−γ)(1− pB2) =
1
2 and h1(pA2, pB2), where h1(pA2, pB2)

is the curve at which R1 is indifferent between setting a slightly lower price on A

or setting a much lower price on A. R1 has the following best response in each re-

gion: in region I where pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2) >
1
2 , R1 sets pA1 = 1

2 ; in region

II where pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2) ≤ 1
2 and pB2 ≥ h1(pA2, pB2), R1 sets pA1 =

pA2− (1−γ)(1− pB2)− ε; in region III where pA2− (1−γ)(1− pB2) ≤ 1
2 and
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Figure 3.4: Three regions of R1’s best response given R2 sets (pA2, pB2) as
its prices

pB2 ≤ h1(pA2, pB2), R1 sets pA1 = pA2 − ε if pA2 ≤ 1−α
2−α and pA1 = 1−α+αpa2

2

if pA2 ≥ 1−α
2−α .

(2) There also exist three regions defined by pA1 = 1
2 and pA1 = δ > 0,

where δ is the pA1 value at which R2 is indifferent between undercutting pA1 and

raising its price on A to be above pA1. The full line retailer R2 has the following

best response in each region: in region I where pA1 > 1
2 , R2 sets pA2 = pB2 = 1

2 ;

in region II where δ ≤ pA1 ≤ 1
2 , R2 sets pB2 > pA2 = pA1 − ε to undercut R1’s

price on A; in region III where pA1 ≤ δ, R2 sets pB2 > pA2 > pA1.

Proof. See appendix.

The three regions in part (2) of Lemma 3.3.8 is easy to visualize. We

plot figure 3.4 to illustrate the three regions in part (1) of Lemma 3.3.8.
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Lemma 3.3.8 suggests that R1 and R2 engage in the usual price war

and undercut on A’s prices when both retailers’ prices on A are sufficiently

high. As pA1 drops below a threshold value δ, the full line retailer R2 would

rather raise its price on A to be above its rival’s. Even though it has a higher

price on A, R2 still sells some quantity of A because it attracts the unin-

formed consumers to it by providing both products and reducing their ex-

pected search costs. However, once R2 raises its price on A, the limited line

retailer R1 will follow suit by raising its price to be just below R2’s to get

a bigger margin at the same demand. After that, R1 and R2 start to under-

cut each other’s prices again. Therefore, similar to the conclusion in section

3.3.2, a stable price equilibrium in pure strategy is not achievable under this

asymmetric assortment breadth in the simultaneous move game. We for-

mally prove this in proposition 3.3.9.

Proposition 3.3.9. Under asymmetric assortment breadth where one retailer car-

ries both products and the other carries just one product, a pure strategy price

equilibrium does not exist if both retailers set their prices simultaneously.

Because R1 and R2 are not symmetric, the equilibrium prices in mixed

strategy cannot be symmetric, i.e. the distribution functions and the sup-

ports for the three prices are all different. Therefore, we are unable to pin

down the mixed strategy price equilibrium analytically. However, we can

discretize the potential prices and find the mixed strategy price equilibrium

numerically.
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Since the prices must be within [0, 1], we digitize this line of unity

into N points. Then we need to assign N probabilities for R1 and N × N

joint probabilities for R2. According to the definition of the mixed strat-

egy, R1 (or R2) must make the same profit at all its support points. At the

equilibrium, none of the retailers have incentives to deviate. It is clear that

even with modest N, such as N = 50, the strategy space becomes too large

to search all the possible combinations. Therefore, to numerically find the

mixed strategy price equilibrium within a reasonable amount of time we

need an efficient search algorithm. An approach based on a learning pro-

cedure known as “fictitious play” is one of such efficient algorithms in the

literature.

The “fictitious play” is originally used to describe how each of the

two players updates his strategy after learning his opponent’s strategy in a

repeated game. Later it has been used by the economists to find the mixed

strategy equilibrium, such as Borenstein et al. [2000]. Fedenberg and Levine

[1998] actually provides the conditions under which the algorithm will con-

verges. They also proves that once the algorithm converges, it must con-

verge to the true underling mixed strategy equilibrium. There are different

variates of the algorithm that economists use to speed up the convergence

process. Here, we follow the procedure given in Borenstein et al. [2000] with

only minor modifications. The detailed step-by-step procedure is given in

the appendix.

To validate this “fictitious play” algorithm, we first find the mixed
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strategy price equilibrium numerically under (A, B) assortment and com-

pare it to the mixed strategy we characterized in Proposition 3.3.4. We use

the following parameters: α = 0.25, 0.5 or 0.75; β = 0.3 or 0.45; and γ = β,

1.5β or 2β. For all the 18 cases we tested, when N = 500, the expected profit

from the mixed strategy and the lower and upper support of the price are

identical to those obtained analytically from Proposition 3.3.4. Therefore,

we conclude that in this case the “fictitious play” algorithm does find the

true underlying mixed strategy equilibrium. After that, we use N = 50 to

find the mixed strategy price equilibrium under (A, AB) assortment for all

18 cases. The reason we reduce the digitization from N = 500 to N = 50 is

to speed up the convergence speed of the algorithm3.

Although a simultaneous move pricing game is a commonly assumed

game structure in the literature, there are empirical evidence showing that

in many industries firms actually play the leader-follower pricing game. For

example, Roy et al. [1994] studies the competition between Ford and GM

in the mid-size sedan automobile market and finds that GM behaves as a

price leader by setting its price first, and then Ford sets its price in response

to GM’ price as a follower. Kadiyali et al. [1996] studies the competition be-

tween Proctor & Gamble and Unilever in the liquid detergent market and

concludes the same thing - the price competition structure between the two

3Recall under (A, B) assortment, the mixed strategy is to find N probabilities corre-
sponding to the N price points. Under (A, AB) assortment, the mixed strategy is to find N
probabilities corresponding to N price points for R1 and N × N probabilities correspond-
ing to N × N price pairs for R2.
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companies is sequential.

In economic literature, it is well established that there is no pure

strategy equilibrium in the simultaneous move pricing game when two

firms compete for the switchers, those who go for the lowest price (see Var-

ian [1980], Deneckere et al. [1992] and Deneckere and Kovenock [1992]) De-

neckere et al. [1992] and Deneckere and Kovenock [1992] also show that if

the firms are allowed to endogenize their timing decisions in the pricing

game, then a price leader-follower game structure becomes the equilibrium

outcome. In fact, the authors use this as the theoretical justification for us-

ing leader-follower pricing game to get a pure strategy equilibrium to avoid

the messiness from the mixed strategy equilibrium in a simultaneous move

game.

Therefore, we believe it is worth to find a price equilibrium in simple

pure strategy using the sequential move game. In the next subsection, we

show that if we allow the retailers to endogenize the timing of the pricing

game, they will indeed play a price leader-follower game with the full line

retailer being the price leader and the limited line retailer being the price

follower. Indeed, between the two symmetric retailers, with the asymmetry

in assortment breadth, there must be another form of asymmetry in this

game. A logical place to find this asymmetry is in the timing of the pricing

game.
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3.3.3.2 Retailer’s price equilibrium in the leader-follower game

It is quite straightforward to solve for the equilibrium prices when

either R1 or R2 acts as the price leader according to lemma 3.3.8.

If the limited line retailer R1 is the leader, it announces its price first

and gives the full line retailer R2 the opportunity to set its prices in response.

According to lemma 3.3.8, if R1 sets any price that is higher than δ, R2 will

undercut pA1 by ε to get the entire market and R1 will get 0 profit. Therefore,

R1 will set pA1 = δ as a leader to avoid being undercut by R2. R2 sets pA2 =

δ
2 +

(1−α)β(1−δ)
2(1−α+β−αβγ)

> δ and pB2 = 1
2 +

αβ(1−δ)
2(1−α+β−αβγ)

in response. Both retailers

split the sales of product A. Let πA:l
LL represent the profits that R1 earns as a

leader and we have πA:l
LL (pA1 = δ) > 0. Let π

A: f
FL represent the profits that

R2 earns being a follower before excluding the additional operating cost F.

Then, R2 earns a net profit of π
A: f
FL (pA1 = δ)− F.

Similarly, if the full line retailer R2 is the price leader, it announces

its prices first and let the limited line retailer R1 to set pA1 in response. If

R2 sets pA2 to be high, then R1 will aggressively undercuts it, i.e., to set

pA1 < pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2) to get all the demand for A. In this case, R2

cannot make any profit from A even though it pays a fixed cost to carry A

in its assortment. Therefore, R2 will set pA2 not so high so that R1’s best

response is to set pA1 to be just ε below pA2. According to lemma 3.3.8, as a

leader, R2 sets pA2 = 1−α
2−α and pB2 = 1

2 +
αβ(1−2pa2)

2(1−α+αβ−αβγ)
. Then R1 sets pA1 =

pA2− ε in response. Both retailers split the sales of A. Let π
A: f
LL represent the

profits that R1 earns as a follower and we have π
A: f
LL (pA1 = 1−α

2−α − ε) > 0.
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Let πA:l
FL represent the profits that R2 earns as a leader before excluding the

additional fixed carrying cost F. Then R2 earns a net profit of πA:l
FL − F.

It is clear that πA:l
FL − F is bounded below by the profit R2 makes when it

loses all the sales of A to R1, i.e., when both retailers are in scenario 3 of

table 3.1. Under this condition, R2 sells positive quantity of product B at the

monopoly price of pB2 = 1
2 to earn a profit of 1

4 β(1− γ)(1− αγ)− F.4 Note

that this minimum profit for R2 is independent of the timing of the pricing

game because R2 can make this profit by simply selling product B, of which

it is the exclusive provider, at the monopoly price.

Comparing πA:l
LL with π

A: f
LL and πA:l

FL with π
A: f
FL , we have πA:l

FL > π
A: f
FL >

1
4 β(1− γ)(1− αγ) and π

A: f
LL > πA:l

LL > 0. That means the full line retailer

R2 is better off being a price leader and the limited line retailer R1 is bet-

ter off being a price follower. Thus, it follows that price leader-follower

game structure emerges naturally as an equilibrium game structure under

this asymmetric assortment (A, AB). Next proposition summarizes these

results.

Proposition 3.3.10. Under asymmetric assortment breadth where one retailer (R1)

carries just product A and the other retailer (R2) carries both product A and B, the

full line retailer R2 acts as a price leader, and sets its prices first at pA2 = 1−α
2−α and

4To see this, remember in scenario 3 of table 3.1, R2 solves the following profit max-
imization problem: πA

FL = max
pb2

pb2qb2 = max
pb2

β(1 − γ)(1 − αγ)(1 − pb2)pb2. Then the

optimal price is pb2 = 1
2 and the maximum profit excluding the fixed carrying costs is

1
4 β(1− γ)(1− αγ).
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pB2 = 1
2 +

αβ(1−2pa2)
2(1−α+αβ−αβγ)

. The limited line retailer R1 acts as a price follower, and

sets its price pA1 = pA2 − ε in response. R1 and R2 will make profits of π
A: f
LL and

πA:l
FL − F, respectively. In addition, π

A: f
LL > 0 and πA:l

FL > 1
4 β(1− γ)(1− αγ).

Proof. See Appendix.

3.3.4 Equilibrium Assortment Choices

Finally, we turn our attention to the equilibrium assortment. We

summarize the two retailer’s profits under different possible assortment

outcomes in table 3.2. For the asymmetric assortment breadth outcome

where one retailer carries both products and the other retailer carries just

one product, we use the profit that each retailer gets when the full line re-

tailer is the price leader and the limited line retailer is the price follower.

It is clear from table 3.2 that both retailers carrying both A and B

cannot be an equilibrium. Furthermore, as long as πA:l
FL − F > πS

LL and

π
A: f
LL > −F, the asymmetric assortment breadth where one retailer carries

both products and the other retailer carries just one product, is the equilib-

rium assortment. Thus we get the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.11. Let F > 0 be the additional fixed costs of carrying two products

over one product. When γ > β and 0 < β < 1
2 , there exist a threshold value F ≥

αβ(1−γ)2(1−2β)
4(1−β)

. (1) When 0 < F ≤ F, the asymmetric assortment breadth where

one retailer carries both products and the other retailer carries just one product is

the equilibrium. (2) When F ≥ F, the symmetric assortment breadth where each
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R1\R2 carries A carries B carries A & B

carries A 0, 0 πS
LL, πS

LL π
A: f
L , πA:l

FL − F

carries B πS
LL, πS

LL 0, 0 π
A: f
L , πA:l

FL − F

carries A & B πA:l
FL − F, π

A: f
LL πA:l

FL − F, π
A: f
LL −F,−F

where πS
LL = 1

4 β(1− γ)[1− α + αβ(1−γ)
1−β ]. πA:l

FL and π
A: f
LL are defined in

section 3.3.3.2. In the asymmetric assortment breadth case (for example,
the cell corresponding to when R1 carries A and R2 carries A & B), we use

the profits when the full line retailer sets prices first and the limited line
retailer sets prices in response.

Table 3.2: Retailer’s profits under different assortment outcomes

retailer carries a different product is the equilibrium.

Proof. See appendix.

Remember Theorem 3.3.11 is obtained by using the profits from price

leader-follower game under (A, AB) assortment. We can substitute these

profits with the profits we obtained numerically from simultaneous pricing

game under (A, AB) assortment and all the claims in the theorem remains

valid.

Theorem 3.3.11 can be interpreted in the following ways. When the

fixed carrying cost F is not large (F < αβ(1−γ)2(1−2β)
4(1−β)

), if one of the retailers in

the market carries just one product in its assortment, then it is better for the
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other retailer to carry both products and vice versa. It is easy to understand

the vice versa part. When one retailer has both products in its assortment,

the other retailer should avoid the head on competition brought by also

having both products in its assortment. However, it is not so obvious that

when one retailer just carries one product, the best thing to do for the other

retailer is to carry both products. Naturally, carrying a different product

creates the largest differentiation between the two retailers and thus results

in a softened competition. However, we show that the market expansion

effect brought by the full line retailer dominates the intensified competition

effect due to the over-lapping product at both retailers. Therefore, for small

F, asymmetric assortment breadth is the equilibrium.

What is even more surprising is that part (3) of Theorem 3.3.11 tells

us that even the full line retailer R2 cannot sell any positive quantity of

product A, it should still carry A in its assortment to get the benefit of an

expanded market if F is not too large. Intuitively, when R2 carries both

products and sets the prices at monopoly prices of 1
2 , it cannot sell any prod-

uct A, but it sells more units of product B than if it just carries product B and

sets the price at the monopoly price. The reason is the following. If R2 car-

ries only product B and sells it at the monopoly price, the demand for B is

lost from those uninformed consumers with not too small shopping costs

(s ∈ [ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2), s̃12]), because they are unwilling to travel to R2 even

if they do not like A at R1, the store they visit first. In contrast, when the

retailer carries both product A and B, the same group of uninformed con-
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sumers will visit R2 first and none of the demand on product B is lost. In

short, the full line retailer R2 can prevent losing demand on its monopoly

product B by carrying an overlapping product A even it does not intend to

sell any A.

In fact, the full line retailer could do better than just selling prod-

uct B by being a price leader. It can announce its prices first and let the

limited line retailer to undercut its price on A by ε. This way, R2 not only

prevents the loss of demand on B from the uninformed consumers with not

too small shopping costs, but also increases the overall market demand by

attracting more uninformed consumers with intermediate shopping costs

(s ∈ [s̃12, s̃1]) to stores. By doing this, R2 also sells some units of A. There-

fore, the market expansion effect of the full line retailer is even stronger and

the range of F that supports this asymmetric assortment breadth equilib-

rium gets bigger than αβ(1−γ)2(1−2β)
4(1−β)

.

With asymmetric assortment breadth, since uninformed consumers

(except those with very small shopping costs) are willing to purchase at the

full line retailer even when its prices are slightly higher, it has less incentive

to engage in a price war with the limited line retailer to fight for those un-

informed consumers. That gives the limited line retailer the opportunity to

charge a price higher than marginal costs on a product that is sold by both

retailers. In other words, the asymmetric assortment breadth allows both re-

tailers to benefit: the full line retailer enjoys the expanded demand brought

by a broader assortment and the limited line retailer enjoys the relaxed price
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competition brought by a narrowed assortment. In addition, the full line

retailer sells the overlapping product to the uninformed consumers with

medium to large shopping costs at a slightly higher price and the limited

line retailer sells it to the informed consumers and uninformed consumers

with very small shopping costs at a lower price. Thus, the two symmetric

retailers achieve the natural retailer market segmentation endogenously.

3.4. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we study the optimal assortment breadth of two com-

peting retailers who also take into account consumer’s search behavior.

When there are consumers who are uninformed about their valuations to-

wards a product before examining it in store, the retailers can either incur

the additional carrying costs to be the full line retailer or become the ex-

clusive provider of a product. The full line retailer reduces the uninformed

consumer’s expected shopping costs, while the exclusive dealer achieves

the largest differentiation between them and thus reduces the price compe-

tition.

By allowing for heterogeneity in consumer shopping costs and their

knowledge about their product preferences, our micro level consumers search

model captures the full line retailer’s market expansion effect. Since we al-

low the consumers to decide which store to visit first, our model captures

the inherent advantages of a full line retailer in attracting uninformed con-

sumers. Meanwhile, our model also allows for the limited line retailer to
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use price drops to steal uninformed consumers. Both features together per-

mit us to use this model to study the competition between two symmetric

retailers.

Finally, our model accommodates the notion that some consumers

“enjoys” shopping and always purchase at the place with the lowest price

for their ideal products while others treat shopping as an “inconvenience”

and may purchase at a higher priced place to avoid the search costs. This

forms the basis for why two retailers can use asymmetric assortment breadth

as a way to segment the market and soften the price competition.

A drawback in this paper is that given the complexity of this micro

level search model we cannot get the equilibrium price in mixed strategy

analytically for the simultaneous move pricing game under the asymmetric

assortment breadth. Nevertheless, we characterize the equilibrium prices

in pure strategy using a leader-follower pricing game structure and show

that the full line retailer chooses to be the price leader and the limited line

retailer chooses to be the price follower if we allow the firms to endogenize

their timing decisions.
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Chapter 4

Per-Usage Rentals of Durable Products

4.1. Introduction

There are several reasons why per-usage rentals are now a more at-

tractive way of doing business than ever before. As product life-cycles

shrink and consumers become more and more sensitive to the amount of

toxic materials going into landfills, it is becoming increasingly important for

firms to generate as much consumer utility per-unit of product produced,

and per-usage rental is one way to achieve this. In addition, transaction

costs, which are perhaps the biggest barrier to per-usage rentals, are lower

now than ever before, and they are likely to get even lower. These reduc-

tions in transaction costs are due largely to information technology, e.g.

RFID, digital signatures, Paypal, etc., and to increases in population den-

sity that make it easier to maintain inventories of rental units close to where

consumers are.

Per-usage rentals have been a way of doing business in construction

equipment, medical equipment, home improvement, and entertainment in-

dustries for many years. One of the keys to identifying conditions under

which per-usage rental makes sense is to recognize that, for many durable
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products, consumers do not derive utility from them continuously. Instead,

they obtain utility only intermittently as they experience distinct instances

of need. For example, a home owner undertaking small projects may expe-

rience only a few instances of need for power tools during a year. The rest

of the time, the tools provide no utility. It is also important to recognize that

not all instances of need for a durable product are the same. Some instances

have very high utility associated with them, and others not so much. When

a consumer buys a durable, she does so based on the expected amount of

utility that she will obtain from each instance of need over the life of the

product. In contrast, if a consumer can rent, she will have the luxury of

having a particular use for the product in mind when she decides to rent.

As a consequence, she will only rent when her utility for that particular

usage is above the rental price.

Because of both of these characteristics, i.e., intermittent instances of

need and random utility realizations from each instance of need, per-usage

rentals provide a clear advantage in terms of allowing a firm to generate

more consumer utility per unit of product produced than does selling. On

the other hand, per-usage rentals involve transaction costs that are largely

avoided when a firm sells its products. Consequently, a natural trade-off

arises between the utilization of units and transaction costs. An optimal

resolution of this trade-off may lead the firm into offering both sales and

rental options for the durable simultaneously. Indeed, examples of such

firms are home improvement stores such as Lowe’s and Home Depot that
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offer tool rentals, and video rental stores such as Blockbuster.

The goal of this chapter is to formally study the aforementioned trade-

off between utilization and transaction costs and understand how it trans-

lates into the firm’s decision of whether to simultaneously offer sales and

per-usage rentals, exclusively sell the durable, or exclusively provide per-

usage rentals. Formally, we consider a firm that can both sell and offer

per-usage rentals of its product to a market of consumers who experience

intermittent distinct instances of need for the product. Each instance of need

provides a random amount of utility to a consumer that is observable only

when the instance of need arises. Thus, a decision to rent is based on a real-

ized utility, whereas a decision to purchase is based only on an expectation.

To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to study firms that

may offer sales and per-usage rental options simultaneously.

Our consumer utility model is novel with respect to the durable prod-

ucts literature as well, and has two distinct features. The first is that a con-

sumer may derive different utilities from different instances of need. In the

literature on durable products, it is quite common to allow for consumers

to be differentiated according to the average utility that they derive from

a product per unit of time. However, it is nearly always assumed that

utility is generated at a constant rate over time, ignoring the fact that for

many durables, there is considerable volatility in the amount of utility that

a consumer derives from it at distinct instances of time. The second fea-

ture of our consumer utility model is that we allow for consumers to be
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differentiated according to the average rates at which they experience in-

stances of need. This feature differs from the majority of the models in the

queueing literature,1 where one of the most fundamental assumptions is

that consumers experience intermittent and distinct instances of need, and

many papers allow for each instance of need to involve a random amount

of utility. With our operationally rich model of how consumers derive util-

ity from a durable product, we are able to explore the trade-offs between

selling and offering per-usage rentals in a way that previous models, either

in the queueing literature or in the durable goods literature, could not.

We use a large market assumption to analyze the firm’s sales and

rental operations and characterize the optimal pricing and capacity deci-

sions. We first consider the case in which the firm can commit to the prices

it charges the customers, and then consider the more realistic case in which

such commitment is not possible. In the latter setting, the firm sets prices

dynamically and the consumers strategically make their decision to rent or

purchase by anticipating the firm’s strategy. In both cases, we derive con-

ditions on the model primitives under which the firm would be better off

operating in a pure sales mode or in a combined mode with both sales and

rentals.

It is worth noting that our model of per-usage rentals is quite dif-

ferent than the models of leasing that are more common in the literature.

1An exception is the paper, Cachon and Feldman (2011), that considers customers with
heterogeneous usage rates.
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Typically, the role of leasing is to provide consumers with all of the ben-

efits of owning a product while at the same time providing the firm with

the ability to make some sort of credible commitment to the market. These

commitments are generally related to either the firm’s incentive to lower

prices over time or to the mitigation of adverse selection problems in used

goods markets. However, leases are generally relatively long term arrange-

ments that provide consumers with access to the durable product over an

extended period of time, and they do not provide the same opportunity

to consumers to be able to decide, for each instance of need, whether the

utility that would be obtained would justify the rental fee. Consequently,

leases do not play the same role as per-usage rentals in helping a firm to

derive more consumer utility per-unit time from its products. In spite of the

distinction between per-usage rentals and leasing, we also explore how per-

usage rentals can address the issue of time inconsistency that arises when

consumers anticipate that a firm that sells a durable product will have an

incentive to reduce prices over time. We show that the offering of per-usage

rentals along-side units that are for sale reduces the firm’s incentive to re-

duce its selling price over time.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We describe our

model in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we analyze the situation in which the

firm can commit to its selling and renting prices, and in Section 4.4, we

extend this analysis to the case in which the firm cannot make such a com-

mitment. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results and draw final
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conclusions in Section 4.5.

4.2. Model Assumptions

Consider a firm that offers a durable product to consumers by either

selling it or by renting it on a per-use basis. Each consumer experiences dis-

tinct instances of need for this product over time, and each instance of need

involves a single unit of the product and a fixed duration of time (equal for

all consumers). We propose to represent this situation with a discrete time

model in which the length of each period is defined to be the fixed duration

for which consumers require the product each time they have an instance

of need.

W assume that consumers are heterogeneous in terms of the rate at

which they experience instances of need for the product, and each consumer

experiences an instance of use at most once in a given period. We denote

by λ ≤ 1 the usage rate for a consumer, i.e. the probability with which he

or she experiences an instance of use for the product, and assume that λ is

distributed over a mass of n consumers according to distribution function,

G(λ), with support [0, Λ], where Λ ≤ 1. We denote the corresponding den-

sity function as g(λ). To represent the fact that consumers may experience

different types of instances of need for the product, we denote by V the

utility that a consumer would receive from the product for a particular in-

stance of need where V is a random variable with a distribution and density

functions F(v) and f (v) on its support [v, v].
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The firm pays w to procure one unit of the good and incurs a cost of

c per transaction. We define a transaction as an exchange between the firm

and the consumer. Thus, the firm incurs a cost of c either when it rents a

unit to a consumer for a period or when it sells a unit to a consumer. In fact,

both the firm and the consumer incur some costs at the time of transaction.

On the firm’s side, there are costs associated with providing services, such

as preparing and delivering each rented/sold unit, which reduce the firm’s

profit margin. On the consumer’s side, there are costs associated with ob-

taining the durable good from the firm, which reduce his willingness to pay.

We assume that these transaction costs are identical for all consumers and

are the same regardless of whether a unit is rented or sold. Without further

loss of generality, we absorb both types of costs into one term and call it the

firm’s transaction cost c.

The firm’s goal is to maximize the net present value of all its future

cash flows (from both rentals and sales). Let pt
r and pt

s be the rental and sales

prices in period t, respectively. The consumers, being rational and strategic,

choose their action to maximize the net present value of all their future pay-

offs. At the beginning of each period, the market consists of all consumers

who have not yet purchased the product. These consumers decide whether

to purchase the durable at the current price, pt
s. All those consumers who do

not purchase rent the durable if a need arises. Of course, they will rent only

if the realized value of that need exceeds the rental price in that period. To

emphasize the fact that purchase decisions are based on consumers’ expec-
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tations of the value that they derive from the product over time, we assume

that consumers make their decision to purchase before they know whether

they will experience an instance of need in that period, and if so, what the

realized value of that need will be. Similarly, to emphasize that rental de-

cisions are made in response to specific instances of need, we assume that

the consumer decides to rent or not only when he experiences an instance

of need and with the knowledge of the realized value V from that need.

The firm and its consumers discount future cash flows and utilities with a

discount factor of 1− α, where 0 < α < 1. Specifically, $1 earned in period

k is only worth (1− α)k at time 0. Following the conventional assumption

in the durable goods literature that the physical life of a durable product

is much longer than the time horizon studied, we further assume that the

durable good lasts infinite time without any quality degradation.

To focus on the key trade-offs between the per-use rental and the out-

right sale, we assume the firm can procure the durable product with zero

lead time. Thus, there is no stocking decision to make for the firm’s sales

operation. However, the firm does need to determine the size of its rental

fleet. We denote the number of units in the rental fleet at the beginning

of period t as Kt. We prove in Appendix B.1 that for a sufficiently large

market, the effect of variability in the rental demand on the firm’s rental ca-

pacity and profit is insignificant compared to that of the mean demand. As

the number of consumers n grows without bound, the optimal rental capac-

ity per consumer converges to the expected rental demand, which implies
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that in a large market approximation, setting the rental capacity equal to

the expected rental demand eliminates shortages. Thus, this approximation

overstates the efficiency of the rental operation, as well as the consumers’

expected utility from renting. In the appendix, we perform a simulation

study to show that even when the market is not large and the firm has to

balance the cost of excess rental capacity and possible shortages, the struc-

tural properties in terms of segmenting the market and the key trade-offs

between rentals and sales derived for the deterministic demand setting are

preserved.

In order to get an insight into the key trade-offs between selling and

renting, we begin our analysis in the next section with the baseline case

in which the firm can credibly commit to prices beforehand. That is, the

firm sets the sales and rental price at the beginning of the time horizon, and

consumers base their decisions on these prices without the need for any

further strategic anticipation. Analyzing this case makes for a convenient

transition to the general case where no such credibility exists, i.e., the firm

is free to change its prices every period and the consumers must incorporate

this into their decision making.

4.3. Analysis under Price Commitment

In this section, we assume that the firm can credibly commit to a

constant sales and a constant rental prices for the entire time horizon, i.e.,

the firm chooses its sales and rental prices once at the beginning of the time
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horizon and cannot change the prices so that pt
r = pr and pt

s = ps for all time

periods t. (Note that it is sufficient to assume only that the firm can commit

to its sales price because then it will have no reason to alter its rental price

over time.) In this sense, the interaction between the firm and consumers is

time homogeneous or static. For convenience, we omit the time index on all

decision variables throughout this section.

Let us first consider the decision process of a consumer. If a con-

sumer decides not to purchase, then he will rent for all instances of need for

which his realized valuation exceeds the rental price. Henceforth, we refer

to this conditional exercising of the option to rent as renting. By renting,

a consumer obtains a payoff of [V − pr]+ for each instance of need, where

x+ is defined as max(x, 0), and a consumer with usage rate λ will have an

expected discounted payoff of λE[(V−pr)+]
α over the infinite time horizon. Al-

ternatively, if this same consumer purchases the product, then his expected

payoff from each instance of need is E[V], and his expected discounted pay-

off will be E[V]λ
α − ps over the infinite time horizon. It is important to note

the distinction in the purchasing and renting payoffs. The purchase deci-

sion is made only once, and thus is evaluated ex ante before the consumer

knows his valuation for each usage instance. However, the decision to rent

the product at rental price pr is made ex post after observing the valuation

of each particular usage instance.

As shown in Figure 4.1, the consumer’s expected payoff increases

linearly in his (her) usage rate regardless of whether he (she) buys or rents,
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but the rate of increase is larger when the consumer purchases. Without

loss of generality, we restrict our attention to purchase prices that result is

there being a marginal usage rate λ̂ ∈ [0, Λ], such that a consumer with this

usage rate is indifferent between purchasing and renting. This is without

loss of generality because there are zero sales at all prices higher that the

one for which λ̂ = Λ, while every customer purchases at all prices below

the one for which λ̂ = 0. All consumers with λ ≥ λ̂ prefer to purchase the

product, while the others prefer to rent. The indifference of the marginal

consumer implies that E[V]λ̂
α − ps = λ̂E[(V−pr)+]

α , which allows us to derive

the following relation between the sales price, rental price and the marginal

consumer’s usage rate:

ps
(
λ̂, pr

)
=

λ̂

α

(
E[V]− E[(V − pr)

+]
)
=

λ̂

α


v +

pr∫

v

F (x) dx


 (4.1)

for all λ̂ ∈ [0, Λ], and pr ∈ [v, v].
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Figure 4.1: Consumers’ payoffs from buying and renting as a function of
the usage rate

Given this relationship, it follows that the values of the rental price

and the marginal consumer’s usage rate uniquely determine the sales price.

For convenience, we use λ̂ and pr as the firm’s decision variables hence-

forth.

The firm earns profit from both its sales and rental segments. Its

profit from the sales segment, πs, is the product of its sales profit margin

(ps − c− w) and the number of units sold nG
(
λ̂
)
, where G = 1− G. That

is:
πs(λ̂, pr) = nG

(
λ̂
)
[ps(λ̂, pr)− (c + w)]

= nG
(
λ̂
) (

λ̂
α

(
v +

∫ pr
v F (x) dx

)
− (c + w)

) (4.2)
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The aggregate expected units of rentals in each period can be expressed as

follows:

λr(λ̂, pr) = nF (pr)
∫ λ̂

0
λg(λ)dλ (4.3)

where F = 1− F. Under the large market approximation, where this de-

mand can be treated as deterministic, the firm sets its rental capacity ex-

actly equal to this demand. The firm’s income per period from the rental

segment is then obtained as the product of its rental profit margin (pr − c)

and the aggregated rental demand rate λr. Using the discount factor 1− α,

and incorporating the initial cost of the fleet of units for renting, we get the

net present value of the firm’s rental profit, as follows:

πr(λ̂, pr) = λr(λ̂,pr)(pr−c)
α − wλr(λ̂, pr) = λr(λ̂, pr)(pr − c− αw)/α

= 1
α (pr − c− αw) nF (pr)

∫ λ̂
λg (λ) dλ

(4.4)

The firm’s total profit, πc(λ̂, pr), is the sum of the sales profit, πs(λ̂, pr),

and the rental profit, πr(λ̂, pr), which are given in (4.2) and (4.4), respec-

tively. The firm needs to find the optimal marginal usage rate λ̂ and the

optimal rental price pr to maximize its profit, i.e., it solves the following

optimization problem:

max
λ̂∈[0,Λ],pr∈[v,v]

πc(λ̂, pr) = πs(λ̂, pr) + πr(λ̂, pr). (4.5)

In order to gain insights about the structure properties of the optimal

solutions, we restrict our attention to distributions that have the increasing
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failure rate (IFR) property. That is, we have d
dλ

(
g(λ)
G(λ)

)
> 0 for all λ and

d
dv

(
f (v)
F(v)

)
> 0 for all v. Note that this is a standard restriction in pricing

models to ensure the uniqueness of the optimal solution and is satisfied by

several commonly used distributions, including uniform, exponential, and

gamma.

For purposes of comparison, it is useful to consider the conditionally

optimal linear prices that the firm would set if it were constrained to the

exclusive use of either per-usage rentals or sales. Let rs be the firm’s optimal

selling price under exclusive sales, and let rr be the optimal per-usage rental

fee under exclusive rentals.

Lemma 4.3.1. a) If the firm is constrained to only selling its product, then the

optimal selling price is rs = ps (λs, v)= λsE[V]
α where λs satisfies:

(
G (λs)

g (λs)
− λs

)
E [V]

α
+ c + w = 0 if Λ ≥ α (c + w) /E [V] (4.6)

λs = Λ otherwise (4.7)

b) If the firm is constrained to only renting its product, then the optimal per-usage

rental price, rr, satisfies:

rr = v if c + αw ≤ v− 1
f (v)

(4.8)

F (rr)− (rr − c− αw) f (rr) = 0 if c + αw ∈
[

v− 1
f (v)

, v
]

(4.9)

rr = v if c + αw ≥ v (4.10)

Note that the expression in (4.6) represents the first-order condition

for πs(λ, pr = v) with respect to λ. Because G has the IFR property, it is
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clear that the left hand side of (4.6) is decreasing and is strictly positive at

λ = 0. Therefore, so long as Λ ≥ α (c + w) /E [V], there is a unique solution

that will maximize πs(λ, pr = v). Otherwise, it is optimal for the firm set

the sales price high enough to price even the highest frequency consumer

out of the market.

Similarly, the expression in (4.9) represents the first-order-condition

for πr(λ̂ = Λ, rr) with respect to rr. Here the IFR property of F () ensures

that (4.9) has a unique solution that maximizes πr(λ̂ = Λ, rr) if and only if

c + αw ∈ [v − 1
f (v) , v]. Otherwise, if c + αw falls below the lower limit of

this interval, the firm will set the rental price to v so that even the lowest

realized valuation for an instance of need for the product is satisfied. At the

other extreme, where c + αw ≥ v, the firm prices even the highest possible

realization of valuation out of the market.

Let us now turn our attention to the problem that the firm faces when

it can simultaneously rent and sell its product. As a preliminary step, it is

helpful to consider the conditionally optimal marginal usage rate for a given

per-usage rental price, denoted λ̂(pr), and the conditionally optimal rental

price for a given marginal usage rate, denoted pr(λ̂).

Lemma 4.3.2. a) For any λ̂ < Λ, the conditionally optimal per-usage rental price

will be at least as large as the one that the firm would set if it could only rent, i.e.

pr(λ̂) ≥ pr(Λ) = rr.

b) The optimal marginal consumer’s usage rate λ̂(pr) is decreasing in the rental
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price pr for all pr ∈ [rr, v].

The first part of this lemma says the sale of a positive quantity will

cause the firm to set higher rental prices than if it has zero sales. In the ab-

sence of sales, the optimal rental price is driven by the trade-off between the

margin per rental and the volume of rentals. However, when the firm offers

both sales and per-usage rentals, consumers’ ability to exercise the option to

rent represents an alternative to purchasing. The value of the rental option

is obviously decreasing in the rental price, and the greater the value of the

rental option, the less consumers are willing to pay to purchase the product.

Consequently, when the firm sells some units, this introduces some upward

pressure on the rental price. The second part of the lemma says that when

the firm increases its rental price above the one that would be optimal if it

were only renting, then at higher rental prices, it will tend to sell to con-

sumers with lower usage rates, i.e. it will sell more units. This is driven

by the fact that the price at which it can sell these units is increasing in the

rental price. However, in contrast to the first part of the lemma, where any

positive sales quantity increases the conditionally optimal rental price, we

are unable to definitively characterize the direction in which the condition-

ally optimal marginal usage rate will move in response to changes in the

rental price when the rental price is below the one than would be chosen

the the exclusive rental operation.

Of course, the firm will attempt to set both the per-usage rental price

and the selling price (marginal consumer to whom the product is sold) si-
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multaneously in order to maximize its total profits from these two forms of

distribution. For the setting in which the firm has the operational flexibility

to allow both sales and per-usage rentals, we can establish the following:

Lemma 4.3.3. If the firm can pre-commit to its prices, then: a) If v > c + αw,

then p∗r < v, so that some rentals will occur; b) There exists a threshold, Λ, on the

maximum usage frequency, such that if Λ > Λ, then λ̂∗ < Λ , so that some sales

will occur.

In the following theorem, we establish the relationship between the

optimal renting and selling prices when the firm has the operational flexi-

bility to do both with the optimal prices when it can either only sell or only

rent.

Theorem 4.3.4. If the firm can pre-commit to its prices, then its optimal strategy

has the following structural properties:

a) When the firm can sell its product in addition to renting it on a per-usage basis,

the optimal per-usage rental price will be at least as high as the one that would be

set when it can only rent its product, i.e. p∗r ≥ r∗r , where the inequality is strict

when λ̂∗ < Λ.

b) When the firm can rent its product on a per-usage basis in addition to selling

it, then there exists a threshold, c, such that, for all c ≥ c the optimal sales price

will be at least as high as the one that would be set when the firm can only sell its

product, i.e. p∗s > r∗s .
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The intuition for these results can be explained as follows. When the

firm can only rent its product, the only trade-off that it faces in setting its

rental price is the one between the margin that will be earned on each rental

against the volume of rentals. However, when it can sell in addition to rent-

ing, then there is an additional trade-off that is involved because the price at

which a given number of units can be sold is increasing in the rental price.

Lower rental prices provide consumers with a more valuable option as an

alternative to purchasing the product. Thus, when the firm sells in addition

to renting, it sets a higher rental price in order to prop up the selling price.

The second part of the theorem says that when the firm can rent in

addition to selling, it will set a higher selling price than when it only sells,

but only if transaction costs are sufficiently large. Here, by introducing

rentals into an operation that has been relying exclusively on sales, there

will be two effects. The first is that the firm will sell to fewer consumers,

i.e. the marginal usage rate will increase. By itself, this effect would tend

to increase the selling price. However, the second effect from introducing

rentals is that consumers will have a better alternative to not purchasing

than they had when the firm was only selling, and this effect will put down-

ward pressure on the selling price. When transaction costs are high, the

first effect dominates and selling prices are higher after introducing rentals.

However, when transaction costs are low, it is possible that the latter ef-

fect dominates, and selling prices are lower. We will provide a numerical

example to illustrate this. But first, let us consider a specific distribution
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(uniform) for consumers frequency of need and a specific distribution (two-

point) for consumers’ valuations.

Lemma 4.3.5. If the distribution of the usage rate is uniform, i.e., G(λ) = λ/λ̄,

and the valuation V is distributed according to the following two-point distribu-

tion: V = VL with probability β and V = VL otherwise, then:

a) The optimal sales price p∗s is higher when the firm utilizes rental option compared

with when it does not for all c.

b) The optimal marginal usage rate, λ̂∗, increases in c when VH < c + αw, i.e.

when it is optimal for the firm to do no renting; otherwise, it is weakly decreasing

in c for w ≥ βVL
(1−β)(1−α)

.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the structural properties presented in Theorem

4.3.4 for the following setting: the usage rate is uniformly distributed on

[0, Λ] and the valuation V is uniformly distributed on [v, v]. To simplify

the computation, we discretize the valuation distribution over N points. To

obtain this plot, we fix parameter v = 40, v = 80, w = 100 and α = 0.1, then

we vary the usage rate’s upper support Λ and the transaction cost c.
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Figure 4.2: The firm’s best strategy

The fundamental trade-off between the sales and the rental services

is driven by the interplay of the unit utilization of a durable good and the

transaction cost involved in renting or selling. The rental service pools the

demand and ensures higher unit utilization (with our large market assump-

tion, the rental units are fully utilized). However, each time a consumer

rents, the firm incurs a transaction cost c. These transaction costs create a

source of inefficiency and reduce the firm’s profits. By selling the product,

the number of transactions can be reduced because the sale of a product re-

quires only one transaction per customer over the life of the product. How-

ever, in contrast to the rental operation, where the needs of multiple con-

sumers can be pooled across the fleet of rental capacity, selling allocates a

discrete unit of the product to a single consumer 100% of the time, whether

he / she needs it or not. This under-utilization of units that are produced
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by the firm are another potential source of inefficiency, particularly when w

is large. The firm’s ability to offer the sales and the rental services simul-

taneously allows it to balance the trade-off between the transaction costs

that are involved in renting and the under-utilization of assets that arises

under selling. Obviously, the under-utilization issue is least problematic for

consumers with high usage frequencies, and this explains why we should

observe sales only when Λ is sufficiently large.

As the transaction cost c increases, the rental service becomes less fa-

vorable. In addition, because a consumer’s rental decision is made ex post,

the rental service has the ability to discriminate between the high and the

low value usage instances to achieve efficient allocation of the products. On

the other hand, since the consumer’s purchase decision is made ex ante, the

sales service cannot distinguish between the high and the low value usage

instances and hence cannot achieve efficient allocation of the products.

An interesting result from Theorem 4.3.4 is that the rental price is

weakly higher when the firm rents and sells simultaneously than when it

rents only. Recall that if the firm offers both the sales and the rental services,

the consumer’s expected surplus from renting reduces his willingness to

pay for the sales service. As a result, the margins of both segments are

increasing in pr, and thus the firm is more reluctant to reduce the rental

price if both services are provided. This effect is illustrate in figure 4.3 where

we can see that, for a given transaction cost c, the optimal rental price is

increasing in the maximum consumer usage rate in the market, Λ. The
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Figure 4.3: Firm’s optimal rental price versus transaction cost

reason is the following: as Λ increases, the firm sees a larger sales segment.

Consequently, the reduced sales margin caused by a smaller rental price has

a bigger impact on the firm’s profit from the sales segment. Thus, the firm

becomes more reluctant to reduce the rental price.

Note that the effects of rental operation and sales operation are not

symmetric. Part b) of Theorem (4.3.4) suggests that the optimal sales price

when the firm also utilizes the rental option may not always be higher com-

pared to when it does not. Figure 4.4a illustrates one such example. In this

example, G(λ) follows a Beta distribution2 with parameters a = 1 on the

support [0, 1]. Therefore, G(λ) = 1 − (1 − λ)b, and g(λ) = b(1 − λ)b−1.

2The general form of a Beta density function is B(x; a, b) = xa−1(1−x)b−1

β(a,b) , where β(a, b) =
∫ 1

0 xa−1(1− x)b−1dx
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When b = 1, this Beta distribution simplified to a uniform distribution.

When b > 1, the distribution is skewed towards the low usage rates. When

b < 1, the distribution skewed towards the high usage rates. We still use

the same assumptions about valuation V and same values for the rest of the

parameters as we used to generate figure 4.2. It is clear from the figure that

when b = 0.05, the optimal sales price when the firm also rents is actually

lower compared to when it does not if the transaction cost c is less than

a threshold value c. The reason is the following: from equation (4.1), we

know both the optimal marginal consumer λ̂∗ and the optimal rental price

p∗r affects the value of the optimal sales price p∗s . In addition, these two

forces move in opposite directions. Once the firm adds the rental option,

λ̂∗ becomes higher, which pushes the the sales price higher. On the other

hand, the rental option gives consumer positive surplus, which forces the

firm to reduce the sales price to maintain the relative attractiveness of the

purchase option. Whether the optimal sales price p∗s is higher or lower than

r∗s depends on which one of these two forces is stronger. At large c, the firm

sets a high rental price. Therefore, the rental option gives very little surplus

to consumers, and this allows an increase in the optimal sales price. At very

small c, the optimal rental price is lower so consumers get large surplus

from renting. In addition, when the lowest usage rate consumers account

for a smaller portion in the population ( such as those Beta distributions

with b < 1), the addition of the rental option only moves λ̂∗ up slightly.

Consequently, the optimal sales price with rental option p∗s is smaller than
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Figure 4.4: Effect of distribution G(λ)

the optimal sales price without rental option r∗s . Figure 4.4b shows that the

optimal rental price is p∗r = 110 for very small c when b = 0.05.

4.4. General Setting with No Commitment

In the previous section, we discussed how a firm can use a combina-

tion of sales and per-use rentals to manage the trade-off between transaction

costs and utilization of products. However, we imposed the restriction that

the firm can credibly pre-commit to prices. In this section, we relax this as-

sumption and investigate how these trade-offs are affected when consumers

anticipate the price trajectories over time.

We begin the analysis by noting that, as in section 4, the consumer’s

willingness to pay is increasing in the usage rate. This implies that the con-
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sumers with higher usage rates will buy at higher prices than those with

lower usage rates, or equivalently, if a consumer purchases the product,

then all consumers with higher usage rates will also prefer to purchase. Let

λt−1 denote the maximum usage rate among consumers who have not yet

bought the product at the beginning of period t. Then, in period t the firm

faces a residual market consisting of consumers with usage rates from 0 to

λt−1. If the firm provides the sales option in period t, then there will be a

marginal consumer with usage rate denoted by λt, where λt ≤ λt−1, such

that consumers with usage rates λi ∈ [λt, λt−1] buy at the sales price pt
s and

those with usage rates λi ∈ [0, λt] rent if they experience a need for the prod-

uct and their valuation realizations are above the rental price pt
r. Note that,

based on the arguments put forth in the previous section, we expect that

the firm would be better off providing both the sales and the rental services

if the maximum usage rate in the residual market λt−1 is sufficiently large.

Figure 4.5 provides an illustration of the firm’s potential sales and rental

patterns over time. For consistency in notation, we denote the maximum

usage rate in the initial market as λ0 (i.e., λ0 = Λ).

We now analyze the firm’s capacity decision for the rental service

fixing the rental price. Let Kt denote the firm’s capacity in period t. The

aggregated rental demand rate in period t is nF(pt
r)
∫ λt

0 xg(x)dx (cf. (4.3)).

Recall that when the market size is sufficiently large, we can treat the aggre-

gated usage rate as deterministic. Thus, given the rental price, it is optimal

for the firm to set its rental capacity Kt = nF(pt
r)
∫ λt

0 xg(x)dx to satisfy all
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the rental demand in period t. Depending on the rental prices, the firm’s

rental capacity requirement in period t may be lower or higher than that

in period t− 1. If the rental price (weakly) increases in period t, compared

with that in period t− 1, i.e. pt
r ≥ pt−1

r , then the rental capacity Kt needed

in period t would be less than the available capacity Kt−1 from period t− 1

because the rental segment gets smaller over time (i.e. λt ≤ λt−1). Based on

our assumption that the durable good does not degrade with time, the ex-

cess rental capacity can be sold to consumers in period t. Moreover, because

each consumer in the rental segment requires less than one unit of rental ca-

pacity, the excess rental capacity, Kt−1 − Kt, is less than the number of units

that are sold, n(G(λt−1) − G(λt)). On the other hand, if the rental price

decreases in period t, i.e. pt
r < pt−1

r , then the firm may need more rental

capacity in period t than it has available. In this case, the firm acquires the

additional capacity Kt − Kt−1 in period t.
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In this environment, rational consumers anticipate the downward

trajectory of selling prices and may postpone their purchases to a later pe-

riod. Thus, in period t, a consumer’s rational decision not to purchase im-

plies that he must prefer to postpone purchasing until some future period

t+ j, where j may be infinite, and rent in each period τ ∈ [t, t + j− 1] when-

ever he experiences an instance of need and has a realized valuation that is

above the rental price, i.e. pt
r. The payoff of a consumer with usage rate λ

from buying in period t is E[V]λ
α − pt

s, and his payoff from buying in period

t + j is:

(1− α)j
(

E[V]λ

α
− pt+j

s

)
+ λ

j−1

∑
i=0

(1− α)iE[(V − pt+i
r )+],

where the second term is the sum of his discounted payoffs from renting in

periods t to t + j− 1. His gain from postponing his purchase from period t

to t + j is:

pt
s − (1− α)j pt+j

s − E[V]λ

α

(
1− (1− α)j − α

j−1

∑
i=0

(1− α)i E[(V − pt+i
r )+]

E[V]

)
,

which is non-increasing in λ.3 So, consumers with higher usage rates have

less incentive to postpone their purchase. In addition, Theorem 4.3.4 sug-

gests, for any λt sufficiently large, the firm has an incentive to sell in period

t + 1. Thus the marginal consumer λt must be indifferent between buying

3To see this, note that E[(V−pt+i
r )+ ]

E[V]
≤ 1, and thus α

j−1
∑

i=0
(1 − α)i E[(V−pt+i

r )+ ]
E[V]

≤ α
j−1
∑

i=0
(1 −

α)i = 1− (1− α)j. The inequality is strict for any positive pt+i
r . Hence, the coefficient of λ

is non-negative.
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in periods t and t + 1. Equating his payoffs from buying in these two con-

secutive periods, we get

E[V]λt

α
− pt

s = (1− α)

(
E[V]λt

α
− pt+1

s

)
+ λtE[(V − pt

r)
+],

from which we establish the following relationship between the sales price

pt
s, the marginal usage rate λt and the rental price pt

r:

pt
s = λt(E[V]− E[(V − pt

r)
+]) + (1− α)pt+1

s . (4.11)

Intuitively, this relation states that the sales price pt
s, at which the marginal

consumer can buy the product equals the sum of his incremental benefit of

having ownership in the current period, λt(E[V]− E[(V − pt
r)

+]), and the

discounted future price, pt+1
s , should he buy one period later. This relation

also allows us to use the marginal usage rate λt and the rental price pt
r as

the firm’s decision variables (as in section 4) for mathematical convenience.

We now analyze the firm’s optimization problem. Let Jt(λt−1) de-

note the firm’s optimal profit from period t onwards given the optimal

marginal usage rate is λt−1 in period t− 1. This profit is obtained by max-

imizing the sum of two terms: the profit the firm earns in period t alone

and the discounted future profit from period t + 1 onward. The firm ob-

tains profit in period t from both selling to the consumers with usage rates

from λt to λt−1 at price pt
s and renting at price pt

r to those with usage rates

λ ≤ λt who experience an instance of need with arealized value of V > pt
r.

Specifically, its profit in period t is:

π(λt−1, λt, pt
r) = n[G(λt−1)− G(λt)](pt

s − c− w)

+nF(pt
r)(pt

r − c− αw)
∫ λt

0 xg(x)dx
, (4.12)
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where the sales price, pt
s, is defined in (4.11).

Using the relationship (4.11), the firm’s optimal dynamic program

can thus be written as:

Jt(λ
t−1) = max

λ∈[0,λt],pr∈[v,v]
[π(λt−1, λ, pr) + (1− α)Jt+1(λ)], (4.13)

where π(λt−1, λ, pr) is defined in (4.12).

To understand how the prices evolve over time, we first study the

baseline case with deterministic valuations in Section 5.1, where we charac-

terize the firm’s equilibrium price trajectories and prove that the rental ser-

vice mitigates the time inconsistency issue faced by the durable good selling

firm. In Section 5.2, we extend the analysis and results to the case in which

the consumer derives a random valuation V from each usage instance.

4.4.1 Deterministic consumer valuation

In this section, we assume the consumers value each usage instance

at Vd, i.e. V = Vd. Thus, if the firm rents the product, it will set the rental

price equal to the valuation, i.e. pt
r = Vd for all t. Then, in period t, con-

sumers with usage rates less than λt rent whenever they experience a need

for the product, and the firm sets its rental capacity to Kt = n
∫ λt

0 xg(x)dx

in period t to satisfy all rental demand. Thus, the only decision variable left

for the firm to solve is λt (recall that that the sales price is given by (4.11)).

From the previous analysis, we know that the equilibrium sales price

should weakly decrease over time. The firm that sells and rents simulta-
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neously obtains positive cash flows from the rental segment even when it

does not sell in a period. In fact, whenever the firm sells a product to a

consumer, it loses the stream of profits from renting to this consumer for fu-

ture periods. Thus, the revenue from current sales are offset by a decrease in

future rentals. Recall that the trade-off between unit utilization and transac-

tion cost identified in Section 4 favors selling to consumers with high usage

rates and renting to those with low usage rates. Initially, the maximum us-

age rate in the residual market is large, so selling is operationally attractive.

As the firm sells to more consumers, the maximum usage rate in the resid-

ual market λt decreases, and thus selling becomes less attractive compared

to renting. As the sales price falls and can no longer offset the decrease in

future rental income, the system converges to a limiting state where the firm

has no incentive to sell to additional consumers. Denoting the limiting val-

ues of the variables by λ∞
s , p∞

r , and p∞
s , the following result characterizes

the equilibrium path and the limiting values.

Proposition 4.4.1. If Vd > c + αw and the maximum usage rate in the residual

market λt−1 > α(c+w)
c+αw , then the firm provides both the sales and the rental services

in period t. In addition, the equilibrium path has the following properties: (a) λt

and pt
s are strictly decreasing; (b) λt converges to λ∞ = α(c+w)

c+αw and pt
s converges

to p∞
s = Vdλ∞

α . Every consumer with usage rate above λ∞ eventually buys a unit,

and every consumer with usage rate below λ∞ always rents; (c) pt
s = Vdλt + (1−

α)pt+1
s for all t;

Note that the limiting usage rate λ∞ is the same as the threshold
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value Λ in Lemma 4.3.3. If the maximum usage rate in the residual market

is below this threshold in any period, then the firm is better off offering the

rental service alone. If the maximum usage rate exceeds λ∞ in any period,

then the firm should sell and rent the durable simultaneously in this pe-

riod. The limiting value λ∞ also represents the usage rate of the consumer

to whom the firm is indifferent between selling and renting. To see this, note

that if the firm sells to the consumer with usage rate λ, it obtains the profit

Vdλ
α − c − w. If it rents to this consumer, it obtains a discounted profit of

λ(Vd−c−αw)
α . At the usage rate λ∞, both these profits are equal. For any con-

sumer with usage rate above λ∞, selling to him is more profitable and for

any consumer with usage rate below λ∞, renting to him is more profitable.

4.4.1.1 Value of providing the rental service for deterministic valuations

In order to quantify the value of the rental service, we first study a

firm that only sells the durable. To distinguish from the firm that sells and

rents simultaneously, we use subscript λt
s to distinguish the marginal usage

rate in period t for the firm that lacks the ability to rent. Borrowing the

notation from Section 4.3, we denote by rt
s the sales price in period t for the

firm that is unable to rent.

When the firm only sells the durable (which is equivalent to setting

pt
r > Vd for all t), its problem is identical to (4.13), but with π(λt−1

s , λt
s, pt

r >

Vd) = n[G(λ̂t−1)− G(λ̂t)](rt
s − c − w) (i.e., the rental segment’s contribu-

tion to the firm’s profit in (4.12) is omitted).
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So in any period t, in contrast to the previous case, there is no fu-

ture rental income to sacrifice when making current sales, the firm has an

incentive to set rt
s < rt−1

s so long as rt−1
s > c + w. If the sales price is below

or at the marginal cost c + w, the firm is not able to get any positive profit

from selling. Thus, rt
s converges to c + w as t approaches infinity. Similar

to Proposition 4.4.1, we characterize the equilibrium path for the sales-only

firm in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.4.2. If the maximum usage rate in the residual market λt−1
s >

α(c+w)
Vd , then the firm always sells in period t. In addition, the equilibrium path of

the sales-only firm has the following properties: (a) λt
s and rt

s are decreasing and

bounded away from zero; (b) rt
s = Vdλt

s + (1− α)rt+1
s for all t; (c) rt

s converges to

r∞
s = c + w and λt

s converges to λ∞
s = α(c+w)

Vd . Every consumer with usage rate

above λ∞
s eventually buys a unit.

Comparing Propositions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, we note that the limiting

sales price of the firm that sells and rents simultaneously is p∞
s = Vd(c+w)

c+αw ,

which is greater than the limiting sales price of the sales-only firm, r∞
s =

c + w if Vd > c + αw. If the firm finds it profitable to enter the rental mar-

ket, then Vd > c + αw is always satisfied. In short, the limiting sales price

when the firm provides the rental service is higher than when it does not.

The following result proves that this relation in fact holds for all periods:

Theorem 4.4.3. The firm that provides sales and rental services sets a higher sales

prices in each period compared with the firm that only provides the sales service,

i.e., pt
s > rt

s for all t.
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Intuitively, the firm loses rental income from every consumer it sells

to. Thus it has less incentive to sell to more consumers at a lower price. As a

consequence, the sales-only firm has a stronger incentive to cut price deeply

to attract many more buyers in every period than the firm that can rent.

Thus, not only is the limiting sales price higher when the firm rents, but the

entire dynamic path of the selling price is “lifted” by the rental service. In

other words, not only do rentals help the firm to manage the inefficiency of

low utilization in providing access to low usage rate consumers, they also

work toward mitigating time inconsistency by increasing the price at which

units are sold at each instance of time.

4.4.2 Random consumer valuation

In this section, we assume the utility consumers derive from each

usage, V, is a random draw from an N-point distribution, i.e., V = vi with

probability βi, where
N
∑

i=1
β1 = 1. We also assume vi−1 < vi for all i ≥ 2. In

addition to the optimal λt, now the firm also needs to find the optimal rental

price pt
r. It is clear we can restrict our attention to N cases for the rental price,

pt
r = vi. It is straightforward to compute F(pt

r) and E[(V − pt
r)

+] for each

case. Plugging these into (4.13), we obtain the following dynamic program:
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Jt(λt−1) = max
λt,pt

r

{π1(λ
t, pt

r = v1) + (1− α)Jt+1(λ
t),

. . . . . . , πN(λ
t, pt

r = VN) + (1− α)Jt+1(λ
t)},

where πi(λ
t, pr = vi) = n{[G(λt−1)− G(λt)](pt

si − c− w),

+
N
∑

k=i
βk(vi − c− αw)}

and pt
si = λt(

i
∑

k=1
βkvk +

N
vi ∑

k=i+1
βk) + (1− α)pt+1

s .

(4.14)

For the deterministic case in Section 5.1, we found that the marginal

usage rate λt converges to the threshold value Λ (of Lemma 4.3.3), and

that once the maximum usage rate in the market drops below Λ, the firm is

better off offering the rental service alone. We get similar results here.

Theorem 4.4.4. As long as vN ≥ c + αw and the maximum usage rate in the

residual market λt−1 > Λ̄, the firm provides both the sales and the rental

services in period t. In addition, the equilibrium path has the following

properties: (a) λt and pt
s are strictly decreasing and bounded away from

zero; pt
r is weakly decreasing and bounded away from zero; (b) pt

r converges

to p∞
r = rr, λt converges to λ∞ = Λ̄, and pt

s converges to p∞
s > c + w.

Every consumer with usage rate above λ∞ eventually buys a unit, and every

consumer with usage rate below λ∞ rents if his need arises and his valuation

realization is above p∞
r . and (c) pt

s = λt(E[V]− E[(V − pt
r)

+]) + (1− α)pt+1
s

when the rental price is pt
r for all t.

Part (a) of Theorem 4.4.4 states the rental price weakly decreases over

time. To understand why this is the case, note that if the rental price de-
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creases, the renting consumers obtain a greater surplus for the same level

of usage. Thus, the sales price the firm chooses decreases as the rental price

decreases. On the other hand, as the rental price decreases, more potential

renters actually rent. As the residual market shrinks over time, the firm may

find itself better off lowering the rental price to increase its overall rental

demand, even at the expense of reduced profit margins in both segments.

Indeed, under the conditions stated in part (2b) of the theorem, the trade-off

is resolved in favor of increasing the size of the rental segment, and thus the

rental prices decrease over time.

4.4.2.1 Value of providing the rental service for random valuations

In this subsection, we restrict ourselves to the case when λ follows a

uniform distribution on [0, Λ] and V follows a two point distribution, i.e.,

V = VH or VL with equal probability. If the firm sets pt
r > VH for all t,

the consumers never rent and the firm only sells the durable. Because con-

sumers decide to purchase ex ante, before their valuations are realized, the

sales price depends on the valuation distribution only through its mean.

The firm’s dynamic problem is the same as the one faced by the sales-only

firm in Section 5.1 (by setting Vd = E[V]). Thus, Proposition 4.4.2 holds

without modification.

According to Theorem 4.4.4, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 4.4.5. If the distribution of the usage rate is uniform, i.e., G(λ) = λ/Λ,

and the valuation V is distributed according to the following two-point distribu-
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tion: V = VL with probability 0.5 and V = VH otherwise. Denote δ = VH−VL
2 .

then:

(1) If 2VL − VH ≤ c + αw ≤ VH and the maximum usage rate in the

residual market λt−1 > 2α(c+w)
c+αw+VL

, then pt
s = E[V]λt + (1− α)pt+1

s and pt
r = VH

for all t. In addition, pt
r converges to p∞

r = VH, λt converges to λ∞ = 2α(c+w)
c+αw+VL

,

and pt
s converges to p∞

s = E[V]λ∞

α .

(2) If c + αw < 2VL − VH and the maximum usage rate in the residual

market λt−1 > α(c+w)
c+αw , then there exists a finite time τ(E[V]) ≥ 0 such that the

equilibrium prices satisfies pt
s = E[V]λt + (1− α)pt+1

s and pt
r = VH for t ≤ τ,

and pt
s = VLλt + (1− α)pt+1

s and pt
r = VL for t > τ. In addition, pt

r converges

to p∞
r = VL, λt converges to λ∞ = α(c+w)

c+αw , and pt
s converges to p∞

s = VLλ∞

α .

Corollary 4.4.5 suggests the limiting sales price of the firm that sells

and rents simultaneously is either 2E[V](c+w)
VL+c+αw (if 2VL−VH ≤ c+ αw ≤ VH) or

VL(c+w)
c+αw (if c + αw < 2VL −VH). Both values are higher than c + w, the lim-

iting price of the sales-only firm. Further, analogous to Section 4.4.1.1, this

relation holds for the sales price of each period. Intuitively, the firm loses its

rental profit from any consumer it sells to regardless of the distribution of

V. Thus offering the rental service reduces its incentive to sell to low usage

rate consumers in each period. Consequently, the rental service mitigates

the time inconsistency issue faced by the durable good selling firm. The

formal result is as follows:

Theorem 4.4.6. When λ follows a uniform distribution on [0, Λ] and V follows
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a two-point distribution with equal probability, the firm that provides sales and

rental services sets a higher sales prices in each period compared with the firm that

only provides the sales service.

4.5. Conclusions and discussions

In this chapter, we study the trade-offs between selling a durable

good and renting it on a per use basis by a monopoly firm. Under per-usage

rental, a consumer pays for the product only when he is actually using it;

whereas under selling, the consumer pays a given rate for the product that

is independent of the amount of use that he derives from it. Because units

that are purchased are dedicated to a single consumer, these units may sit

idle for a good portion of the time. In addition, because the amount paid by

a purchasing consumer is independent of the amount of use that he derives,

purchasing consumers will have an incentive to use their units for every

instance of need, no matter how low the realized utility. In contrast, rental

units will not only be more heavily used, they will also tend to be used for

only relatively high utility activities, as a consequence of the fact that rental

consumers will pay the rental fee only when they would derive a relatively

high amount of utility from a particular instance of need. Thus, per usage

rental allows products that are produced by the firm to generate utility for

consumers at higher rate than does the sale of products. On the other hand,

per-usage rental is transaction intensive. For consumers who experience

instances of need sufficiently frequently, the avoidance of transaction costs
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can more than offset the lower rate of utilization that will result from their

purchasing a unit of the product. These trade-offs between unit utilization

levels and transaction costs drive our main finding: the firm should provide

both selling and renting services if the consumer with the highest usage rate

in the market uses the good sufficiently frequently and the average utility

generated per instance of need is sufficiently high.

In addition, by proposing a model in which the utility derived from a

durable product is stochastic and discontinuous over time, and where con-

sumers are differentiated according to the frequency with which they ex-

perience discrete instances of need, this chapter provides a unified frame-

work to analyze the durable good firm’s simultaneous renting and selling

operations. Some of the interactions between selling and renting, such as

decreased consumer willingness to pay in the selling segment caused by

lower rental price being offered in the renting segment, are missing if rent-

ing and selling operations are studied separately, as are the case of many

previous researches. In addition, our results provide managerial insights

into how the firm’s optimal strategy depends on the usage characteristics of

a durable good and the cost structure of its operations. Besides, this chap-

ter also provides managers with insights on how the firm can segment its

market effectively to improve its profitability.

Finally, this research shows the mitigating effect of a renting opera-

tion on the time inconsistency issue inherent in selling a durable good. We

are able to establish the steady state equilibrium and show the entire dy-
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namic equilibrium paths of both selling and renting prices. Since the firm

loses rental revenue whenever it sells to a customer, it has less incentive to

reduce its selling price to acquire more “new” buyers in each period. On the

other hand, as the maximum usage rate in the remaining market shrinks

over time the firm has less incentive to lower the rental price as a conse-

quence of the partial substitutability between sales and per usage rentals.

Thus, the simultaneous offering of selling and renting service makes the

firm charge higher prices than if it were to offer either one in isolation.

An interesting extension to this chapter will be the case when the

durable good has finite life. If the durable good fails after a certain time of

usage, then the firm has an additional source of revenue, from replacement

sales, that we have not considered. If the prices are set statically the firm

will still segment market the same way because the fundamental trade-offs

between unit utilization and transaction cost is still the same. However, in

the dynamic price case the analysis will be much more involved and some-

what different. With replacement sales, the firm would have even less in-

centive to lower the selling price. Nonetheless, if the initial market size is

big enough, the selling price will still fall for some time, although at a much

slower pace. We conjecture that once the remaining market becomes suf-

ficiently small, the firm will raise the selling price back to a higher level

before gradually reducing it again. Hence the dynamic path for the selling

price with replacement sales will be cyclic and there will be no steady state

equilibrium.
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Chapter 5

Evaluating the effectiveness of government
subsidy on the adoption of resource efficient

durable products

5.1. Introduction

In recent years, products that consume less resource such as electric-

ity, water and gasoline have attracted lots of attention because of society’s

increasing awareness of the importance of preserving natural resources and

reducing pollutions. As responses to this trend, makers of these products

have innovated intensively and introduced an array of newer generations

of products that are efficient in resource consumption. For example, the

2011 energy star qualified GE front load clothes washer will use 64% less

water and 75% less energy than a 2004 standard GE top load washer. Un-

der typical operating conditions, this can yield an energy savings of 4,900

kWh, or over $525 savings in electricity bills, over the washer’s lifetime1.

Another example that has received lots of media attentions is the hybrid ve-

hicle. The 2011 Toyota Prius hybrid car has an impressive 51/48 MPG while

the most popular mid-size sedan in the market, Toyota Camry, has only a

1Data source is from GE website. Assuming consumers use the washer 10 loads/week
for 12 years. The cost of electricity is assumed to be $0.1065 per kWh.
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30/21 MPG.

However, despite the huge economical and environmental benefits

of these resource efficient products, their adoption is slow. One of the most

cited reasons for their slow market penetration is the high initial purchase

prices. Because most of these products use innovative technologies, it usu-

ally costs more for the manufacturer to produce them. Thus, they are gen-

erally priced higher than their standard counterparts. Consequently, to

promote the adoption of these resource efficient products, governments of

many different countries offer various form of subsidies such as cash re-

bates, tax credit, exemption of sales tax, and no interest loans to consumers

who purchase these products.

For example, as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment

Act of 2009, the U.S. Department of Energy provides funds to States and

territories to support consumer rebate programs for appliances with energy

star ratings. Under these programs, consumers can receive rebates to pur-

chase energy-efficient appliances when they replace used ones. Covered

products and rebate amounts are set by each State. For example, in Texas,

consumers could get a $1,000 mail-in rebate for a qualified central A/C and

a $100 rebate for a qualified clothes washer. In Minnesota, consumers are

offered a $200 rebate for a qualified clothes washer 2.

The skeptics of these various government subsidy programs argue

2Information in this paragraph is from the Department of Energy’s website
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that these programs merely give incentives to people who would buy them

anyway (the “free rider” problem). Thus, it generates very little new de-

mand and therefore very limited additional resource savings. The support-

ers of such programs argue that besides the direct benefit of stimulating the

demand for efficient products and thus saving energy, there could also be

indirect benefits to the manufacturers of these products due to technology

learning effect. It is well documented in the literature that as the manufac-

tures gain experience with their production processes, the costs of produc-

tion drop. Therefore, reduced production costs in the future may increase

the number of adopters for these products and result in large resource sav-

ings over the long run.

To evaluate whether a government rebate program deems successful

is a complex task. Oftentimes, these rebate programs serve a multitude of

objectives in addition to saving energy. For example, the “cash for clunker”3

program also intends to save jobs in the auto industry and stimulate the

economy by boosting auto sales. Nevertheless, one of the common objec-

tives of these cash rebate programs is to save energy or other natural re-

sources (e.g., electricity, water, gasoline, etc.). Therefore, in this chapter we

will evaluate the effectiveness of government rebate programs in terms of

resource savings.

3In this program, the federal government gives out $3,500 - $4,500 cash rebate for any-
one who trades in an old automobile with low gas mileage for a new vehicle that meets
certain gas mileage criteria.
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There are three commonly observed rebate structures: an immediate

rebate with an ending date; a deferred rebate; and a constant rebate offered

over a longer term. For example, the “Cash for Clunker” program took

effect right after it was passed in legislation. This is an example of an im-

mediate rebate. Sometimes, the rebate program will not be in effect until

a future date due to administrative delays. For example, in the aforemen-

tioned rebate program for the energy star qualified appliances in Texas, the

managing agency, Texas State Energy Conservation Office, posted the fol-

lowing message on its website in early 2010 after the U.S. Department of

Energy allocated its fund: “Between December 20, 2010 and March 9, 2011,

Texans could purchase appliances and participate in the Texas Appliance

Mail-In Rebate Program.” This is an example of a deferred rebate. Finally, if

the rebate program takes effect over a long period of time, we call it a con-

stant rebate. For example, another subsidy program that the Department

of Energy administers directly gives a 30% tax credit (with an upper limit

of $500 per 0.5 KW capacity)4 to fuel cells installed in consumer’s primary

residence until December 31, 2016. In this chapter, we will compare the

performance of these three types of rebate structures.

To keep our model as parsimonious as possible, we make the fol-

lowing assumptions about these efficient products. First, the products are

durable in the sense that once a consumer purchases one unit of the prod-

uct, she will not purchase another unit any time soon. Second, the society

4Note the tax credit with an upper limit is similar to the cash rebate.
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benefits more in terms of resource savings from early adopters than from

late adopters. Third, we assume that the manufacturers of these durable

products also benefit from early sales because the knowledge they gain in

producing the early units can help them refine their productions processes

and reduce future production costs. With these assumptions, we can use the

standard two-periods durable product model with learning-by-doing effect

to study the performance of the aforementioned rebate programs. Within

this framework, we map an immediate rebate with an ending date to a re-

bate offered in the first period only, a deferred rebate to a rebate offered in

the second period only, and a constant rebate to a constant rebate offered in

both periods.

Since the goal of this chapter is to investigate which form of gov-

ernment rebates promotes the most resource savings, how to measure re-

source consumptions is critical. Related to this, we need to consider the

relationship between efficiency and product usage. A somewhat puzzling

phenomenon is that since 1970s we have not seen a dramatic reduction in

energy consumption per capita despite a steady improvement in the effi-

ciency of many major household products. For example, Figure 5.1a shows

that the average fuel efficiency of passenger cars and light trucks in the U.

S. improved by 25% to 30% from 1980 to 19915. During the same period,

the efficiency of refrigerator, central A/C and gas furnace has improved by

10% to 25%, according to Nadel (2002) (figure 5.1b). However, we did not

5Data source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics, Table 4-23
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(a) Average fuel efficiency of vehicles in the
U.S.

(b) Energy efficiency index of refrigerator,
central A/C and gas furnace in the U.S.

Figure 5.1: Products efficiency over time

observe a similar drop in energy consumption per capita. As Figure 5.2

shows6, U. S. energy consumption per capita increased from 1950 to 1975.

After that, it fluctuated before moving downward in 2007. If we just look

at the period from 1980 to 1991 (the zoomed-in chart in Figure 5.2), U.S. en-

ergy consumption per capita first decreased from 1980 to 1982 then kept an

upward trend from 1983 to 1991.

Economists have long speculated that the reason for this discrepancy

between more efficient products and non-decreasing energy consumption

might be that consumers simply use their products more because of the low-

ered marginal costs of operating an efficient product. Davis [2008] empiri-

cally tests this claim by measuring the demand elasticity of clothes washing

6Data source: Department of Energy, Table 1
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Figure 5.2: U.S. energy consumption per capita

activities. He finds that consumers who received free efficient clothes wash-

ers that was about 40% more resource efficient used it 5.6% more compared

to when they had standard washing machines. Similar findings of differ-

ent magnitudes have been reported for central A/C usage by Dubin et al.

[1986]. Based on these empirical evidence, therefore, we incorporate a mi-

cro level cost-dependent consumption model, which captures the positive

relationship between efficiency of the product and its usage, into our con-

sumer’s utility function before examining the effectiveness of various rebate

programs.

Our results show that while the manufacturer increases its price(s) in

response to the government rebates, rebates in general increase the number

of adopters. However, a rebate does shift demand from the period that it

is not offered to the period that it is. For example, the immediate rebate

with an ending date makes people purchase early and reduces the num-
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ber of adopters in the later period. The deferred rebate delays the purchase

of some consumers who would have bought the products in an early pe-

riod. The constant rebate offered in both periods increases the number of

adopters in both periods.

More important, we find that without a budget constraint, the im-

mediate rebate generates the largest additional resource savings per dollar

spent for products with small initial marginal cost of production v1. The

constant rebate does the best for products with intermediate v1 and the de-

ferred rebate does the best for products with large v1, using the same per-

formance measure (i.e., additional resource savings per dollar spent). With

a budget constraint, either the immediate rebate or the constant rebate gen-

erates the largest resource savings, depending on the initial marginal cost

of producing the durable. Surprisingly, the deferred rebate may generates

negative resource savings in some cases. The reason is the following. The

deferred rebate worsens the time inconsistency issue faced by the manufac-

turer by lowering the effective price of the products in later periods. There-

fore, consumer’s willingness to pay is even lowered in the early period.

This results in fewer early adopters and more later adopters. This shift in

demand directly reduces the benefit that the society could get from these

energy efficient products. Furthermore, we find that when the price of the

energy is uncertain in the future, the government should never commit to

a future rebate in advance. Instead, it should re-evaluate its rebate policy

after the uncertainty in resource costs is resolved.
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5.2. Model Assumptions

There are two conventional models for durable goods. One is Bu-

low’s two-period model that captures the time dynamics in selling the durable

products. In this model, a key assumption is that after a firm sells to some

consumers, the residual market for the same product becomes smaller. The

alternative model is the infinite time horizon model at steady state. In this

model, there is a perfect used good market for every vintage of the durable

products. Consumers with the highest valuation buy a new product in ev-

ery period and dump the one they previously owned to the used good mar-

ket (Adda and Cooper [2000] and Rao et al. [2009]).

We choose to use the two-period model in this chapter because of

the following reasons. We are interested in studying how we can most ef-

ficiently stimulate the adoption of a product with better technology. Be-

cause the introduction of this product is inherently disruptive, it does not

lend itself to the steady state analysis. Besides, the inter-temporal connec-

tions between sales in different times are more important in this setting.

Meanwhile, the three forms of rebate structures can be easily mapped into

the two-periods model. In this two-period framework, the durable product

lasts for two periods, and consumers, the manufacturer and the government

only consider and evaluate their payoffs in two periods. Note that two-

period is not the critical assumption here. But the finite number of periods

is critical. After deriving the main model and results based on these two-

periods assumptions in section 5.3, we relax part of it to allow the durable
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product to lasts longer (possibly to infinity) in section 5.4. We further as-

sume that the government, the manufacturer and consumers all discount

their future payoffs with the same discounting factor ρ, i.e., a dollar earned

(or spent) in the second period is only worth ρ in the first period.

In each period, a consumer derives utilities from using the durable

product to perform certain tasks. Then, her utility for this product is the

net utility she gets from getting the certain task done minus the costs of

running the durable to get it done. Naturally, the level of consumption de-

pends on the costs and benefits of running the durable product. In Gilbert

and Jonnalagedda [2011], they propose a micro-level utility function with

downward slope that captures the diminishing marginal utility consumers

get from using an additional unit of consumable on the durable product

7. We use a similar model to describe the usage for the durable product.

Assume the consumer’s activity (of using the durable product) is governed

by a cost dependent consumption function with a constant elasticity ε, i.e.,

q = ac−ε
u , where q is the amount of usage, cu is the cost of using the durable

product per unit of consumption8 and a is a scale parameter. This is equiv-

alent to say that the marginal utility consumers get from using this durable

product at level q is:

7For example, consumers derive utility for Amazon Kindle from reading certain copies
of e-books. Kindle is the durable and the e-books are the matching consumables here.

8We ignore the labor costs involved in running the product and let cu represent the unit
consumption cost of resource.
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MU(q) = (
q
a
)−

1
ε . (5.1)

The consumer will choose her consumption level, q∗, such that the marginal

utility, MU(q), equals the marginal cost of consumption, cu, i.e., ( q∗
a )
− 1

ε =

cu. Re-arrange the terms, we get the consumer’s optimal consumption level

is

q∗(cu) = ac−ε
u . (5.2)

Similar to Gilbert and Jonnalagedda [2011], our marginal utility is also de-

creasing in the consumption level q.

For example, suppose that the cost of electricity, water and deter-

gent for washing one load of clothes is cu, and that washing activity has an

elasticity of ε = 0.5. Then the consumer will wash exactly q = a√
cu

loads of

clothes. It is immediately clear that when the product becomes more energy

efficient, the costs of using the durable decrease, which causes the consumer

to use it more. For example, if the washing machine is very efficient and the

cost of washing one load of clothes is 0.64cu, then the consumer will actu-

ally wash 25% more loads than when the cost is cu. In our main model, we

assume that the cost of the resource remains the same over time. In many

cases, this is not the case and it varies randomly over time. So, we relax the

constant resource cost assumption in one of the model extensions in section

5.4.

According to the above production function, cost elasticity parame-

ter ε measures the average cost sensitivity of an activity. Smaller ε means
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that the activity is not very cost sensitive. For example, in general, us-

ing refrigerator for food storage is less cost sensitive (i.e., has a smaller ε)

than washing activity, and washing activity is less cost sensitive (i.e., has

a smaller ε) than using central A/C to cool the room. In other words, ε is

activity dependent. We further assume that all consumers have the same

elasticity ε for a particular activity. This is generally true for groups of con-

sumers with similar social economical status. Nevertheless, it is a simplified

assumption that captures the cost dependent nature of consumption and

still allows us to obtain analytical results.

To capture the heterogeneity among consumers, we assume that con-

sumer’s scale parameter a is uniformly distributed on [0, 1] over the entire

population. Therefore, a represents that intrinsically, some consumers have

a higher consumption level than others with the same costs. In the washing

example, a consumer with a larger household will wash more loads than a

consumer with a smaller household when both face the same cost of wash-

ing one load of clothes. Thus, the former has a larger a and the latter has a

smaller a.

For most of the durable products covered in rebate programs, such as

appliances with energy star ratings, high SEER A/Cs and hybrid vehicles,

the majority of the sales come from the replacement sales, i.e., consumers

are in the market to decide if they want to purchase a newer, more efficient

product to replace the old one they currently own. Therefore, instead of

using a standard vertical differentiated product model, where two versions
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of products with different quality levels target two segments of the market,

we assume that there is only a single product, the efficient product, in the

market for consumers to consider. The consumer’s problem is to decide

whether or not and when to adopt (i.e., purchase) this product.

We assume the manufacturer of the durable product is a monopolist.

The initial marginal cost of production is v1. After the manufacturer pro-

duces Q1 units, the marginal cost of production becomes v2 ≤ v1. It is well

documented in the literature that the manufacturer learns from its past pro-

duction to improve its processes and in turn to reduce its future marginal

cost. In general, this learning effect is non-linear. However, for tractability,

researchers often use linear functions with a downward slope to model the

learning effect on marginal costs (e.g., Balachander and Srinivasan [1998]

and Tomlin et al. [2009]). In this chapter, we follow their suits to also use

a linear function to model the learning effect, i.e., v2 = v1 − kQ1, where k

is the learning effect parameter. At the beginning of the each period, the

manufacturer decides its production quantity Qi, i = 1, 2. The price at each

period, pi, i = 1, 2, is then the market clearing price.

The government can offer cash rebates of various forms to stimulate

the demands for the efficient durable product and to reduce the energy con-

sumptions. The programs can be subject to a budget constraint, B, that is set

by an external agency. Let ri ≥ 0 be the cash rebate offered by the govern-

ment to each consumer who purchases one unit in period i, i = 1, 2. Thus,

r1 = r2 = 0 means that there is no rebate being offered; r1 > 0 and r2 = 0
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represents the immediate rebate being offered in the initial period; r1 = 0

and r2 > 0 represents the deferred rebate offered in the later period; and

r1 = r2 > 0 represents the constant rebate offered over time. We further

assume that the rebate information is common knowledge, that is, at the

beginning of the first period, everyone knows the value of the rebates in

both periods.

5.3. Analysis and Results

We first derive the consumer’s utility of owning the efficient durable

product in section 5.3.1. Then we derive the manufacturer’s optimal pro-

duction quantities given the general rebate structure in section 5.3.2. Finally,

we compare the performance of three rebate structures mentioned before in

section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Consumer’s utility of owning the efficient product

According to (5.2), when the unit cost of running the durable product

(such as a clothes washer) is cu, a type a consumer sets her consumption

level at q∗ = ac−ε
u . Integrating the marginal utility MU(q) from 0 to q∗ gives

us the utility that the consumer gets. Let U(a, cu) be the net utility that the

consumer gets in each period from owning the durable product when the

unit cost of consumption is cu. We have:

U(a, cu) =
∫ q∗

0
MU(q)dq− cuq∗ =

∫ ac−ε
u

0
(

q
a
)−

1
ε dq− ac1−ε

u , (5.3)
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Figure 5.3: Consumer’s utility of owning a durable product

where the second term is the overall costs of running the product. U(a, cu)

is the shaded region in Figure 5.3.

When the consumer considers whether she should purchase the ef-

ficient product in the market, she needs to know only the additional utility

she gets from owning it since she gets U(a, cu) from her old units anyway.

Assume that the energy costs of unit consumption drops to γcu for the ef-

ficient product, where 0 < γ < 1 is the efficiency index. Let V(a, γ) be the

additional utility that the consumer gets when owning an efficient product

with an efficiency index of γ. Based on (5.3), we have V(a, γ) = U(a, γcu)−
U(a, cu). According to (5.2), with unit consumption cost at γcu, the con-

sumer will use the efficient product more, at level q∗r = a(γcu)−ε > q∗.

From figure 5.3, it is clear that V(a, γ) can be calculated from integrating

the consumption function curve ac−ε
u from γcu to cu. Therefore, we have:

V(a, γ) =
∫ cu

γcu
ax−εdx =

a(1− γ1−ε)c1−ε
u

1− ε
.
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Let A(cu, γ) = (1−γ1−ε)c1−ε
u

1−ε . Recall we assume a constant resource cost for

the main model, and cu depends only on the the amount of energy that the

regular product uses per unit of consumption. So A(cu, γ) is the same for

every consumer for a particular efficient product. Thus, we can scale the

parameters in this chapter, rebate ri, i = 1, 2, marginal cost of production

vi, i = 1, 2, and the learning effect k with respect to A(cu, γ). Then, if r′i,

v′i and k′ are the original rebate, marginal cost and learning parameter, the

scaled ones are ri = r′i/A, v′i/A and k = k′/A. This scaling has the same

effect as normalizing A(cu, γ) to 1. We will use scaled parameters for the

remaining chapter. In section 5.4, we will use A(cu, γ) explicitly to consider

the uncertainty in resource costs. To summarize, the consumer of type a

gets additional utility of V = a per period from owning the energy efficient

product in this section.

5.3.2 Manufacturer’s optimal output quantities

We use backward induction to derive the optimal quantities that the

manufacturer should produce. In the second (last) period, there exists a

marginal consumer ã2, who is indifferent between buying the efficient prod-

uct and the no purchase option. Thus, ã2 − p2 + r2 = 0, where p2 and r2

are the price of the product and the rebate offered in second period. Here

we normalized the consumer’s payoff from the no purchase option to zero.

Since all consumers with a higher than ã2 must prefer buying the product,

we know Q1 + Q2 = 1 − ã2, where Q1 and Q2 are the quantities sold in
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the first and second periods, respectively. Therefore, we get the demand

function for the second period:

p2(Q2) = 1−Q1 −Q2 + r2. (5.4)

Recall that, based on our assumption of the linear learning effect, the marginal

cost of production in the second period is v1 − kQ1, where v1 is the initial

marginal cost of production. Then, the manufacturer solves the following

profit maximization problem in period two:

π2 = max
Q2

Q2(p2(Q2)− v1 + kQ1)

It is easy to use the first order condition to get the optimal Q2 for a given

level of Q1:

Q∗2 =





1−Q1+r2−(v1−kQ1)
2 i f 0 ≤ Q1 < min(1+r2−v1

1−k , v1
k )

1−Q1+r2
2 i f v1

k ≤ Q1 < 1+r2−v1
1−k .

0 i f 1+r2−v1
1−k ≤ Q1 ≤ 1

(5.5)

The corresponding market clearing price and the profit in second period

when Q∗2 > 0 are:

p∗2(Q1) =
1
2
[1−Q1 + r2 + max(0, v1 − kQ1)] (5.6)

π∗2(Q1) =
1
4
[1−Q1 + r2 −max(0, v1 − kQ1)]

2. (5.7)

In the first period, if everyone anticipates that there is production in

the second period (Q∗2 > 0), then there exists a marginal consumer ã1 who
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is indifferent between buying now and buying one period later. Therefore,

we have (1 + ρ)ã1 − p1 + r1 = ρ(ã1 − p2 + r2), which simplifies to ã1 =

p1 − r1 − ρ(p2 − r2). If, in the first period, everyone anticipates that there

will be no production in the second period (Q∗2 = 0), then there exists a

marginal consumer ã1 who is indifferent between buying now and the no

purchase option. Therefore, we have (1 + ρ)ã1 − p1 + r1 = 0. To simplify

the analysis, we let ρ = 1 from now on, i.e., there is no discounting over

time. This simplification merely reduces the complexity of the arithmetic

and will not change any results. Since all consumers with a higher than ã1

must prefer buying the product in the first period, we know Q1 = 1− ã1.

Therefore, we get the following demand function for the first period:

p1(Q1) =

{
1−Q1 + r1 + p∗2(Q1)− r2 i f 0 ≤ Q1 < 1+r2−v1

1−k
2(1−Q1) + r1 i f 1+r2−v1

1−k ≤ Q1 ≤ 1
, (5.8)

where p∗2(Q1) is given in (5.6).

The manufacturer again solves the following profit maximization

problem to get the optimal Q∗1 :

π1 = max
Q1

Q1(p1(Q1)− c0) + π∗2(Q1), (5.9)

where π∗2(Q1) is given in (5.7). π1 is concave in Q1, so we can use first order

condition to get the optimal first period quantity Q∗1 . Table 5.1 summarizes

the optimal quantities for both periods.

Note we assume r1 ≤ 1+2k
4 so that ṽ1 ≤ ṽ2 in Table 5.1. Also note that

if r2 > 1−k
3+k , the last row in Table 5.1 can be omitted because ṽ4 > 1 when
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If v2 is Q∗1 Q∗2 Q∗

v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1] 0 2(1−v1+r1−r2)
5

3+2v1−2r1+7r2
10

7−2v1+2r1+3r2
10

v1 ∈ [ṽ1, ṽ2] 0 v1
k

1−v1/k+r2
2

1+v1/k+r2
2

v1 ∈ [ṽ2, ṽ3] > 0
2+k−kv1

(5−k)(1+k)

+2r1−(2−k)r2
(5−k)(1+k)

3+5k−(5+3k)v1
2(5−k)(1+k)

+ (k+7)r2−2(1−k)r1
2(5−k)(1+k)

7−5v1+2r1+3r2
2(5−k)

v1 ∈ [ṽ3, ṽ4] > 0 1−v1+r2
1−k 0 1−v1+r2

1−k

v1 ∈ [ṽ4, 1] > 0 2−v1+r1
4 0 2−v1+r1

4

where ṽ1 = 2k(1+r1−r2)
5+2k , ṽ2 = k(2+k+2r1−(2−k)r2)

5+4k , ṽ3 = 3+5k−2(1−k)r1+(7+k)r2
5+3k

and ṽ4 = 2(1+k)−(1−k)r1+4r2
3+k .

Table 5.1: Optimal production quantities
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the rebate is offered in the second period only. Define the overall number of

adopters as Q∗, i.e., Q∗ = Q∗1 +Q∗2 . Then we can summarize the effect of the

three different rebate structures on the number of adopters in Proposition

5.3.1.

Proposition 5.3.1. The number of the first period, second period, and overall

adopters, Q∗1 , Q∗2 and Q∗, are given in Table 5.1. Q∗ is non-decreasing in the

amount of rebate offered for all three types of rebate programs.

(1) When v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1] or v1 ∈ [ṽ2, ṽ3], Q∗1 is increasing in r1 and decreasing

in r2; Q∗2 is decreasing in r1 and increasing in r2. Q∗ is increasing in both r1 and

r2.

(2) When v1 ∈ [ṽ1, ṽ2], Q∗1 is a constant and Q∗2 is increasing in r2.

(3) When v1 > ṽ3, there is no production in the second period, Q∗2 = 0 and

Q∗1is increasing in either r1 or r2.

Proof. See Appendix.

Note that the it is the nature of the durable product that links the

sales between the two periods, which results in Q1 (or Q2) being influenced

by both r1 and r2. And the learning effect further enhances this connection.

5.3.3 Performance comparison of various rebate programs

We can easily calculate the change in consumer’s energy consump-

tion according to the micro level consumption model described in section
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5.3.1. Let ∆E(a, cu, γ) be consumer a’s resource savings per period due to

the adoption of the efficient product with efficiency index of γ when the ini-

tial cost of unit consumption is cu. According to (5.2), the consumer sets her

consumption level at q∗r with the efficient product and at q∗ with the regular

product. Then, we have

∆E(a, cu, γ) = cuq∗ − γcuq∗γ
= ac1−ε

u (1− γ1−ε) = aA(cu, γ)(1− ε).
(5.10)

Note ∆E is positive for ε < 1, zero for ε = 1, and negative for ε > 1.

For most of the activities in this study, we expect a small cost elasticity, i.e.,

ε < 1.

Let ES(Q1, Q2) represent the overall resource savings achieved when

the number of consumers who adopt the energy efficient products in the

first and second period are Q1 and Q2, respectively. We have

ES(Q1, Q2) = 2
∫ 1

1−Q1
∆E(a, cu, γ)da +

∫ 1−Q1
1−Q1−Q2

∆E(a, cu, γ)da
= A(cu,γ)(1− ε)(2Q1 + Q2)

,

where the coefficient of the first term comes from the fact that the first period

adopters use their products for two periods and thus get twice the resource

savings. Note that this overall resource saving ES includes the savings from

those consumers who would have bought the efficient product even with-

out government rebates (so called “free riders”). So to measure how effec-

tive a rebate program is we need to exclude the resource savings from those

free riders in our calculation.
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Define R as the ratio of resource savings generated by the rebate pro-

gram over the amount of money the government spends on the rebate, i.e.,

R(r1, r2) =
ES(Q∗1(r1, r2), Q∗2(r1, r2))− ES(Q∗1(0, 0), Q∗2(0, 0))

Q∗1(r1, r2)r1 + Q∗2(r1, r2)r2
.

The larger the R value is, the more effective the rebate program is in generat-

ing the additional resource savings per dollar spent. Then we can calculate

R for each rebate structure. With the exogenous rebate value r > 0, R(r, 0),

R(0, r) and R(r, r) measure the effectiveness of an immediate rebate, a de-

ferred rebate and a constant rebate, respectively. We list their values in Table

5.2.

Note in Table 5.2, R(0, r) = ∞ when v1 ∈ [ṽ3, ṽ4]. The reason is the

following. Since v1 is very high, the marginal cost in the second period v2

will be high. However, in the residual market of the second period, even

consumers with the highest valuation cannot afford to buy the product at

v2. Therefore, the manufacturer will not produce in the second period. In

other words, the manufacturer chooses the first period production quantity

Q1 such that there will be no production in the second period. This chosen

Q1 depends on the magnitude of the rebate being offered in the second pe-

riod. A more generous rebate gives the manufacturer bigger incentives to

produce in the second period so that a larger Q1 is needed to shut down

production in the second period. On the other hand, since there is no pro-

duction and no sales in the second period, there is no money actually being

spent on the rebate program if the rebate is offered only in the second pe-
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If R(r, 0) R(0, r) R(r, r)

v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1]
3A(1−ε)

2(1−v1+r)
−A(1−ε)
3+2v1+7r

5A(1−ε)
7−2v1+5r

v1 ∈ [ṽ1, ṽ2] 0 A(1−ε)
1−v1/k+r

A(1−ε)
1+v1/k+r

v1 ∈ [ṽ2, ṽ3]
(3+k)A(1−ε)
2+k−kv1+2r

(5k−1)A(1−ε)
3+5k−(5+3k)v1+(k+7)r

(5+7k)A(1−ε)
(1+k)(7−5v1+5r)

v1 ∈ [ṽ3, ṽ4] 0 ∞ 2A(1−ε)
1−v1+r

v1 ∈ [ṽ4, 1] 2A(1−ε)
2−v1+r N/A 2A(1−ε)

2−v1+r

where ṽ1 = 2k(1+r1−r2)
5+2k , ṽ2 = k(2+k+2r1−(2−k)r2)

5+4k , ṽ3 = 3+5k−2(1−k)r1+(7+k)r2
5+3k

and ṽ4 = 2(1+k)−(1−k)r1+4r2
3+k .

Table 5.2: The resource savings per dollar spend on rebates for three types
of rebate structures
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riod. That leads to the denominator of R(0, r) being zero and R(0, r) being

∞.

Examining R(r, 0), R(0, r), and R(r, r), we get the following proposi-

tion.

Proposition 5.3.2. The resource savings per dollar spent, R, is non-increasing in

the amount of rebate r for all three types of rebate programs. In addition, R exhibits

the following properties:

(1) The immediate rebate does the best when the initial production cost v1

is not too large.

(2) The deferred rebate does the best when the initial production cost v1 is

not too small. When v1 is small, a deferred rebate program can generate a negative

R. That is, providing this rebate results in an increase in the energy consumption

compared to without this rebate.

(3) The constant rebate does the best when the initial production cost v1 is

in the middle range.

Proof. See appendix.

According to the definition of R, we know the magnitude of R is in-

fluenced by three factors: the change in the number of first period adopters,

the change in the number of second period adopters and overall number of

adopters. Because of the assumption that the efficient durable product lasts

only two periods, the consumer derives twice the resource savings from the
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product if she buy in the first period than in the second period. According

to Proposition 5.3.1, the rebate generally shifts the demand from the pe-

riod without rebate to the period with rebate. Although the decrease in the

number of first period adopters is compensated by the increased number

of adopters in the second period, the loss of potential resource savings from

the lost early adopters outweighs the gain in resource savings brought in by

the increased number of late adopters. Therefore, we see a negative R(0, r)

for small v1.

For larger v1, or intermediate v1 with larger k, a lot more demand

can be generated by the second period rebate because there will be very few

people buying in the second period without the rebate. Therefore, R(0, r)

becomes positive and could be even bigger than R(r, 0) for some parame-

ters.

Note that R(r, r) can never dominate R(r, 0) or R(0, r) for small k

and small v1 because of the following two reasons. First, with a constant

rebate in both periods, the positive effect of the first period rebate on Q∗1 is

partially canceled by the negative effect of the second period rebate on Q∗1

(completely canceled if there is no learning effect, i.e., when k = 0). Second,

the denominator of R(r, r) is very large because a large number of free riders

receives the rebates, which makes the constant rebate program very expen-

sive to implement. When k and v1 are large enough, the constant rebate can

generate the largest resource savings per dollar spent among the three re-

bate structures, i.e., R(r, r) is bigger than R(r, 0) and R(0, r). The reason is
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the following. With a constant rebate in both periods, the first period out-

put is still relatively large. So the manufacturer gets the drastically reduced

second period marginal cost of production when it learns fast (when k is

big). Consequently, the second period output gets a huge boost from both

the reduced marginal cost and the cash rebate in the second period when v1

is big. Thus, the resource saved from increased second period output out-

weighs the increased operating costs of running the rebate for two periods

when both k and v1 are large.

5.4. Model extensions and discussions

In this section,we extend the main results in the previous section to

incorporate a few more realistic settings. First, in section 5.4.1, we incor-

porate the idea that there often is a pre-specified budget for the rebate pro-

grams. Then, in section 5.4.2, we explore an alternative model assumption

to see if our results are robust when the durable products last longer than

two periods. Finally, in section 5.4.3, we extends the analysis to see what

will happen if the resource costs are uncertain.

5.4.1 A pre-set budget for the rebate program

With many of the government rebate programs, there is a pre-specified

budget constraint. Whenever the budget is reached, there will be no more

rebates being awarded. In general, the budget comes from a different gov-

ernment agency than the one that is managing the rebates. For example, in
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the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, it was the U.S. De-

partment of Energy that provided the funding (the budget constraint) and

it was each State that decides which products are eligible for rebates and the

amount of rebates being awarded. If we let B denote the budget, then B is

exogenous. And the State needs to decide the magnitude of the rebate. In

our model, this translates into finding (r1, r2) that satisfies Q∗1r1 + Q∗2r2 = B.

According to Table 5.1, both Q∗1 and Q∗2 are functions of rebate (r1, r2),

that is:

Q∗1(r1, r2)r1 + Q∗2(r1, r2)r2 = B. (5.11)

Again, we restrict our attentions to the three commonly used rebate struc-

tures: an immediate rebate (r1, 0), a deferred rebate (0, r2) and a constant

rebate (r3, r3). We can find the rebate value ri, i = 1, 2, 3, for each type of

rebate structures by solving equation (5.11). Note, r1, r2 and r3 are different

under the same budget B. Finally, we calculate R(r1, r2) under each rebate

structure and list them in Table 5.3.

A quick glance at Table 5.3 shows that the sign of R(r1, r2) is the same

as in Table 5.2. However, it will be relatively difficult to compare R(r1, 0),

R(0, r2) and R(r3, r3) analytically because r1 6= r2 6= r3. Numerical examples

show the same structure on which R does the best holds, with one excep-

tion. When v1 ∈ [ṽ3, 1], now it is the constant rebate program that does

better than the deferred rebate program. The reason is in order to spend

the entire budget, the agency that manages the rebate programs will never
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If R(r1, 0) R(0, r2) R(r3, r3)

v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1]
0.3r1 A(1−ε)

B
−0.1r2 A(1−ε)

B
0.5r3 A(1−ε)

B

v1 ∈ [ṽ1, ṽ2] 0 0.5r2 A(1−ε)
B

0.5r3 A(1−ε)
B

v1 ∈ [ṽ2, ṽ3]
(3+k)r1 A(1−ε)
(5−k)(1+k)B

(5k−1)r2 A(1−ε)
2(5−k)(1+k)B

(5+7k)r3 A(1−ε)
2(5−k)(1+k)B

v1 ∈ [ṽ3, ṽ4] 0 N/A 2r3 A(1−ε)
(1−k)B

v1 ∈ [ṽ4, 1] 0.5r1 A(1−ε)
B N/A 0.5r3 A(1−ε)

B

where ṽ1 = 2k(1+r1−r2)
5+2k , ṽ2 = k(2+k+2r1−(2−k)r2)

5+4k , ṽ3 = 3+5k−2(1−k)r1+(7+k)r2
5+3k

and ṽ4 = 2(1+k)−(1−k)r1+4r2
3+k .

Table 5.3: The resource savings per dollar spend on rebates with budge con-
straint B
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choose (0, r2) because there is no second period purchases to claim the re-

bate money.

5.4.2 Efficient durable products last more than two periods

One reason that the ratio R(0, r) is negative for small v1 (part (2) of

Proposition 5.3.2) is because the energy consumption of the early adopters

weight twice as the energy consumption of the later adopters in our model.

This is the direct consequence of our assumption that the efficient durable

product lasts for only two periods. With this assumption, the later adopters

can only use the products for one period and the early adopters can use the

products for two periods. In this subsection, we will relax this two-period

life assumption and see if our results still hold.

Let us assume the efficient durable product can be used for a finite

time regardless when it is purchased. Recall, the consumer’s discount fac-

tor is ρ and the per period utility is aA(γ) for consumer a, then, the life

time utility she derives is aA(γ)h(δ), where h(δ) is a scaling function that

is proportional to how long the durable product can last. Since, A(γ)h(δ) is

the same for all consumers, when we derive the optimal Q∗1 and Q∗2 , we can

normalize it o one without loss of generality. We use the same backward

induction method as in section 5.3.2 to derive the optimal quantity Q∗1 and

Q∗2 . The detailed derivations are shown in appendix. Table 5.4 summarizes

the optimal quantities.
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where ṽ1 = 2k(1+r1−r2)
5+2k , ṽ2 = k(2+k+2r1−(2−k)r2

5+4k , ṽ3 = 3+5k−2(1−k)r1+(7+k)r2
5+3k

and ṽ4 = 2(1+k)−(1−k)r1+4r2
3+k .

Table 5.4: Optimal production quantities
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Note in this model, the discounting factor ρ must be less than one.

Otherwise, no one will purchase in the first period. Comparing Table 5.4

to Table 5.1 in section 5.3.2, we see very similar patterns. One thing worth

pointing out is that the Q∗ in this subsection may be decreasing in the amount

of rebate offered if a deferred rebate structure is used. If we look at the in-

terior solutions when v2 > 0 and Q∗2 > 0, the number of overall adopters

is Q∗ = (1−v1)(1+5k+(5−3k)(1−ρ))+2(1+k)r1+(3k−1+(5−3k)(1−ρ))r2
2[1+4k−k2+(1−ρ)(3−k)(1−k)] . Then dQ∗

dr2
=

3k−1+(5−3k)(1−ρ)
2[1+4k−k2+(1−ρ)(3−k)(1−k)] < 0 if k < 1

3 and ρ > 4
5−3k . Similarly, when k ≥ v1

and v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1], the number of overall adopters is Q∗ = 6−ρ−2v1+2r1+(4−5ρ)r2
2(1+3δ)

,

which is decreasing in r2 when ρ > 4
5 . With this model, our claims in part

(2) of Proposition 5.3.2 is even stronger. Not only a deferred rebate may

induce higher energy consumptions by shifting consumers’ purchases from

the first period to the second period, it can also decrease the overall num-

ber of adopters in society by giving people extra incentives to delay their

purchases.

The resource savings ES(Q1, Q2) and the additional resource savings

per dollar spend R(r1, r2) can be calculated as in section 5.3.3, i.e.,

ES(Q1, Q2) = A(γ, δ)(1− ε)[Q1 + ρQ2]

and

R(r1, r2) =
ES(Q∗1(r1, r2), Q∗2(r1, r2))− ES(Q∗1(0, 0), Q∗2(0, 0))

Q∗1(r1, r2)r1 + ρQ∗2(r1, r2)r2
.

With budge constraint, we have Q∗1(r1, r2)r1 + ρQ∗2(r1, r2)r2 = B. With the

introduction of discount factor ρ, it is hard to compare R(r1, 0), R(0, r2) and
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R(r3, r3) analytically. So we choose ρ = 0.9, v1 = 0.1, 0.2, · · · · · · 0.9 and k =

0.1, 0.2, · · · · · · , 0.8 to numerically comparing the ratio R’s. We get similar

results as in section 5.4.1. That is the immediate rebate program does the

best for small v1 and the constant rebate does the best for large v1.

5.4.3 Uncertain resource costs

It is well known that the prices of energy are volatile. Figure 5.4

shows the national average retail electricity rates over a four-year span9.

When buying an efficient product consumers tend to make their decisions

based on the long term average resource costs so the day to day changes in

resource costs may be of little value. However, consumers may still form

their expectations about the trend of the resource costs and use these expec-

tations as a guide in making their purchase decisions. Thus, in this subsec-

tion we will allow the resource costs to vary, to study how the uncertainty

in resource costs may change the way the rebates should be structured.

Since the uncertainty in energy costs will only be resolved at the be-

ginning of the second period, the government has an alternative way to

structure the rebates, that is, to wait until the resource cost is realized to

decide if the rebate will be offered in the second period. In other words, un-

like the three types of rebate structures in section 5.3 where the government

commits to its rebate structure, here the government does not commit to (or

9Data source: US Energy Information Administration, Monthly Energy Review, Table 9.9
(June 2011).
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Figure 5.4: National average monthly electricity rates for different sectors,
January 2007 to January 2011

not to) provide the rebate in the second period at time 0.

Recall that we use cu to represent the cost of running the durable

product at the unit level. Assume that consumers know the value of cu at

the beginning of the first period as m. cu in the second period could be high

(cu = mH) or low (cu = mL) with equal probability. Without loss of gener-

ality, assume m = 1. With uncertainty in cu, we can re-write the consumer

utility per period from (5.3) as aB(γ)c1−ε
u , where B = 1−γ1−ε

1−ε . Since B(γ) is

a constant, we can normalize it to one. Note this utility suggests that the

higher the cost of resource , the higher the utilities the consumer gets from

owning this efficient product.

If consumers wait until period two to make their purchase decisions,

the uncertainty about cu is resolved. Then they face the same problem in
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the second period as the one in section 5.3.2 except now the cost of resource

cu can be either mH or mL.

In period one, consumers use expectations about what will happen

in period two to decide if they will purchase in period one. Focusing on

the case when Q2 > 0, we know (5.8) becomes p1(Q1) = (1 − Q1) +

r1 + E[p2] − E[r2]. And the manufacturer also use his expectation about

the second period profit in finding the optimal Q1, i.e., he solves π1 =

max
Q1

Q1(p1(Q1)− c0) + E[π∗2(Q1)].

Now, let us see what is the government agency’s rule in setting the

no-commitment rebate program. Without pre-commitment, the govern-

ment must use a threshold policy in deciding whether to give rebates in the

second period, i.e., give the rebate in the second period when Q2 is smaller

than a threshold and do not give the rebate otherwise. Since there is no in-

formation asymmetry in this model, all three parties involved, consumers,

the manufacturer and the government, must all know the threshold policy.

Then if the threshold is such that the government always gives rebates in

either cu realizations, there will be no difference between committing to a

constant rebate in both periods (r1 = r2 > 0) and no commitment for the

second period rebate. If the threshold is such that the government gives no

rebates in either cu realization, there will be no difference between commit-

ting to an immediate rebate (r1 > 0, r2 = 0) and no commitment for the

second period rebate. Therefore, the only threshold policy that is worth im-

plementing is one that the government gives rebates only when the energy
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cost cu’s realization is low.

We assume k = 0 to simplify the arithmetic in this subsection. Using

backward induction analysis described in section 5.3.2, we get Q∗2(Q1) =

1−Q1
2 − c0

2c1−ε
u

+ r2
2c1−ε

u
. It suggests that when the energy cost cu is high, Q2 is

naturally larger and the same amount of rebate r2 can increase Q2 more.

Thus, it is always more beneficial for the government to provide rebate

when cu = mL than when cu = mH for all Q1. That is, the no-commitment

rebate program is structured as the following: r2 = r if cu = mL and r2 = 0

if cu = mH in the second period. Clearly, the no commitment rebate creates

different expectations about the rebate value, product price and manufac-

turer’s profit in the second period from the rebate programs with commit-

ment, i.e., E[r2], E[p2(Q1)], and E[π2(Q1)] are different in the no commit-

ment program.

When the rebate with commitment in the second period is offered,

the optimal first period quantity is QC
1 = 4+4(r1−r2)

m1−ε
H +m1−ε

L +8
. When the no commit-

ment rebate is offered, the optimal first period quantity is QNC
1 = 4+2(2r1−r2)

m1−ε
H +m1−ε

L +8
.

Clearly, QNC
1 > QC

1 for any r2 > 010. Using the notion that the expected

costs of implementing these rebate programs must be within a budget B, i.e.,

Q1(r1, r2)r1 + E[Q2(r1, r2)r2] = B, we numerically establish that no commit-

ment rebate (offering r in the first period, then continuing to offer r when

cu = mL and discontinuing to offer rebate if cu = mH in the second period)

10Note that r2 is the amount of rebate in the second period if it is offered.
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does better than the constant rebate program (r1 = r2 > 0).

5.5. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we propose to use a cost dependent production func-

tion to model how consumers use their household durable product such as

appliances, A/Cs and vehicles. With this micro-level model, we capture the

notion that the more efficient a product is to perform certain task, the more

the consumer uses it. Therefore, not all efficiency improvement from the

product can be translated directly into resource savings.

In addition, treating these household products as durable goods al-

lows us to capture the intrinsic connections among demands over time,

which further allows us to evaluate the merits of three commonly used re-

bate structures: the immediate rebate with an ending date, the deferred

rebate and the constant rebate over time. We also allow the manufacturer

of these efficient durable products to learn from their past productions, i.e.,

the more they have produced, the more experienced they become in their

production processes and so they enjoy reduced marginal costs for future

productions.

Our results show that in term of additional resource savings per dol-

lar spent, the immediate rebate does best for products with smaller initial

marginal costs, the constant rebate does the best for products with interme-

diate initial marginal costs and the deferred rebate does best for products
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with larger initial marginal costs. When there is a budge constraint that

is pre-set externally, the constant rebate does best for products with larger

initial marginal costs and the deferred rebate is never preferred. If there is

uncertainty in the price of the energy being consumed, then the government

does the best if it does not commit to whether or not to offer the rebate in

second period even if it does not have any private information about this

price realization.

There are few areas that we can extend to strengthen our current

model. First, we can introduce an influx of new consumers in each period

who must purchase one unit of product (either efficient or regular) to re-

place their old units. Second, we can allow the manufacturer to improve

the quality of its efficient product over time using learning-by-doing effect.

Third, since tax credit (with no upper limit) is another type of commonly

observed government subsidy, we may be able to compare and contract it

to the cash rebate programs studied in this chapter.
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Appendix A

Asymmetric Assortment Choices of Competing
Retailers When Consumers Are Uncertain About

Their Product Preferences

A.1. Proofs for Lemmas, Propositions and Theorem
Proof of proposition 3.3.1:

Proof. First, to prove pA1 = pA2 = 0 when both retailers carry just product

A. Suppose pA1 > pA2 > 0 at the equilibrium, then R1 has a profitable devi-

ation by undercutting pA2 by ε. Suppose pA1 = pA2 > 0 at the equilibrium,

then R1 has a profitable deviation by reducing its price pA1 by ε to get the

entire market. Note that as long as ε is small enough, the increased sales

will more than offset the reduced profit margin. Thus at the equilibrium,

we have pA1 = pA2 = 0 and each retailer earns a profit of 0.

Similarly, we can prove pB1 = pB2 = 0 when both retailers carry just

product B. And each retailer earns 0 profit.

In addition, we can prove pA1 = pA2 = pB1 = pB2 = 0 when both

retailers carry both A and B using the same logic. And each retailer earns

−F profit because it has to incur the additional fixed cost of carrying two

products.
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Proof of proposition 3.3.3:

Proof. It is clear that searching two stores sequentially dominates the strat-

egy of searching just one store for any consumers with s ≤ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pb2).

Besides, searching both stores sequentially is better than no searching at

all for any consumers with s ≤ β(1−pA1)+β(1−γ)(1−pB2)
2−β . In addition, search-

ing just one store is better than no searching at all for any consumers with

s ≤ β(1 − pA1). Depending on the relative values of β and γ, the above

three threshold values are ordered differently. When 1−γ
1−β < 1−pA1

1−pB2
, we have

β(1− pA1) >
β(1−pA1)+β(1−γ)(1−pB2)

2−β > β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2). When 1−γ

1−β > 1−pA1
1−pB2

,

their orders are reversed. Also note that when γ ≥ β, we have 1−γ
1−β ≤ 1 <

1−pA1
1−pB2

because pA1 < pB2. Therefore we can write E[US
LL(s, pA1, pB2)] as the

following piece-wise linear function of the shopping cost s.

When 1−γ
1−β ≤

1−pA1
1−pB2

, E[US
LL(s, pA1, pB2)] takes the following form:

ES
LL[U(s, pA1, pB2)] =





β(1− pA1)− (2− β)s
+β(1− γ)(1− pB2) s ∈ [0, β(1−γ)

1−β (1− pB2)]

β(1− pA1)− s s ∈ [ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2), β(1− pA1)]

0 s ∈ [β(1− pA1), 1]
(A.1)

When 1−γ
1−β ≥

1−pA1
1−pB2

, E[US
LL(s, pA1, pB2)] takes the following form:

E[US
LL(s, pA1, pB2)] =





β(1− pA1)− (2− β)s
+β(1− γ)(1− pB2) s ∈ [0, β(1−pA1)+β(1−γ)(1−pB2)

2−β ]

0 s ∈ [ β(1−pA1)+β(1−γ)(1−pB2)
2−β , 1]

(A.2)
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Proof of proposition 3.3.4:

Proof. (a) Suppose there exists a pure strategy equilibrium price pA1 for

product A at R1 and pB2 for product B at R2. If pA1 = pB2 = p > 0, then

R1 has a profitable deviation by reducing its price by ε and gets a larger

demand of qL(p− ε), which contradicts the fact that pA1 and pB2 are equi-

librium prices. If pA1 = pB2 = 0, then R1 has a profitable deviation by

raising its price to a positive number δ ∈ (0, 1) and gets qH(δ) > 0, which

contradicts the fact that pA1 and pB2 are equilibrium prices. Thus pA1 = pB2

cannot be equilibrium prices.

Next, we will prove pA1 6= pB2 cannot be equilibrium prices. Without

loss of generality, assume pA1 > pB2. Consequently, R1 is the higher price

retailer and faces a demand of qH(pA1), which is given in (3.5). R2 is the

lower price retailer and faces a demand of qL(pB2), which is given in (3.4).

Let πH
1 and πL

2 be R1 and R2’s profit, respectively, then we have πH
1 =

qH(pA1)pA1 and πL
2 = qL(pB2)pB2. If πH

1 > πL
2 , then R2 has a profitable

deviation by raising its price to be just ε above pA1 to be the higher priced

retailer and subsequently earns πH
1 . If πH

1 < πL
2 , then R1 has a profitable

deviation by reducing its price to be just ε below pB2 to be the lower priced

retailer and subsequently earns πL
2 . Since πH

1 is optimized at pA1 = 1
2 and

πL
2 is also optimized at pB2 = 1

2 , then if πH
1 = πL

2 , we must have at least

one of the prices not being 1
2 . Without loss of generality, assume pB2 6= 1

2 .
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Therefore when πH
1 = πL

2 , R2 has a profitable deviation by moving its price

to be closer to 1
2 and still below pA1. In short, we have proved that pA1 6= pB2

cannot be equilibrium prices. Therefore, there is no equilibrium prices in

pure strategy .

(b) The equilibrium price in mixed strategy is defined as the follow-

ing: the price of product A at R1, pA1, is a random draw from distribution

function GA1, and the price of product B at R2, pB2, is a random draw from

distribution function GB2. At the equilibrium, neither firm has an incentive

to deviate from its distribution function.

One immediate observation is that the mixed strategy price equi-

librium must be symmetric for the two firms because the two firms have

identical costs and face identical demand structures. Therefore we must

have GA1 = GB2. To simplify the notation, we call this distribution func-

tion G(p). Next, following the standard proof in Varian [1980], we know

G function has support [p, p] and there is no mass points anywhere on this

support. If there is a mass point p in the retailer’s support, then the rival has

a profitable deviation if it shifts all the probability on p to the point p− ε.

Next, we will derive this distribution function G(p). For any price

realization at the rival’s, the retailer with price p faces one of the following

two outcomes: (a) the rival’s price is higher than p, which happens with

probability 1− G(p), and the retailer faces a larger demand of qL(p) or (b)

the rival’s price is lower than p, which happens with probability G(p), and

the retailer faces a smaller demand of qH(p). According to the definition of
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mixed strategy equilibrium, the retailer must earn the same expected profit

when it sets any price within its support. Let πS
LL be the expected profit the

retailer earns using the mixed strategy in this (A, B) assortment outcome.

Then we have:

πS
LL(p) = [1− G(p)]qL(p)p + G(p)qH(p)p (A.3)

where qL(p) and qH(p) are given in (3.4) and (3.5).

Suppose the retailer sets its price at its upper support, p, it will be the

high price retailer with certainty. Its expected profit will become πS
LL(p) =

qH(p)p, which is maximized at 1
2 . That implies p = 1

2 because the retailer

will not gain anything by setting its price higher than 1
2 . Subsequently, we

get the retailer’s expected profit by plugging in p = 1
2 :

πS
LL =

1
2

qH
(

1
2

)
=

β(1− γ)

4

[
1− α +

αβ(1− γ)

1− β

]
(A.4)

Now, suppose the retailer sets its price at its lower support, p, it

will be the low price retailer with certainty. Its expected will be πS
LL(p) =

qL(p)p = πS
LL, from which we can solve for p as illustrated in figure 3.3.

After getting both supports on price, we can solve for the distribution func-

tion G(p) by equating (A.3) to the πS
LL value in (A.3). That is G(p) =

qL(p)p−πS
LL

(qL(p)−qH(p))p . The last thing is to show that G(p) is indeed a distribution

function. It is straightforward to see G(p) = 0 and G(1
2) = 1. In addition,
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G(p) is increasing in p. Thus, G(p) is a valid distribution function. So far

we have completely characterized the mixed strategy price distribution.

Finally, we need to show neither retailer has incentive to deviate from

this distribution function G(p) given the other sets its price according to

G(p). It is clear from figure 3.3 that the retailer will make less profit if using

any support other than [p, 1
2 ] specified in the proposition when its rival use

support [p, 1
2 ]. And within support [p, 1

2 ], G(p) is the only possible distri-

bution.

Proof of Lemma 3.3.5:

Proof. Assume the full line retailer R2 sets its prices at 0 < pL < pH < 1 for

the two products when R1 charges pA1 for product A. Denote s̃1 = β(1−
pL) + β(1− γ)(1− pH). Next, we will prove that R2 is not worst off if it

assigns pH to product B and pL to product A compared to it assigns pH to

A and pL to B.

First, suppose pH < pA1. Then none of the consumers will go to

R1. Then R2 achieves the same profit regardless how it assigns the two

prices among the two products. Its profit is πFL = (1− α)s̃1[pLβ + pHβ(1−
γ)] + α[pLβ(1− pL)+ pHβ(1−γ)(1− pH)], where the first term is the profit

from the uninformed consumers and the second term is the profit from the

informed consumers.

Second, suppose pL < pA1 < pH. Then R2 has two options to assign

its prices: (1) assign pH to product B; and (2) assign pH to product A. Let’s
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look at case (1) first. We have pA2 < pA1 < pB2, then none of the unin-

formed consumers goes to R1 to purchase because s̃1 − s > β(1− pA1)− s.

Besides, none of the informed consumers purchase A at R1 either because

pA2 < pA1. Therefore, R2 makes profit π1
FL = (1 − α)[pLβs̃1 + pHβ(1 −

γ)s̃1] + α[pLβ(1 − pL) + pHβ(1 − γ)(1 − pH)], where the first term is the

profit from the uninformed consumers and the second term is the profit

from the informed consumers. Now, look at case (2). We have pB2 < pA1 <

pA2. The uninformed consumers with small s, s ∈ [0, pA2 − pA1], will pur-

chase at R1 even if they visits R2 first. Again, none of the uninformed

consumers visits R1 first because β(1− pB2) + β(1− γ)(1−min(pA2, pA1 +

s)) − s > β(1 − pA1) − s. Besides, type A informed consumers purchase

A at R1. Therefore, R2 lost some sales on product A to R1, and its profit is

π2
FL = (1− α){pLβs̃1 + pHβ(1−γ)[s̃1− (pA2− pA1)]+ αpLβ(1− pL), which

is smaller than the profits it earns in case (1). To summarize, R2 is better off

assigning the higher price pH to product B.

Last, suppose pL > pA1. Again, R2 has two options to assign its

prices: (1) assign pH to product B, and (2) assign pH to product A. Let us

examine case (1) first. In either case, R2 will choose pL and pH such that

s̃1 > β(1− pA1) so that the uninformed consumers visit R2 first. In case (1),

we have pA1 < pA2 < pB2. The informed type A and AB will purchase A

at R1 and the informed type B will purchase B at R2. The uninformed con-

sumers with small s, s ∈ [0, pA2 − pA1], will purchase A at R1. The rest stay

at R2 to purchase. Therefore, R2 makes the following profit: π1
FL = (1−
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α){pLβ[s̃1 − (pL − pA1)] + pHβ(1 − γ)s̃1} + αpHβ(1 − γ)(1 − pH). Next,

we look at case (2). In case (2), we have pA1 < pB2 < pA2. Again, the

informed type A and AB will purchase A at R1 and the informed type B

will purchase B at R2. The uninformed consumers of type A with small s,

s ∈ [0, pA2 − pA1], will purchase A at R1. In addition, the uninformed con-

sumers of type AB with small s, s ∈ [0, pB2 − pA1], will also purchase A at

R1. The rest will stay at R2 to purchase. Therefore, R2 makes the follow-

ing profit: π2
FL = (1− α){pLβγ[s̃1 − (pL − pA1)] + pLβ(1− γ)s̃1 + pHβ(1−

γ)[s̃1 − (pH − pA1)]} + αpLβ(1 − γ)(1 − pL). Comparing the profits R2

earns under either case, we have π1
FL − π2

FL = (1− α)β(1− γ){pH(pH −
pA1) − pL(pL − pA1)} + αβ(1 − γ)[pH(1 − pH) − pL(1 − pL)] > 0. Note

that first term can be simplified to pH(pH − pL) + pH(pL − pA1)− pL(pL −
pA1) = (pH − pL)(pH + pL − pA1) and the second term can be simplified

to pH − pL − (p2
H − p2

L) = (pH − pL)(1− pH − pL). Then in order to prove

π1
FL − π2

FL > 0, we need to prove only (1− α)(pH − pL)(pH + pL − pa1) +

α(pH − pL)(1 − pH − pL) > 0. Taking out the common term pH − pL,

we need to prove (1 − α)(pL − pa1) + (1 − α)pH + α(1 − pH − pL) > 0.

This is true if pH + pL ≤ 1. In a market where R2 is a monopolist, it

will set pA2 = pB2 = 1
2 . With competition, we have pH + pL ≤ 1. To

verify the last claim, we can use the results from the proof of Proposition

3.3.9. For a given pA1, R2 will set its price according to (A.14) and (A.15)

if pA2 > pA1. Then pL + pH = pA2 + pB2 = 1+pA1
2 + β(1−pA1)

2(1−α+β−αβγ)
=

(1−α+2β−αβγ)+pA1(1−α−αβγ)
2(1−α+β−αβγ)

≤ 1, where the last inequality comes from pA ≤
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1.

Proof of proposition 3.3.7:

Proof. In this proof, we assume (AB, B) assortment. Define s̃1 ≡ β(1 −
r)(1− pB2) + β(1− pA2). We can write E[UA

FL(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] explicitly as

the following piece-wise linear function of s:

E[UA
FL(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] =





β(1− r)(1− pB2) s ∈ [0, pA2 − pA1]
+β(1− pA1)− (1 + β)s
β(1− r)(1− pB2) s ∈ [pA2 − pA1, s̃1]
+β(1− pA2)− s
0 s ∈ [s̃1, 1]

(A.5)

Define s̃2 ≡ β(1− pA1), We can write E[UA
LL(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] explic-

itly as the following piece-wise linear function of s when 1−γ
1−β ≤

1−pA1
1−pB2

:

EA
LL[U(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] =





β(1− γ)(1− pB2) s ∈ [0, β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2)]

+β(1− pA1)− (2− β)s
β(1− pA1)− s s ∈ [ β(1−γ)

1−β (1− pB2), s̃2]

0 s ∈ [s̃2, 1]
(A.6)

When 1−γ
1−β ≥

1−pA1
1−pB2

, E[UA
LL(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] takes the following form:

EA
LL[U(s, p)|pA1 ≤ pA2] =





β(1− γ)(1− pB2) s ∈ [0, β(1−γ)(1−pB2)+β(1−pA1)
2−β ]

+β(1− pA1)− (2− β)s
0 s ∈ [ β(1−γ)(1−pB2)+β(1−pA1)

2−β , 1]
(A.7)
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When 1−γ
1−β ≤

1−pA1
1−pB2

and pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2) ≤ pA1, we have

EA
FL−EA

LL =





(1− 2β)s s ∈ [0, β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2)]

β[(1− γ)(1− pB2)− s] s ∈ [ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2), pA2 − pA1]

β[pA2 − pA1 + (1− γ)(1− pB2)] s ∈ [pA2 − pA1, s̃2]
s̃1 − s s ∈ [s̃2, s̃1]
0 s ∈ [s̃1, 1]

.

So EA
FL− EA

LL ≥ 0 for all s. Similarly 1−γ
1−β ≥

1−pA1
1−pB2

, we also have EA
FL− EA

LL ≥
0 for all s. Thus all uninformed consumers with shopping costs in the range

of [0, s̃1] will visit R2 first. All of them who do not like A will stay at R2 to

purchase a unit of B. Those who like A and whose shopping costs are less

than pA2 − pA1will go to R1 to purchase A. Those who like A and whose

shopping costs are in the range of [pA2− pA1, s̃1] will stay at R2 to purchase

A.

When pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2) ≥ pA1, there exists a threshold value

s̃12 = (1− γ)(1− pB2) such that EA
FL ≥ EA

LL for s ≤ s̃12 and EA
FL ≤ EA

LL for

s ≥ s̃12. To see this, note when pA1 < pA2 − (1− γ)(1− pB2), we have

EA
FL(s)−EA

LL(s) =





(1− 2β)s > 0 s ∈ [0, β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2)]

β[(1− γ)(1− pB2)− s] ≷ 0 s ∈ [ β(1−γ)
1−β (1− pB2), pA2 − pA1]

β[pA2 − pA1 s ∈ [pA2 − pA1, s̃1]
+(1− γ)(1− pB2)] < 0
s̃2 − s < 0 s ∈ [s̃1, s̃2]
0 s ∈ [s̃2, 1]

Then, the uninformed consumers with shopping costs less than s̃12

will go to R2 first. After finding out their types, those who like A will travel
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to R1 to purchase because their shopping costs are inconsequential com-

pared to the price difference for product A at two stores. The uninformed

consumers with large shopping costs, in the range of [s̃12, s̃2], will go to R1

first. All of them will stop their searches at R1 and only those who like A

will purchase a unit of A there.

Proof of lemma 3.3.8:

Proof. In this proof, we assume (AB, B) assortment. (a) Plugging demand

function at scenario 1 of table 3.1 into R2’s profit optimization problem, we

get the optimal interior solution pB2 = 1
2 when 0 ≤ pB2 < pB1− (1− γ)(1−

pA1). Thus, when pB1− (1− γ)(1− pA1) >
1
2 , R2 earns the highest profit of

β(1−α+αβ)
4 by setting pB2 = 1

2 . Plugging demand function at scenario 2 of ta-

ble 3.1 into R2’s profit optimization problem, we get the optimal interior so-

lution pB2 = 1−α+αpB1
2 when pB1 > pB2 > pB1− (1−γ)(1− pA1). Therefore,

pB2 = min(pB1− ε, 1−α+αpB1
2 ) when (2− α)pB1− 2(1− γ)(1− pA1) < 1− α

and R2 earns a profit of max[β(1 − α)(1 − pB1)pB1, β(1−α+αpB1)
2

4 ]. When

pB1 ≤ 1−α
2−α , pB1− ε ≤ 1−α+αpB1

2 . Define function h1(pA1, pB1) to be the points

where the profit R2 earns by setting pB2 = pB1− (1−γ)(1− pA1)− ε equals

the profit it earns by setting pB2 = pB1 − ε. Define function h2(pA1, pB1) to

be the points where the profit R2 earns by setting pB2 = pB1 − (1− γ)(1−
pA1) − ε equals the profit it earns by setting pB2 = 1−α+αpB1

2 . Then we

have the following: when pA1 ≤ h1(pA1, pB1) and pB1 ≤ 1−α
2−α , the opti-

mal price is pB2 = pB1 − ε and when pA1 ≤ h1(pA1, pB1) and pB1 ≥ 1−α
2−α ,
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the optimal price is pB2 = 1−α+αpB1
2 . If pB1 − (1 − γ)(1 − pA1) ≤ 1

2 and

pA1 ≥ h1(pA1, pB1), the optimal price is pB2 = pB1 − (1− γ)(1− pA1) + ε.

Specifically, h1(pA1, pB1) is

(1− γ)pA1 =

1− 1
2(
√
(1− pB1)2 + 4(1−α+2αβ)

1−α+αβ pB1(1− pB1)− (1− pB1))
(A.8)

and h2(pA1, pB1) is

(1− γ)pA1 =

1− 1
2(
√
(1− 2pB1)2 + 4pB1(1− pB1)− (1−α+αpB1)2

1−α+αβ − (1− 2pB1))
. (A.9)

(b) First, let us analyze the special case of pB2 = 0. If pB1 = 0, we

can get the optimal pA1 = 1
2 +

αβ
2[1−α+αβ(1−γ)]

. Subsequently, R1 sells qA1 =

β
2 (1− γ)[1− α + αβ(2− γ)] amount of product A and earns profit of πAB =

qA1pA1 = β(1−γ)[1−α+αβ(2−γ)]2

4[1−α+αβ(1−γ)]
from product A only.

If R1 raises pB1 to be 0 < p
′
B1 < (1− γ)(1− pA1), we still have un-

informed consumers prefer visiting R1 first. Here, we use superscript ′ to

represent the case with this new B price at R1. Then the new demand func-

tions for A and B at R1 are q
′
A1 = β(1− γ){[(1− α + αβ(1− γ)](1− pA1) +

αβ(1− p
′
B1)} and q

′
B1 = αβ[β(1− p

′
B1) + β(1− γ)(1− pA1)− p

′
B1], respec-

tively, according to scenario 2 of table 3.1. Therefore, R1 sells αβ2(1− γ)p
′
B1

less product A at the same margin and q
′
B1 amount of product B at a positive

margin. Thus, the incremental gain to R1 is4πAB = −pA1αβ2(1− γ)p
′
B1 +

p
′
B1q

′
B1 = p

′
B1[q

′
B1− αβ2(1− γ)pA1] > p

′
B1αβ[β− p

′
B1− β(1− γ)pA1], where

the last inequality comes from q
′
B1 > αβ(β − p

′
B1), which is obtained by

plugging (1− γ)(1− pA1) > p
′
B1 into q

′
B1. Hence, we have 4πAB > 0 if
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p
′
B1 < β[1− (1− γ)pA1]. That is R1 is better off as long as it only raises its

pB1 to a small positive price p
′
B1. In other worlds, the profit R1 earns with

this pair of new prices (pA1, p
′
B1 > 0) is higher than the profit it earns with

price (pA1, 0). The maximum profit R1 could earn with the optimal prices

(p∗A1, p∗B1) will be even higher. In summary, R1 is always better off raising

its price for B, pB1, to be above 0 when the B price at its rival is zero, i.e.,

pB1 > pB2 = 0.

Next, we will show that when pB2 = 1
2 , R1’s best response is to set

pB1 = 1
2 − ε and pA1 = 1

2 , where ε is a very small positive number. There-

fore, the demand for A and B at R1 is given in scenario 3 of table 3.1. R1’s

maximization problem is:

π1 = max
pA1,pB1

pA1qA1 + pB1qB1

s.t. : pB1 < pB2
(A.10)

The Hessian matrix is:

[ −2β(1− α)(1− γ)− 2αβ2(1− γ)2 −2αβ2(1− γ)
−2αβ2(1− γ) −2β(1− α)− 2αβ2

]
.

Its determinant is 4(1− α)β2(1− γ)[1− α + αβ(2− γ)] ≥ 0. So the profit

function is jointly concave in pA1 and pB1. First Order Condition yields the

following:

pA1 =
1
2
+

αβ(1− 2pB1)

2(1− α + αβ− αβγ)
(A.11)
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pB1 =
1
2
+

αβ(1− γ)(1− 2pA1)

2(1− α + αβ)
(A.12)

The optimal interior solutions are pA1 = 1
2 and pB1 = 1

2 . Therefore

pB1 = 1
2 − ε and pA1 = 1

2 achieves the highest profit R1 can get sup(π∗AB) =

1
4 β(2− γ)[1− α + αβ(2− γ)].

It is clear that R1’s profit πAB is increasing and continuous in its ri-

val’s price on product B, pB2. Therefore, there must exist a threshold value

δ > 0, when pB2 > δ, R1’s best response is to undercut pB2 by ε, and when

pB2 < δ, R1’s best response is to set pB1 > pB2.

Proof of proposition 3.3.9:

Proof. In this proof, we assume (AB, B) assortment. When R1’s best re-

sponse is to set its price on B, pB1, just ε below its rival’s and R2’s best

response is to set its price pB2 below its rival’s, the only possible equilib-

rium prices are pB1 = pB2 = 0. However, we have proved in lemma 1

that R1 has a profitable deviation when pB2 = 0. Therefore, there is no

pure strategy equilibrium when both retailers respond to rival with lower

price. In other words, the pure strategy equilibrium can only exists when

pB1 > pB2 > pB1 − (1− γ)(1− pA1) ≥ 0 and R1 and R2 choose interior

solutions as their optimal prices. Under these conditions, R2 will not un-

dercut its price further according to lemma 2 and R1 will not undercut R2’s

price on B according to lemma 1.
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When pB1 > pB2 > pB1 − (1− γ)(1− pA1) ≥ 0, the demand func-

tions for R1 and R2 are given in scenario 2 of table 3.1. Subsequently, R1

solves the following maximization problem:

πAB = max
pA1,pB1

pA1qA1 + pB1qB1

= β(1− γ)[(1− α + αβ− αβγ)(1− pA1) + αβ(1− pB1)]pA1
+αβ[β(1− pB1) + β(1− γ)(1− pA1)− pB1 + pB2]pB1

s.t. pB1 − (1− γ)(1− pA1) < pB2
pB1 ≤ pA1

(A.13)

The Hessian matrix is
[ −2β(1− α)(1− γ)− 2αβ2(1− γ)2 −2αβ2(1− γ)

−2αβ2(1− γ) −2αβ(1 + β)

]
.

Its determinant is 4αβ2(1− γ)(1− α + β− αβγ) ≥ 0. So the profit function

is jointly concave in pA1 and pB1. First Order Condition yields the following

interior solutions:

pA1 =
1
2
+

αβ(1− pB2)

2(1− α + β− αβγ)
(A.14)

pB1 =
pB2

2
+

(1− α)β(1− pB2)

2(1− α + β− αβγ)
(A.15)

Note that pA1 − pB1 = (1−pB2)[1−α+αβ(2−γ)]
2(1−α+β−αβγ)

> 0 for all pB2. Thus

constraint pA1 > pB1 will always be satisfied. R2 solves the following max-

imization problem:

π2 = max
pB2

pB2qB2

= max
pB2

pB2β(1− α + αpB1 − pB2)

s.t. pB1 − (1− γ)(1− pA1) < pB2 < pB1

Clearly, R2’s profit is concave in pB2. First Order Condition yields

the following interior solution:
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pB2 =
1− α + αpB1

2
(A.16)

Solving the above three best response functions simultaneously, we

get the following optimal solution:

p∗A1 =
1
2
+

αβ(2 + α)

2[(4− α)(1− α− αβγ) + β(2− α)(2 + α)]
(A.17)

p∗B1 =
(1− α)(1− α− αβγ) + β(1− α)(2 + α)

(4− α)(1− α− αβγ) + β(2− α)(2 + α)
(A.18)

p∗B2 =
2(1− α)(1− α− αβγ) + β(1− α)(2 + α)

(4− α)(1− α− αβγ) + β(2− α)(2 + α)
(A.19)

Thus, we have 1− p∗A1 = (1−α)[1−α+αβ(2−γ)+4β]
2[(4−α)(1−α−αβγ)+β(4−α2)]

> 0 for all α, β

and γ. Notice that the denominator is always positive because (4− α)(1−
α − αβγ) + β(4 − α2) > (4 − α)[1 − α + β(1 − βγ)] > 0 , where the first

inequality comes from 4− α2 > 4− α. In addition, we have p∗B1 − p∗B2 =

−(1−α)(1−α−αβγ)
(4−α)(1−α−αβγ)+β(4−α2)

. Therefore, when 1 ≥ α(1 + βγ), we have p∗B1 ≤ p∗B2,

which contradicts with the initial assumption that pB1 > pB2. Thus, a pure

strategy equilibrium does not exist when α(1 + βγ) ≤ 1.

When α(1+ βγ) > 1, we have p∗B1− 1−α
2−α = −2(1−α)(1−α−αβγ)

[(4−α)(1−α−αβγ)+β(4−α2)](2−α)
>

0, which ensures the interior solution of (A.16). We know that p∗B1 > p∗B2 > 0

and 1 > p∗A1 > p∗B1. Next, we will show R1 can do better by setting
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p
′
B1 = p∗B2− ε and keeping the same p∗A1. By reducing the price of B at R1 to

be lower than the price of B at R2, R1 gets all the sales. We use superscript

′ to represent the deviated case. Then the new demand functions for A and

B at R1 are q
′
A1 = β(1− γ){[(1− α + αβ(1− γ)](1− p∗A1) + αβ(1− p

′
B1)}

and q
′
B1 = αβ[β(1− p

′
B1) + β(1− γ)(1− p∗A1)] + (1− α)β(1− p

′
B1), respec-

tively, according to scenario 3 of table 3.1. The demand with price pair

(p∗A1, p∗B1) is q∗A1 = β(1− γ){[(1− α + αβ(1− γ)](1− p∗A1) + αβ(1− p∗B1)}
and q∗B1 = αβ[β(1 − p∗B1) + β(1 − γ)(1 − p∗A1) − p∗B1 + p∗B2], respectively.

Since ε could be arbitrarily small, we can ignore it to simplify the nota-

tion. Let δB ≡ p∗B1 − p
′
B1 ' p∗B1 − p∗B2. With these new prices, R1 sells

q
′
A1 − q∗A1 = αβ2(1− γ)δB more product A at the same margin and q

′
B1 �

qB1 amount of product B at a reduced margin. First, the increased demand

for B is q
′
B1 − q∗B1 = αβ(1 + β)δB + (1− α)β(1− p

′
B1). Then the incremental

gain to R1 is

4πAB = p∗A1(q
′
A1 − q∗A1) + p

′
B1q

′
B1 − p∗B1q∗B1

= p∗A1αβ2(1− γ)δB + (q
′
B1 − q∗B1)p

′
B1 − q∗B1δB

= p∗A1αβ2(1− γ)δB + αβ(1 + β)δB p
′
B1 + (1− α)β(1− p

′
B1)p

′
B1 − q∗B1δB

= δB[αβ2(1− γ)p∗A1 + αβ(1 + β)p
′
B1 − q∗B1] + (1− α)β(1− p

′
B1)p

′
B1

We can plug in q∗B1 and p
′
B1 to the first term and simplify the term

within the bracket to the following:

αβ2(1− γ)p∗A1 + αβ(1 + β)p
′
B1 − q∗B1

= αβ2(1− γ)p∗A1 + αβ(1 + β)(p∗B1 − δB)− αβ2(1− p∗B1)− αβ2(1− γ)(1− p∗A1) + αβδB
= αβ[(1 + 2β)p∗B1 − βδB − β + β(1− γ)(2p∗A1 − 1)]
= αβ(1−α−αβγ)(1−α)(1+β)

(4−α)(1−α−αβγ)+β(2−α)(2+α)
< 0
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The last equality is obtained by plugging in the value of p∗B1, p∗A1 and

δB. Plug this back into ∆πAB. To simplify the notation, let A = β(2+ α) and

B = 1− α− αβγ, then we get4πAB = β(1−α)2

[(4−α)B+(2−α)A]2
{[2B+ A][(2+ α)B+

A]− α(1+ β)B2} = β(1−α)2

[(4−α)B+(2−α)A]2
[B2(4+ α− αβ) + BA(4+ α) + A2] > 0.

That is R1 is better off by undercutting its rival’s price on B when R2 sets its

price at p∗B2, which contradicts with p∗B1 being the equilibrium price. Thus,

a pure strategy equilibrium does not exist when α(1 + βγ) > 1.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.11:

Proof. According to proposition 3.3.10, π
A: f
LL > 0 > −F. In addition, as far

as F < 1
4 β(1− γ)(1− αγ) − 1

4 β(1− γ)[1− α + αβ(1−γ)
1−β ] = αβ(1−γ)2(1−2β)

4(1−β)
,

we have πA:l
FL − F > 1

4 β(1− γ)(1− αγ)− F > 1
4 β(1− γ)[1− α + αβ(1−γ)

1−β ] =

πS
LL. Let F = πA:l

FL − πS
LL > αβ(1−γ)2(1−2β)

4(1−β)
. Therefore, when 0 < F ≤ F,

the asymmetric assortment breadth where one retailer carries both products

and the other retailer carries just one product is the equilibrium. When F ≥
F, the symmetric assortment breadth where each retailer carries a different

product is the equilibrium.

A.2. Using “fictitious play” algorithm to find mixed strategy
price equilibrium

Step 0: Assign a starting strategy SR1
0 to R1. Here SR1

0 is simply to set

p0
A1 = 1

2 , the monopoly price. Actually, we find that the choice of starting

strategy does not change where the equilibrium converges. So any staring
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strategy is workable.

Step 1: R2 finds the optimal strategy SR2
0 under the assumption that

R1 plays SR1
0 . SR2

0 could be a mixed strategy or a pure strategy. Due to the

computer’s limited precision and the fact that R1 is playing a pure strategy

SR1
0 , we find almost all of the time, SR2

0 is also a pure strategy, i.e., a single

pair of prices (pA2, pB2).

Step 2: R1 finds the optimal strategy SR1
1 under the assumption that

R2 plays SR2
0 . Again, SR1

1 is simply a price point p1
A1.

Step 3: R2 finds the optimal strategy SR2
1 assuming R1 plays SR1

0 with

0.5 probability and SR1
1 with 0.5 probability. The rationale is that R2 be-

lieves both SR1
0 and SR1

1 are part of the mixed strategy played by R1. So far

the best estimate R2 has is that each strategy is played with 0.5 probability.

Then based on this best estimate of R1’s mixed strategy, R2 finds his own

optimal strategy SR2
1 , which could be a mixed strategy or a pure strategy.

This philosophy is repeated in the entire iteration process.

Step 2N+1: R2 finds the optimal strategy SR2
N assuming R1 plays all

previous strategies with equal probability. That is R2 believes all his op-

ponent’s previous plays, SR1
0 , SR1

1 , SR1
2 , · · · · · · , SR1

N , are part of the mixed

strategy for R1. For example, if in all the previous plays, R1 plays pA1 = 0.3

twice and pA1 = 0.2 three times, then R2 treats it as if R1’s mixed strategy is

to play pA1 = 0.3 with 0.4 probability and pA1 = 0.2 with 0.6 probability.

Repeat the above iteration process until the mixed strategy converges,
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i.e., there is no change in probability between two iterations. In practice,

when the change in probabilities between two iterations is less than ε, a

pre-specified small number, we say the empirical distribution estimated by

the algorithm has converged to the mixed strategy we are searching for.
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Appendix B

Per-Usage Rentals of Durable Products

B.1. Formal derivation of rental capacity in a large market

Since everything here is in period t, we omit time stamp t for nota-

tional simplicity. Consumer i experiences a need for one unit of product

with probability λi in each period. Let Xi be the number of rental requests

consumer i has in a given period. We have

Xi =

{
1 w.p. λiF(pr)

0 w.p. 1− λiF(pr)
.

E[Xi] = F(pr)λi and E[X2
i ] = F(pr)λi. Let N be the aggregated rental re-

quests in period t, i.e., N =
m
∑

i=1
Xi, where m is the number of consumers in

the rental segment. Thus E[N] = F(pr)
m
∑

i=1
λi and Var[N] =

m
∑

i=1
(F(pr)λi −

F(pr)2λ2
i ). By assumption, λi has distribution G(λ) on [0, λ̄] over the entire

population. If consumers with usage rates within [0, λ̂c] form the rental

segment, then m =
⌊
nG(λ̂c)

⌋
, where bc is the floor function. We have

lim
n→∞

E[N]
n = F(pr)

∫ λ̂c
0 xg(x)dx. Similarly, we have lim

n→∞
Var[N]

n = F(pr)
∫ λ̂c

0 xg(x)dx−
F(pr)2

∫ λ̂c
0 x2g(x)dx. Let A = F(pr)

∫ λ̂c
0 xg(x)dx and B = F(pr)

∫ λ̂c
0 xg(x)dx−

F(pr)2
∫ λ̂c

0 x2g(x)dx to simplify the notation. Denote λr = An and σ2 = Bn.
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By theorem 2.2.4 of Durrett [2010], as n → ∞, N−λr
λr
→ 0 in probability, and

hence N
λr
→ 1 in probability.

From the last paragraph, we know that Var[N]
Bn → 1. Let Yi =

Xi−λiF(pr)√
Bn

.

Then E[Yi] = 0 and
m(n)
∑

i=1
E[Y2

i ] = Var[N]
Bn → 1. In addition, for all ε > 0,

m(n)
∑

i=1
E(|Yi|2; |Yi| > ε) → 0. Since the sum is 0 as soon as 1√

Bn
< ε. By

Lindeberg-Feller theorem (Theorem 3.4.5) of Durrett [2010], as n→ ∞, N−λr√
Bn

has a standard normal distribution. In other words, when n is sufficiently

large, N is approximately normal distributed with mean λr and variance σ2.

The firm’s stocking problem concerning its rental operation is to find

the optimal K that maximizes its rental profit in period t. Because the

durable product lasts infinite time, each unit of rental capacity is re-used

in infinitely many periods. We convert the acquisition costs of the K units

into annuity cost of αwK in every period. So the firm solves the following

problem in period t:

πr = max
K≥0

(pr − c)E[min(K, N)]− αwK (B.1)

Let Φ and φ be the standard normal distribution and density func-

tions, respectively. Then the optimal stocking level is K∗ = λr + z∗σ +

o(σ) = An + z∗
√

Bn + o(
√

n), where z∗ = Φ−1
(

1− αw
pr−c

)
. The block-

ing probability is PB = I(z∗)
σ = I(z∗)√

Bn
, where I(z∗) is the standard normal

loss function, i.e. I(z∗)=φ(z∗)− z∗ αw
pr−c . The firm’s expected rental profit is

πr = (pr − c− αw)λr − σφ(z∗)(pr − c).
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As n → ∞, we have lim
n→∞

K∗
λr

= lim
n→∞

(
1 + z∗

√
B

A
√

n + o( 1√
n )
)

= 1,

lim
n→∞

PB = lim
n→∞

I(z∗)√
Bn

= 0 and lim
n→∞

πr
n = lim

n→∞
[(pr − c− αw)A−

√
B√
n φ(z∗)(pr −

c)] = (pr − c − αw)A. Therefore, when the market size is large, we have

K∗ ' λr, PB ' 0 and πr ' (pr − c− αw)λr. Intuitively, the first order mean

effect (which is proportional to n) dominates the effect of variability (which

is proportional to
√

n) for a large n. Thus, the mean effect is the determining

factor in segmenting the market.

B.2. Numerical Results for Small Markets

In this section, we study the effect of small market size on the struc-

tural property we obtained in the previous section. We limit ourselves to the

case with two special distributions for λ and V. Following the distribution

we used to generate Figure 4.2, we still assume λ has a uniform distribution

on [0, λ̄]. We assume V has a two-point distribution, i.e., V = VH or VL with

equal probability 0.5.

For small market sizes it may not be appropriate to use the large

market approximation in which we treat the usage rate as deterministic.

Instead, as described in section 3, we need to explicitly allow for each con-

sumer i to experience a need for the product with probability λi in each pe-

riod. Let Xi be the indicator variable that takes the value one if the customer

makes a rental request in a period, i.e., Xi = 1 with probability λiF(pr), and

0 otherwise. Let N be the number of rental requests he firm gets in each
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period. Then N =
m
∑

i=1
Xi, where m ≤ n is the number of consumers in the

rental segment. For a rental price pr, the firm needs to find the optimal

rental capacity K that maximizes its rental profit per period, i.e., the firm

solves

πr = max
K≥0

(pr − c)E[min(K, N)]/α− wK, (B.2)

Equation (B.2) is a classic newsvendor problem. From the newsvendor re-

sults, we know that the optimal K∗ satisfies P(N > K∗) = αw
pr−c . The firm’s

expected rental profit per period is πr = (pr − c)E[min(K∗, N)]− αwK∗. If

the rental price is VH, then the corresponding sales price is ps = E[V]λ̂c
α ; if

the rental price is VL, then the corresponding sales price is ps =
λ̂c
α (E[V]−

(1− PB)δ], where PB = 1− E[min(K∗,N)]
E[N]

is the long run probability that a con-

sumer cannot get a rental unit at the time of his request due to stock-outs.

We use the following parameters in our simulation: unit acquisition

cost w = 100, discount factor 1− α = 0.9, VH = 70 and VL = 50. Then we

vary the transaction cost c and the maximum usage rate in the market λ̄. For

each {c, λ̄} pair, we calculate the firm’s expected profit. We plot the firm’s

best strategy in Figure B.2b and Figure B.2a for market size of n = 100 and

n = 1000, respectively.

Observe that Figure B.1, the plot we get from ignoring the stochasity,

is nearly identical to Figure B.2a in the sense that the firm rents the durable

to VH requests only when c ≤ c̃. In addition, the firm sells the durable

only when the maximum usage rate in the market exceeds a threshold (λ̄ ≥
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λ̃). Note that for very small λ̄, the boundaries between “do nothing” and

“rental only” and within “rental only” regions are different than those in

Figure 4.2. The reason is that at very small λ̄ in a small market (n = 100),

the effect of stochasity of the rental demand on the firm’s profit is rather

significant. Ignoring this leads to the overstatement of the rental benefit we

observed in Figure 4.2. However, in a relatively large market (n = 1000),

even at small λ̄, the effect of stochasity of the rental demand on the firm’s

profit is negligible, as illustrated in Figure B.2a.

Figure B.1: The firm’s optimal strategy with a symmetric two-point dis-
tributed V when we ignore the stochasity in rental demand
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(a) Market size n=1000 (b) Market size n=100

Figure B.2: The firm’s optimal strategy with a symmetric two-point dis-
tributed V when the rental demand is stochastic

In Figure B.3, we show the comparison plots for the firm’s optimal

decision variables λ̂∗c , the corresponding optimal capacity K∗, sales price

p∗s , and profit π∗c for a small market (n = 100) at λ̄ = 1. Each subplot of

figure B.3 shows that the analytical results we obtained using determinis-

tic usage rate closely follow the simulation results we get with stochastic

rental demand. In short, considering the stochasity of rental demand that

arises in finitely sized markets does not alter the qualitative insights about

how the market should be segmented between selling and renting. Thus we

will stick with the deterministic usage rate (or equivalently, large market)

assumption for the rest of the paper.
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Solid line represents the optimal values obtained analytically with
deterministic usage rate, dashed line represents the optimal values

obtained by simulations with stochastic rental demand. (a) Optimal usage
rate of the marginal consumer versus c; (b) Optimal rental capacity versus

c; (c) Optimal sales price versus c; (d) Firm’s profit versus c.

Figure B.3: Comparison of optimal decision variables and profits
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B.3. Proofs of Lemmas, Propositions and Theorem
Proof of Lemma 4.3.2

Proof. a) Taking the first derivative of πc
(
λ̂, pr

)
with respect to pr, we have:

dπc
(
λ̂, pr

)

dpr
=

n
α
[G
(
λ̂
)

λ̂F (pr) + (B.3)

+
(

F (pr)− (pr − (c + αw)) f (pr)
) λ̂∫

λg (λ) dλ] (B.4)

It is easy to see that when this derivative is evaluated at λ̂ = λ, the first term

disappears. It follows that for any pr such that
dπc(λ,pr)

dpr
= 0, we will have

dπc(λ̂,pr)
dpr

> 0 for any λ̂ < λ.

b) Taking the first derivative of πc
(
λ̂, pr

)
with respect to λ̂, we have:

dπc
(
λ̂, pr

)

dλ̂
=

g
(
λ̂
)

α


G

(
λ̂
)

g
(
λ̂
) (v +

pr∫

v

F (x) dx)

−(λ̂(v +

pr∫

v

F (x) dx− (pr − c− αw)F(pr))− α (c + w)


(B.5)

In order to satisfy the first-order condition with respect to λ̂, as specified in

(B.5), we must have that:

G
(
λ̂
)

g
(
λ̂
) = λ̂

(
1− (pr − (c + αw)) F (pr)

v +
∫ pr

v F (x) dx

)
− α (c + w)

v +
∫ pr

v F (x) dx

The left-hand-side of this expression is decreasing by the IFR assumption.

The right-hand-side (RHS) is a linear function of λ̂, and must be increasing

at the point, λ̂ = λ̂ (pr), at which the equality is satisfied. Note that we
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have d
dpr

(v +
∫ pr

v F (x) dx) = F(pr) ≥ 0 and d
dpr

((pr − (c + αw)) F (p∗r )) =

F(pr)− f (pr)(pr − c− αw) ≤ 0, where the last inequality holds for all pr ≥
rr since F(pr)− f (pr)(pr− c− αw) =

dπr(λ̂,pr)
dpr

. Thus, the slope of the RHS is

increasing in pr. It is easy to confirm that the second term in the RHS is also

increasing in pr. It follows that λ̂ (pr) is decreasing for all pr ∈ [r∗r , v].

Proof of Lemma 4.3.3:

Proof. a) It is easy to confirm from (B.3) that for any value of λ̂, we have that
dπc(λ̂,pr)

dpr
< 0 when evaluated at pr = v if and only if v > c + αw.

b) From (B.5), we can see that for any value of pr, when we evaluate
dπc(λ̂,pr)

dλ̂

at λ̂ = Λ, we have:

dπc(λ̂,pr)
dλ̂

∣∣∣∣
λ̂=Λ

=

g(Λ)
α [−Λ(v +

∫ pr
v F (x) dx− (p− c− αw)F(pr)) + α (c + w)]

(B.6)

By differentiating with respect to pr, we can confirm that v +
∫ pr

v F (x) dx−
(pr − (c + αw)) F (pr) is decreasing in pr. Because this term is positive when

evaluated at pr = v, it follows that it will be positive for all pr ∈ [v, v] , and

therefore must be positive at pr = p∗r . It follows that the right-hand-side of

(B.6) will be negative if and only if Λ exceeds a threshold value.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.4:

Proof. part (a): This follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.2. Note that if

pr
(
λ̂
)
≥ rr for all λ̂ ≤ λ, then it must also be true for λ̂∗.
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part b) Let pCO
s (pr) be the conditionally optimal sales price, given that the

rental price is pr. That is, let pCO
s (pr) = ps

(
λ̂ (pr) , pr

)
. Using (4.1), we have

that:

pCO
s (pr) =

λ̂ (pr)

α


v +

pr∫

v

F (x) dx




Differentiating with respect to pr, we have:

dpCO
s (pr)

dpr
=

1
α


dλ̂ (pr)

dpr


v +

pr∫

v

F (x) dx


+ λ̂ (pr) F (pr)




From part b) of Lemma 4.3.2, we have that dλ̂(pr)
dpr

< 0 for pr ∈ [rr, v]. Because

F (pr)→ 0 as pr → v, we must have that dpCO
s (pr)
dpr

< 0 for pr sufficiently close

to v. Recall from Lemma 4.3.1 that, as c → v− αw, the optimal rental only

price, rr → v, and from part a) we have that pr
(
λ̂
)
≥ rr . It follows that

dpCO
s (p∗r )
dpr

< 0 for c sufficiently large. For such large values of c, we will have

p∗s = pCO
s
(
λ̂ (p∗r )

)
> rr.

Proof of lemma 4.3.5:

Proof. To solve the optimization problem in (4.5) with a two-point distributed

V and a uniform distributed λ, we need to find the optimal λ̂∗c that maxi-

mizes three conditional profit πc(λ̂c, pr > VH), πc(λ̂c, pr = VH) and πc(λ̂c, pr =

VL).

When pr > VH, the consumer never rents. So E[(V − pr)+] = 0 and

F(pr) = 0. The optimal solution and the corresponding profit are given

below. Subscript ps is used to represent this case.
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λ̂∗ps =

{
E[V]Λ+α(c+w)

2E[V]
i f Λ > α(c+w)

E[V]

Λ otherwise
(B.7)

π∗ps =

{
n
{

[E[V]Λ+α(c+w)]2

4αΛE[V]
− (c + w)

}
i f Λ > α(c+w)

E[V]

0 otherwise
(B.8)

When pr = VH, the consumer rents only when he has VH needs for

the durable and his expected surplus from renting per period is 0. So E[(V−
pr)+] = 0 and F(pr) = 1− β. The optimal solution and the corresponding

profit are given below. Subscript cH is used to represent this case.

λ̂∗cH =

{
ΛE[V]+α(c+w)

(E[V]+c+αw)+β(VL−c−αw)
i f Λ > α(c+w)

(c+αw)+β(VL−c−αw)

Λ otherwise
(B.9)

π∗cH =





n
{

[ΛE[V]+α(c+w)]2

2αΛ[(E[V]+c+αw)+β(VL−c−αw)]
− (c + w)

}
i f Λ > α(c+w)

(c+αw)+β(VL−c−αw)

= π∗prH = nΛ
2α (1− β)(VH − c− αw) otherwise

(B.10)

When pr = VL, the consumer rents whenever he needs the durable

and gains a surplus of δ
1−β for his VH needs. So E[(V − pr)+] = δ and

F̄(pr) = 1. The optimal solution and the corresponding profit are given

below. Subscript cL is used to represent this case.

λ̂∗cL =

{
ΛVL+α(c+w)

VL+c+αw i f Λ > α(c+w)
c+αw

Λ otherwise
(B.11)
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π∗cL =





n
{

[ΛVL+α(c+w)]2

2αΛ(VL+c+αw)
− (c + w)

}
i f Λ > α(c+w)

c+αw

= π∗prL = nΛ
2α (VL − c− αw) otherwise

(B.12)

part (a): When the firm sells the durable only, the optimal selling

price is r∗s =
E[V]λ̂∗ps

α . When the firm offers the rental service to VH needs

(i.e. when VH > c + αw), the optimal selling price is p∗s =
E[V]λ̂∗cH

α . When

the firm offers the rental to both VH and VL needs (i.e. when π∗cL ≥ π∗cH),

the optimal selling price is p∗s =
VLλ̂∗cL

α . Thus, to show the selling price is

weakly higher when the firm can rent, we need to show the following: (a)

λ̂∗cH ≥ λ̂∗ps, when VH > c + αw; and (b) λ̂∗cH
λ̂∗ps
≥ E[V]

VL
when π∗cL ≥ π∗cH.

Since λ̂∗cH maximizes πcH(λ̂), we must have π
′
cH(λ̂

∗
cH) = π

′
ps(λ̂

∗
cH) +

n(1− β)λ̂∗cH(VH − c− αw)/λ̄ = 0, where ′ is the derivative with respect to

λ̂. As long as VH > c + αw, we have π
′
ps(λ̂

∗
cH) < 0 = π

′
ps(λ̂

∗
ps), the latter

equality comes from λ̂∗ps maximizing πps(λ̂). In addition, πps(λ̂) is concave

in λ̂, thus π
′′
ps(λ̂) < 0. Therefore, we have λ̂∗cH > λ̂∗ps when VH > c + αw.

Plugging (B.12) and (B.10) into π∗cL ≥ π∗cH, we get [ΛVL+α(c+w)]2

2Λ(VL+c+αw)
≥

[ΛE[V]+α(c+w)]2

2Λ[(E[V]+c+αw)+β(VL−c−αw)]
. That is equivalent to λ̂∗cL[ΛVL + α(c + w)] ≥

λ̂∗cH[ΛE[V] + α(c + w)] = 2E[V]λ̂∗psλ̂
∗
cH when we exchange variables. Thus,

we have λ̂∗cL
λ̂∗ps
≥ 2E[V]λ̂∗cH

ΛVL+α(c+w)
≥ E[V]

VL
. The second inequality comes from

λ̂∗cH ≥
ΛVL+α(c+w)

2VL
, or equivalently ΛE[V]+α(c+w)

E[V]+βVL+(1−β)(c+αw)
≥ ΛVL+α(c+w)

2VL
. The

last inequality is true because 2VL[ΛE[V] + α(c + w)]− [E[V] + βVL + (1−
β)(c + αw)][ΛVL + α(c + w)] = [E[V]− βVL + (1− β)(c + αw)]VLΛ + α(c +
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w)[(2− β)VL + E[V] + (1− β)(c + αw)] > 0. Therefore, we have λ̂∗cH
λ̂∗ps
≥ E[V]

VL

when π∗cL ≥ π∗cH.

part (b): If VH < c + αw, the firm will never rents, then λ̂∗ = λ̂∗ps;

otherwise, the firm rents and λ̂∗ = λ̂∗cH or λ̂∗ = λ̂∗cL. Take derivative

of λ̂∗ with respect to c, we get the following:
∂λ̂∗ps

∂c = α
2E[V]

> 0; ∂λ̂∗cL
∂c =

VL(α−Λ)+αw(α−1)
(VL+c+αw)2 < αw(α−1)

(c+αw)(VL+c+αw)
≤ 0, where the first inequality comes

from substituting Λ > α(c+w)
c+αw . Similarly, we get:

∂λ̂∗cH
∂c = (β−1)Λ+αw(1−β)(α−1)−αβδ+α(1+β)E[V]

[c+aw+β(VL−c−aw)][(E[V]+c+aw)+β(VL−c−aw)]2

< a[βVL−(1−β)(1−a)w]
[c+aw+β(VL−c−aw)][(E[V]+c+aw)+β(VL−c−aw)]2

≤ 0,

when w ≥ βVL
(1−β)(1−α)

.

Proof of Proposition 4.4.1:

Proof. part (a): The consumer with higher usage rate always buys earlier

than the consumer with lower usage rate for any price path because the

higher the consumer’s usage rate is, the higher his willingness to pay is.

In period t, the firm faces a market consisting of the consumers with usage

rate from 0 to λt−1. Consumers with usage rate from λt−1 to λt buy at price

pt
s in period t. Thus we have λt < λt−1 for all t. Now, suppose pt

s ≥ pt−1
s .

Pick any consumer with usage rate λ ∈ [λt, λt−1], his payoff from buying in

period t− 1 and t are
(

E[v]λ
α − pt−1

s

)
and (1− α)

(
E[v]λ

α − pt
s

)
, respectively.

Apparently, he is better off buying in period t − 1 at price pt−1
s because

E[v]λ
α − pt−1

s > E[v]λ
α − pt

s, which contradicts with the fact that he buys in
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period t at price pt
s. Thus we have pt

s < pt−1
s for all t.

part (b): According to the above analysis, the marginal consumer, λt,

is indifferent between buying in period t at price pt
s and buying in period

t + 1 at price pt+1
s , i.e.: E[V]λt

α − pt
s = (1− α)

(
E[V]λt

α − pt+1
s

)
. Thus we have

pt
s = E[V]λt + (1− α)pt+1

s for all t.

part (c): In order to find the limiting value of the infinite time horizon

problem of (4.13), we assume there is an ending period N, after which the

firm will not change its selling price. Then the firm needs to find the optimal

λN, in terms of λN−1, to maximize its profit from period N to infinity. It

obtains profits from both selling to consumers from λN to λN−1 at price pN
s

and renting to consumers from 0 to λN forever at price E[V]. Since the firm

will not change its selling price after period N, pN
s = E[V]λN

α . Thus it solves

the following optimization problem:

JN(λ
N−1) = max

λN
[G(λN−1)− G(λN)](E[V]λN

α − c− w)

+E[V]−c−αw
α

∫ λN

0 xg(x)dx
(B.13)

The first order condition yields:

G(λN−1)− G(λN)

g(λN)
=

λN(c + αw)− α(c + w)

E[V]
(B.14)

Let N → ∞, then we have G(λN−1)− G(λN)→ 0. Therefore, we get

λN → α(c+w)
c+αw ≡ λ∞.
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Taking limit on both sides of the recursive equation of pt
s, we have

p∞
s = E[V]λ∞ + (1− α)p∞

s , thus p∞
s = E[V]λ∞

α .

Proof of Proposition 4.4.2:

Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.4.3:

From proposition 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, we know p∞
cs =

E[V](c+w)
c+αw and p∞

pss =

c + w. Since the firm offers both renting and selling only when E[V] >

c + αw, we have p∞
cs > p∞

pss. We can find a large number N so that pt
cs > pt

pss

for t > N.

Repeatedly apply the recursive price equation, we have pt
s = E[V][λt +

(1− α)λt+1 + · · ·+ (1− α)N−tλN] for any t ≤ N, which applies when the

firm can or cannot rent. Thus if λt
c ≥ λt

ps for all t ≤ N, we have pt
cs ≥ pt

pss

for all t ≤ N. Hence we only need to show λt
c ≥ λt

ps for all t ≤ N to prove

the theorem.

We claim if λt−1
c ≥ λt−1

ps , then λt
c ≥ λt

ps for t = 1, 2, ......N. We prove

this by induction.

First, we prove the above statement is true for t = N, i.e., if λN−1
c ≥

λN−1
ps , then λN

c ≥ λN
ps.

Assume λN
c < λN

ps. We will show the firm can do better by increasing

λN
c . Note the profit function is:
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Jc(λ
N−1) = πc(λ

N−1, λN) + (1− α)Jc(λ
N),

where πc(λN−1, λN) = [G(λN−1)−G(λN)][E(V)λN +(1− α)pN+1
s −

c − w] + (EV − c − αw)
∫ λN

0 xg(x)dx is the period N profit. It is clear that

Jc(λN
c ) is increasing in λN

c . πc(λN−1, λN) will also increase if the firm moves

λN
c to λN

ps given λN
ps maximize the pure selling firm’s profit. That is, we have:

G(λN−1
ps )− G(λN

ps)

g(λN
ps)

= λN
ps −

c + w− (1− α)pN+1
ps

EV
(B.15)

Because 1−G(x)
g(x) is decreasing in x and our assumption is λN

c < λN
ps, we have

G(λN−1
ps )−G(λN

ps)

g(λN
ps)

< G(λN−1
c )−G(λN

c )

g(λN
c )

. Because λN
ps −

c+w−(1−α)pN+1
ps

EV > λN
c

c+αw
E(V)

−
c+w−(1−α)pN+1

cs
EV , we must have G(λN−1

c )−G(λN
c )

g(λN
c )

> λN
c

c+αw
E(V)

− c+w−(1−α)pN+1
cs

EV , i.e.
∂πc
∂λN is positive at λN

c . Therefore, πc(λN−1, λN) could improve if the firm

moves from λN
c to λN

ps, which contradicts with λN
c being the optimal value.

Therefore, we must have λN
c ≥ λN

ps.

Thus we prove the claim is true for t = N. Repeat the process, we

get if λt−1
c ≥ λt−1

ps , then λt
c ≥ λt

ps for all t ≤ N. Since initially both the pure

selling and the combined market consist of consumers with usage rate from

0 to λ̄, we have λ0
c = λ0

ps = λ̄. By induction, we get λt
c ≥ λt

ps for all t ≤ N.

Proof of Theorem 4.4.4:

Proof. part (1a) and (2a): identical to the proof of part (a) of proposition 4.4.1.
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Proof of Theorem 4.4.6:

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4.3.
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Appendix C

Evaluating the effectiveness of government
subsidy on the adoption of energy efficient

durable products

C.1. Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 5.3.1:

Proof. First, if 1 + r2 ≥ v1
k , then 1−v1+r2

1−k ≥ 1 ≥ v1
k . Therefore, (5.4) simplifies

to:

Q∗2(Q1) =

{
1−Q1+r2−(v1−kQ1)

2 i f 0 ≤ Q1 < v1
k

1−Q1+r2
2 i f v1

k ≤ Q1 < 1.

Note that Q∗2(Q1) > 0 for all Q1 < 1. (5.8) becomes p1(Q1) = 1−
Q1 + r1 + p∗2(Q1)− r2, where p∗2(Q1) is given in (5.6). Solve (5.9) using the

first order condition, we get:

Q∗1 =





2(1−v1+r1−r2)
5 i f v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1]
v1
k i f v1 ∈ [ṽ1, ṽ2],

2+k−kv1+2r1−(2−k)r2
(5−k)(1+k) i f v1 ∈ [ṽ2, k]

(C.1)

where ṽ1 = 2k(1+r1−r2)
5+2k and ṽ2 = k(2+k+2r1−(2−k)r2

5+4k < k. The corre-

sponding Q∗2 is:
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Q∗2 =





3+2v1−2r1+7r2
10 i f v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1]

1−v1/k+r2
2 i f v1 ∈ [ṽ1, ṽ2]

3+5k−(5+3k)v1−2(1−k)r1+(k+7)r2
2(5−k)(1+k) i f v1 ∈ [ṽ1, k]

(C.2)

Next, if 1 + r2 < v1
k , then v1

k > 1−v1+r2
1−k . Therefore, (5.4) simplifies to:

Q∗2(Q1) =

{
1−Q1+r2−(v1−kQ1)

2 i f 0 ≤ Q1 < 1−v1+r2
1−k

0 i f 1−v1+r2
1−k ≤ Q1 < 1.

Similar to before, we solve (5.9) using the first order condition, we

get:

Q∗1 =





2+k−kv1+2r1−(2−k)r2
(5−k)(1+k) i f v1 ∈ [k, ṽ3]

1−v1+r2
1−k i f v1 ∈ [ṽ3, ṽ4],

2−v1+r1
4 i f v1 ∈ [ṽ4, 1]

(C.3)

whereṽ3 = 3+5k−2(1−k)r1+(7+k)r2
5+3k > k and ṽ4 = 2(1+k)−(1−k)r1+4r2

3+k . The

corresponding Q∗2 is:

Q∗2 =





3+5k−(5+3k)c0−2(1−k)r1+(k+7)r2
2(5−k)(1+k) i f v1 ∈ [k, ṽ3]

0 i f v1 ∈ [ṽ3, ṽ4]
0 i f v1 ∈ [ṽ4, 1]

(C.4)

Combing the above results, we get Table 5.1.

The rest of proof is to take derivative of Q∗, Q∗1 and Q∗2 with respect

to r1, r2. In the constant rebate case, r1 = r2 = r > 0. In the immediate

rebate case, r1 = r > 0 and r2 = 0. In the deferred rebate case, r1 = 0 and

r2 = r > 0.
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Proof of Proposition 5.3.2:

Proof. From Table 5.2, it is clear that R(r, 0), R(0, r) and R(r, r) either are

decreasing in r or do not depend on r.

Part (1): for smaller v1, such as v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1(0, r)], where ṽ1(0, r) =

2k(1−r)
5+2k , we must have v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1(r, 0)] and v1 ∈ [0, ṽ1(r, r)] because both

ṽ1(r, 0) = 2k(1+r)
5+2k and ṽ1 = 2k

5+2k are bigger than ṽ1(0, r). Thus, R(r, 0) =

3A(1−ε)
2(1−v1+r) , R(0, r) = −A(1−ε)

3+2v1−2r and R(r, r) = 5A(1−ε)
7−2v1+5r . It is obvious that

R(r, 0) > 0 > R(0, r). In addition, R(r, 0)− R(r, r) = (11+4v1+5r)A(1−ε)
2(1−v1+r)(3+2v1−2r) >

0 for all r. Similarly, when v1 ∈ [ṽ2(r, 0), ṽ3(r, 0)], we must have v1 ∈
[ṽ2(0, r), ṽ3(0, r)] and v1 ∈ [ṽ2(r, r), ṽ3(r, r)]. Thus, R(r, 0) = (3+k)A(1−ε)

2+k−kv1+2r ,

R(0, r) = (5k−1)A(1−ε)
3+5k−(5+3k)v1+(k+7)r and R(r, r) = (5+7k)A(1−ε)

(1+k)(7−5v1+5r) . Therefore, when

k ≤ 1
5 , we have R(r, 0) > 0 ≥ R(0, r) and when k > 1

5 ,we have R(r, 0) −
R(0, r) > 0 iff v1 ≤ 11+9k+23r+k2r

15(1+k)−2k2 . We also have R(r, 0) − R(r, r) > 0

iff v1 ≤ 11+9k+5r+5k2r+6kr
15(1+k)−2k2 . Note that 11+9k+23r+k2r

15(1+k)−2k2 − 11+9k+5r+5k2r+6kr
15(1+k)−2k2 =

2r(3+k)(3−2k)
15(1+k)−2k2 > 0 for all k and r. Therefore, we have R(r, 0) is the largest

when v1 ∈ [ṽ2(r, 0), min(ṽ3(r, 0), 11+9k+5r+5k2r+6kr
15(1+k)−2k2 )].

Part (2), for not so small v1, such that v1 ∈ [ṽ1(r, 0), ṽ2(0, r)], we have

R(r, 0) = 0, R(0, r) = A(1−ε)
1−v1/k+r and R(0, r) = A(1−ε)

1−v1/k+r . Then it is obvious

that R(0, r) is the largest. When v1 ∈ [ṽ3(0, r), ṽ4(r, 0)], we have R(r, 0) = 0,

R(0, r) = ∞ and R(r, r) = 2A(1−ε)
1−v1+r . Again, R(0, r) is the largest.

Part (3), according to the prove from part (1), when 11+9k+5r+5k2r+6kr
15(1+k)−2k2 <

ṽ3(r, r) = 3+5k
5+3k + r, R(r, r) > R(0, r) and R(r, r) > R(r, 0). Then R(r, r) is the
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largest. When v1 ∈ [ṽ4(0, r), 1], R(r, 0) = R(0, r).

C.2. Formal derivation when the efficient product lasts more
than two periods

In the second (last) period, there exists a marginal consumer ã2, who

is indifferent between buying the efficient product and the no purchase op-

tion. Thus, ã2− p2 + r2 = 0, where p2 and r2 are the price of the product and

the rebate offered in second period. Here we normalized the consumer’s

payoff from the no purchase option to zero. Since all consumers with a

higher than ã2 must prefer buying the product, we know Q1 + Q2 = 1− ã2,

where Q1 and Q2 are the quantities sold in the first and second periods,

respectively. Therefore, we get the demand function for the second period:

p2(Q2) = (1−Q1 −Q2) + r2 (C.5)

. Recall that, based on our assumption of the linear learning effect, the

marginal cost of production in the second period is v1 − kQ1, where v1 is

the initial marginal cost of production. Then, the manufacturer solves the

following profit maximization problem in period two:

π2 = max
Q2

Q2(p2(Q2)− v1 + kQ1)

It is easy to use the first order condition to get the optimal Q2 for a given

level of Q1:

Q∗2 =





1−Q1+r2−(v1−kQ1)
2 i f 0 ≤ Q1 < min(1+r2−v1

1−k , v1
k )

1−Q1+r2
2 i f v1

k ≤ Q1 < 1+r2−v1
1−k

0 i f 1+r2−v1
1−k ≤ Q1 ≤ 1

, (C.6)
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and the corresponding market clearing price and the profit in second

period when Q∗2 > 0 are:

p∗2(Q1) =
1
2
[1−Q1 + r2 + max(0, v1 − kQ1)] (C.7)

π∗2(Q1) =
1
4
[1−Q1 + r2 −max(0, v1 − kQ1)]

2. (C.8)

In the first period, if everyone anticipates that there is production in

the second period (Q∗2 > 0), then there exists a marginal consumer ã1 who is

indifferent between buying now and buying one period later. Therefore, we

have ã1 − p1 + r1 = (1− δ)(ã1 − p2 + r2), which simplifies to ã1 = 1
δ [p1 −

r1 − (1− δ)(p2 − r2)]. If, in the first period, everyone anticipates that there

will be no production in the second period (Q∗2 = 0), then there exists a

marginal consumer ã1 who is indifferent between buying now and the no

purchase option. Therefore, we have ã1 − p1 + r1 = 0. Since all consumers

with a higher than ã1 must prefer buying the product in the first period, we

know Q1 = 1− ã1. Therefore, we get the following demand function for the

first period:

p1(Q1) =

{
δ(1−Q1) + r1 + (1− δ)[p∗2(Q1)− r2] i f 0 ≤ Q1 < 1+r2−v1

1−k
1−Q1 + r1 i f 1+r2−v1

1−k ≤ Q1 ≤ 1
,

(C.9)

where p∗2(Q1) is given in (C.7).
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The manufacturer again solves the following profit maximization

problem to get the optimal Q∗1 :

π1 = max
Q1

Q1(p1(Q1)− c0) + π∗2(Q1),

where π∗2(Q1) is given in (C.8). π1 is concave in Q1, so we can use first order

condition to get the optimal first period quantity Q∗1 . Table 5.4 summarizes

the optimal quantities for both periods.
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